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Having revised and expanded the traditional critical terminology

for dealing with narrative perspective, this study analyzes the the iPatic_^

implications of the narrative stra teg ies o f Hemingway's sViort stories.

The first section of the study deals with those stories in which the

narrator is or v.'as directly involved in the story he relates to the

reader. These "involved narrations" are of three general kinds. In

stories such as "Tlie Old Han at the Bridge" and "Fifty Grand" narrators

are primarily important as "frames" for the presentation of characters

other than themselves. In more complex stories such as "A Canary for

One" and "My Old Man," narrators who ostensibly present the stories of

other characters are developed so extensively that they themselves become

the reader's priv.iary concern. In a third group of s torios--s tories such

as "After the Storm" and "Now I Lay Ke"--narrators relate their o;jn ex-

periences. In general, detailed analysis of those stories which use

iu'^'oived narrators shows not only that Hem.ing'v,;ay skillfully uses tradi-

tional types of narrative strategy in his short fiction, but that in



such stories as "Fifty Grand'' and "Tlie Gariibler, the Nun, and tlie Radio"

he broadens the traditional ''boundaries" of involved narration.

The second section of the study deals with those stories v^hich are

narrated by narrators v;ho are not and have not been physically involved

in the stories they tell. Tliis section begins with a discussion of such

stories as "Up in Michigan" and "Mr. and Mrs. Elliot," in vmich unin-

volved narrators are developed as personalities, and then analyzes those

uninvolved narrations in which narrators are largely effaced. The study

finds that in such "dramatic" narrations as the Nick Adams scories and

"Hills Like VJhite Elephants" thematic content results in large measure

from careful control of the specific angle from which the reader views

events and from the implications of the types of conversations in which

characters engage. The section concludes v;ith a discussion of those

stories in which the revelation of characters' unvoiced thoughts, feel-

ings, and n.emories is crucial for the development of theniatic content.

Careful investigation of the narrative perspective of "The Snows of

Kilimanjaro," for example, is found to provide the key to problems in

the meaning of the story which have troubled many critics.

The brief final section of the study discusses those stories in

which thematic content is effected by changes in narrative perspective.

An analysis of the use of multiple perspective in "Tbe Undefeated," for

example, reveals that the usual critical emphasis on Manuel Garcia's

integrity and courage distorts the story's t'lCaning.

All in all, the study shov.'s that Hemingv;ay 's use of narrative

perspective is more varied, more complex, ar;d considerably more success-

ful than has been generally understood.

vii
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such stories as "Fifty Grand" and "ITie Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio"

he broadens the traditional "boundaries" of involved narration.

The second section of the study deals with those stories which are

narrated by narrators who are not and have not been physically involved

in the stories they tell. This section begins with a discussion of such

stories as "Up in Michigan" and "Mr. and Mrs. Elliot," in which uniji-

volved narrators are developed as personalities, and i:l.?n analyses those

uninvolved narrations in which narrators are largely effaced. Tne study

finds that in such "dramatic" narrations as th.e Nick Adauis stories and

"Hills Like ^i/hite Elephants" thematic content results in large n-.easure

from careful control of the specific angle froci which the reader views

events and from the implications of the types of conversations in v.'hich

characters engage. The section concludes with a discussion of cliose

stories in which th.e revelation of characters' unvoiced thoughts, feel-

ings, and memories is crucial for the development o I.' diei.atic content.

Careful investigation of the narrative perspective of "The Snows of

Kilimanjaro," for example, is found to provide the key to problenis in

the meaning of the story which have troubled many critics.

Tne brief final section of the study discusses those .-vtories in

^^;hich thematic content is effected by changes in narrative perspective.

An analysis of the use of multiple perspective in "The Undefeated," for

example, reveals that the usual critical emphasis oii Manuel Garcia's

integrity and courage distorts the story's meaning.

All in all, the study shows that Hemingway's use of narrative-

perspective is more varied, more complex, and considerably more success-

ful than has been generally understood.



CHAPTER I

THE INADEQUACIES OF CRITICISM

In a discertatioa he wrote at the University of l^lichigan in 1949,

E. M. Halliday found that by and large there had been "little analysis

of just how the effect" of Hemingway's fiction "is achieved," Though

many articles about Hemingway had been publi.shed, Halliday saw that

most of them dealt either with Hemingway the man or, at best, with

relationships betv.'een Hemingway's life and his fiction. In the twenty

years since the writing of Halliday' s dissertation, a great deal of

critical attention has been accorded Hemingway's fiction, much of it

of significance for the serious student of Hemingway's narrative tech-

nique. Nearly all of the standard critical works on nemingway--Ch.arle3

A. Fentoa's Th e Apprenticeship of Ernest Hem ingv;ay, Carlos Baker's

Hemingway: Th e Writer as Artis t, Philip Young's Ernest H emi^g•.^;ay --

have appeared since 1949, and numerous critics have attempted to ana-

9
lyze individual stories and novels." At the same time, however, much

recent Hemingway critic ismi has continued to deal not with the writer

as artist, but v.'ith the v/riter as fisherman, hunter, bullfight af icio -

nado, and so forth. Further, much of the criticism which has

studied Hemingway's art has continued to use the fiction primarily

as means with which to understand the historical personality.

Partly as a recailt of tlie attempt to discover the meaning of

•1-



Heiiiii;j^v.-ay as o uisn, and partly as a result of the. deceptive simi;lLcity

of -ic-jch of Hon!inr;\,-ay 's art, a great many significant aspects of the

technique of Hcrrangway ' s fiction remain to be explored. One of the

nost importaiit of these aspects of fictional technique is Kt.roingv.'ay ' s

use of narrative perspective.

Until tlie publication of Halliday's "Hemingway's Narrative

PeieoecLive'' J a 1932 Iher- wa;, hardly any suggestion on the part of

critics that H?-uiingway ever paid the slightest attc^ntion to tlic

3
possibilities of narrative perspective. Though the situation has

changed somev.'hat since the appeararice of Halliday's seminal work, it

is notexviorthy that his article remains one of tlie most extensive

treatments of the subject. "Heraingv;ay ' s Nnriativc Perspective" deals

in detail with The Sun Also Ris es , A Fareve 11 to Arms, and To Have

£r)_d_Have_2Tot. Basically, the study atter.pts to show bov.i the narrative

perspective of Hemingway's best fiction reflects and emphasises

thenjatic content. Halliday explains, for example, that tlie use of a

first-person narrator in The Sun A ]. so ]
-'

:'.? es produce- "an effect of

singu'J ar lty ; and singularity, in the sense of emotional isoJa(:iou,

is iii-separable from the novel's tlieme of moral atrophy . . . because

Jake, as protagonist, is a man drawiu,, himself inward and apart

from others, becoaiing . . . constantly niore self-sufficient and alone,

this effect of singularity is made extremely telling Siid powerful."

Halliday's discussion of T^ne. Sun Also Rises includes his definition of

"objective epitome." According to Hal lidiiy , Hci.j'ng/'ay uses Jake's

perception of particular external objects in moments of stress as a

means of reflecting tlie inv/ard psychological pain or pleasure the

narrator is fra>ling. Halliday's insights into Tlie Sun Al.̂ .o Rises
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are helpful, but his subsequent contention that the technique of

A Far c\;el "J t o Arms lepresents only a slight mcKlif ication of the tech-

nique of the earlier novel is incortect. One of Heiiiingv.'ay ' s achieve-

Dients in The Sun Also Rises is the creation of first-person narration

which is not retrospective in effect, which creates the kind of mov-

ing "now" that critics of fictional technique have presumed iir^po&sible

for a first-person story. Frc-deric Heni-y ' s narration of A Farewell _to

Arms , on the other hand, is_ retrospective in effect. Unlike 'jlie Sun

Also Ris es, th.e later novel must be viev;ed as a reminiscence. The

difference is an important one, for it affects our reactions both to

specific incidei'its and to the o\'erall meanings of the tv;o novels.

Accordiiig CO Halliday, the unity of form and theme Vjihich Heming-

way achieves in ITi e Sun Also Ri ses and A Farewell to Arms is tota] ly

lost in To Rav e an d Have Not , which is little more than an "exhibition

of technical irresponsibility." In To Have and Have Not "the point of

view flips back and forth so capriciously that the reader suffers

froiii a kind of vertigo of the imagination which blurs the illusion

[of reality]." This technical confusion is paralleled by a "confusion

of theme .... The total impression is that of an author groping

for his theme in a not-very-vjeli-lighted place . . . . " Though

Halliday is correct in his estimation c«f the quality of To Have and

Have Not as a novel, his discussion is weakened by his failure to deal

with Hemingway's experimentation with narrative perspective in indiv-

idual parts of the book. "Hemingway's Narrative Perspective" offers

many valuable i'lsights. It is, nevertheless, limited both in scope--

it makes little mention of several c.f the novels and no mention at all

of th.-: short stories- -and in depth of insight.



Since, the :>ppcaraiice of Kallid.'.y 'g article, critical attention

hc'-s been accordi'd the narrative perc))?ctiv8 of Ker>iingv;ay ' s fiction

somewhat more frequent]-/. Unfortunately, however, this attention has

usually been little more than cursory^. In I}amingv;ay : The Writer a s

Artist
,

for example , Carlos Baker limits his treatment of Hemingway's

use of narrative perspective in the vjorks up through Winner Take

Nothing to a lew ofl-hanu coi:iiiieuts ancl a faotnoLe in V7hich he mention.s

only that "Hemingway did not begin to employ the third person consistently

8
until the middle 1930 s." Even this stater.ient is of doubtful valioity

since In Ou r Tim e uses third-person narration far more covisistcntly

that) any of the later collections of short stories. Philip Young

gives the question of narrative perspective a little more space; he

devotes part of the. second chapter of Ernes t Hemingv^ay : A Rec onsider-

ation to two groups of what he calls the "'I' stories." In such stories

as "The Light of the VJorld" and "Now I Lay Me," Young explains, the "I"

is the protagonist, usually Nick Adans or a veiy similar character.

In otlier s tories--"Fif ty Grand" and "Mother of n Queen," for example--

tlie narrator is an observer.' However, aside froi.i dis tinguiaiu'.ng

these categories, which arc merely tv;o traditionally defined types of

first-person narration. Young does little more than use the stories

to exemplify his ideas about tlie "Hemingway hero" and the "code hero."

Young limits Iris analysis of the narrative perspective of the novels

to mentioning Jake Barnes' "conversational style" and to mailing tlie

highly questionable observation that "Unlike Jal'.e Barnes . . . Frederic

Henry participates fully in the book's action, and as a person is wholly

10
real.

"
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M^;iv recent studies have frequently done little more than repeat

the ' 'pe.ricial observations of Ccirlier critics. In Ernest Heiriing-

vay : _An IntrGduc tion and In ter pretation Sheridan Baker defines two

"modes" in Hemingway's fiction, "which might be called the autobiograph-

ical and the observational, roughly the first and third person," and he

mentions that in Men Without V^/o^r,en, "the two n:odes alternate and en-

,12
ga,;^'' f ?:--h other somev.'hat as two halves of a deck of cards ....

F'.' lc,;in;-;, Young's precedent, hovever. Baker doesn't elaborate on the

\:\JO I'^odes and fails to explain in what \-;ay they are particularly

Hemingway's. Ke does mention the use of the first-person method in

,wc stories. "My Old Man," lie says, is Hemingway's only story "in

what might be called ' r.hi- first person innocent,'" and "Fifty Grand"

is "unini;e among Hci::ingway ' s stories in that th.e 'I' is not the 'nero

but a 'cbarac-ter' " whose "limited intelligence turns all the tavdy

,13
details comic and frank, as against the reader's broader perceptrons .

'

Baker's description of "Fifty Grand," however, makes it sound more _ . .

like "first person innocent" than "My Old Man" does, expecially since

the narrator of the latter story has lost his innocence by the time

.be tei: s tlie reader of his experience.

Of the many full-length approaclies to Hemingway's fiction Earl

l;ovit'& Ernest Hem.ingway is most frequently concerned with HcEiingv-ay ' s

use of narrative perspective. Even Rovit, however, limits his detailed

discussions to a few of Hemingway's works. Like other critics Rovit

finds that the "typical Ficmingway fiction will be of t\;o closely re-

late." *-vi es. Either there will be an actual or an implied first-person

na -ratur (the Nick Adams stories, The Sun Also Rises, A Farcv7el l to Arms ).

or there will be seemingly objective third-person narrated fictions in



vjhlch the reader will be coerced into the position of the reacting, un-

14
speaking 'voice' (The Old Man and the Sea )." The majority of Rovit's

discussions of narrative perspective are concerned with the first type

of story, with Hemingway's use of first-person narration. Rovit uses

"In Another Country" to exemplify what he feels is a common narrative

structure in Hemingway's fiction. He explains that "In Another Country"

is basically about the narrator and "tyro" figure v;ho undergoes a

learning experience as a result of his contact with a "tutor" figure,

the heroic Italian major. According to Rovit, this basic fictional

structure underlies several of Hemingway's short stories and several of

16
. ,

the novels. Rovit s comments about Hemingway s use of narrative

perspective are frequently useful, but as is true of other full-length

analyses of Hemingway's fiction, Rovit's study is far from exhaustive.

His explications of the novels are frequently inadequate, and few of

the short stories are discussed in any detail.

Though there are hundreds of critical discussions which deal

specifically with Hemingway's short stories, only a very few of these

are concerned to a significant extent v.'ith narrative perspective.

Only tliree critics, in fact, offer detailed discussions of the narra-

tive strategies of more than one or two of Hemingway's short works.*

Two of these cri tics--Charles A. Fenton and Richard Bridgeman--analyze

''Because of the number of discussions involved, an exhaustive
review of those articles which analyze individual stories is im-
practical at this point. Relevant analyses of Hemingway's short
stories are reviewed in subsequent chapters of this study v^;llen the
stories themselves are discussed.
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sevo7-cil of the inter-chapr.ers of T.n Our TJEie . Tlie third critic j

Joseph Df?Falco. iTiakes valuable observations about the narrative

perspectives of several short stories.

In The Apprenticeshi p of Ernest Hemingway Fenton discusses cer-

tain aspects of rieiningv.'ay ' s work vjith narrative voice. According to

Fenton "the two lions vignettes ^ 'Chapter 4' and 'Chapter 5,'" are

attempts to recreate the British idiom of Hemingway's friend, Dornian

-

Smith. Tlie fact that the narrator of "Chapter 2," on the other hand,

is "vulgar" and "relatively imliterate" is made clear by Hemingway's

use of language which is "functionally ungrarnmatical .
" A third narra-

tive strategy is reflected ];y the fact that the narrative voice of

reanj' of tiie sketches is anonj-mous . In these "more characteristic"

pieces Herrirgway achieves his effects through the use of "declarative

narration and ironic omission of comment." Fenton's valuable dis-

cussion of the vignettes is supplemeTited by Eridgemun 's analysis. In

The Colloquial Sty le in Americ a Bridgeman points out that half of the

short chapters are told in tlie first person (Chapters I, II, IV, V, XI,

XIII, XIV, X\/, anu >:^7III) and half in the third person (Chapters III,

VI, VII, VIII, IX, X, XII, XVI, and XVII), and then proceeds to analyze

primarily by means of diction, the various narrative voices created

19
in the sketches. Like Fenton, Bridgeman mentions that the first-

person narrators include the British officer of "Chapter 5" and tlie

20
ungrarnmatical .AL-:erican of "Chapter 2." He also distinguishes, hov;-

ever, the bemused, reminiscing "simple soul" of "Chapter 1" and the

"quiet cool observer" of the eleventh, thirteen t'l, and eighteenth

chapters. Tlie thii.d-person sketches range, he feels, from the ironic

perspective of "Chapter 8" to the "factual joarnalis tic'' perspective



of the third, sixth, and seventeenth chapters. The overall purposes

of tlieir books prevent Fenton and Bridgenifin vroM dealing in detail vn' Lh

all the vignettes. Because of the thoroughness with v;hich they analyze

those sketches they do treat, hov:ever, their discussions are particu-

larly interesting and enlightening.

Though his study is not primarily concerned vs^ith fictional tech-

nicnie, .Joseph Delalco does find occasion to analyse aspt-icts of the

narrative strategies of such stories as "My Old Man," "Fifty Grand,"

and "In Another Country." In The Hero in Hemingway 's Short Stor ie.': ,

DeFalco explains that the use of che first pe}-son in "My Old Man"

enables aemingway to better exhibit "the inner attitudes of the central

character and reveal '.he pathos of the final learning situation."

Tlie fact that the story is narrated in retrospect "accounts for th.e

tough, alr.^ost bittei tone of the piece," a tone v/hich. illustrates

,21
the attitude the young narrator has "derived from the expe cience.

In "Fifty Grand" it is the central protagonist~-rather than the first-

person norrator--who undergoes the significant learning experience.

Jerry Doyle, the narrator of the story, is merely "a register"

22
against which the changing views of Jack Brennen can be measured.

The narrator of "In Another Country," according to DeFalco, is

neither innocent in tlic way that Jerry is in "Fifty Grand" nor as

open about the kind of effect his experiences have had on him as is

the narrator of "Jiy OJd Man." "In Another Country" uses the Italian

major a;i "tlic register . . . against wliich the attitudes and feelings

of the 'I' may be tested." After choosing the first-person point of

view for "In Another Country," Hemingway uses the narrator's choice of

detail in. order to project onCo outward reality the conflict between



23
faith and total despair which liis naiTator is undergoing. DeFalco s

discu.-rfiions of the narrative strategies of Hemingvay ' s stories are

nearly alv'rys illuminating. Unfortunately, his choice of subject

D;atter--he v^orks primarily witli those stories vjhich further the psycliic

dcvelopiuent of Nick AdaDns--and the Jungian approach to which he is

coiiTiiiitted prevent hi.g book from being more useful in the present con-

text. In spite of its limications , however, I'he hero i n Heuiingvray ' s

Short Stories is still a valuable approach--and the only extensive

approach~-to Hemingway's short stories. It is referred to often in

subsequent chapters.

Though Hemingway's fiction has received considerable critical

comment in the last four decades, few commentators have given mucli

attention to matters .of narrative; perspective. I'hose discussions in

which critics do attempt to deal with narrative strategy are limited

in one of two ways. Some discussions-- those of Carlos Baker, Philip

Young, and Sheridan Baker, for exampje--are too general to be of

much use. The more detailed discussions by such critics as Halliday,

Fento!!, and Bridgsnan, on the cthxr hand, are exti'emcly limited in

ex ten!;-" none of uherj deals \^lth more than a very few works. The

present study attcnpts to end the critical neglect of this area of

Hemingway's fictional technique by shewing in detail how the use of

narrative perspective contributes signif ica.ntly to the meaning of many

of Hemingway's short stories.

Tlie supposition that Hemingway was a versatile and inventive

fictional technician, and, more particularly, that, he seriously
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concerned himself with the various possibilities oi narrative per-

spective need cause the critic no surprise. Hemingway himself attested

to his concern with narrative strategy several times. In a letter he

wrote to John Atkins, for example, Heningway briefly reviews his past

concern with narrative person:

I'lhen T. wrote the first t:wo novels I hid not learned
to write in the third person. The first person
gives you great intimacy in attempting to give a

complete sense of experience to the reader. It is

limited however and in the third person the novelist
can work in other people's heads and in other
people's country. His range is greatly extended and
so are his obligations. I prepared myself for V7rit.~

ing in the third person by the discipline of writ-
ing Death in the Afternoon ; the short stories and
especially the long stories of "The Short Happy Life
of Francis Macomber" and "The Snows of Kilimanjaro."
In "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" I put in and deliber-
ately used what could have made many novels to see
hov; far it was possible to concentrate in a n-cdi.um.

A similar concern is evident in a letter Hemingway wrote to Maxwell

Perkins in 1927. Having "'got tired of the limitations' imposed by

first-person narrative," he explained, he had swit;.hed to the third

25
person in the 'sort of modern Tom Jones " he V7as working on.

Hemingv/ay's interest in narrative perspective v;ar. not li-iitcd to the

question of narrative person. In a letter to E imund Wil.son, Hemingv^ay

expresses his appreciation for Wilson.' s Dial review of in cur tii:!e and

Three Storie s and "'un Poems, indicating that at least one major reason

for the overall organization of In Our Time had to do with the fictional

distance created between the reader and the events ho reads nbout.

The purpose of the alternation of full-length stories and hcief vignettes

according to Hemingway, v;as "to give the picture of t\\e. wiiole between
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examining it in detail. Like looking with your eyes at sorneiihing,

sety a passing coast line, aad then looking at it with 15X binoculars.

Or rather, maybe, looking at it and then going in and living it--ai"id

tben coming out and looking at it again."

Hemingway's interest in matters of narrative perspective might

also be suggested by the fact that most of the v'riters he admitted

admiring are notable for their work witli narrative strategy. In the

September, 1924 "Conrad Supplement" of F. M, Ford's Transa tly. tic

Review Hemingway announces that "frOi-i nothing else that I ha"e ever

'11

read have I gotten -Aat every book o£ Conrad has given me." It

seems fair to suppose that Conrad's lifelong experimentation v.dch

narrative perspective both in collaboration with Ford acd alone was

at least part of what it v/as that he gave Hemingway. Tne most fan:cus

of Homingv/ay 's statements of adiiilratioa for other writers is his con-

tention in Green Kill s of Africa that Henry James, Stephen Crane,

23
and Mark IVain are the finest American writers. " Tlie praise for

James, which Young feels does not mean a great deal, p-.ight be Less of

a problem for critics were Hemingway's cordis tent concern with cjues-

29
trons of narrati'.'e perspective less frequently ignored. Heuilngway's

contention that "All modern American literature covxas froni one book

by Mark Twain called Huckleberry Finn" almost undoubtedly results in

part from the fact that T\vain's novel differs fvo^Ji 7-iearly all of the

American fiction which preceded it in its use of a first-persou char-

acter narrator and a nonstandard idiom particul.irly S'lifed to that

30
narrator. Crane and Hemingway share a background as newspapermen,

a background that was influential in the developmeiit by both wiiter.'s
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of that particular kind of third-person narration critics us'j.nlly call

the "dramatic" or "objective" method. In Grcon 11 1 Is of A tr ie a

Hemingway nominates "The Blue Hotel" as Crane's best story, and the

great similarity between Crane's dramatic method and Hemingway's can

best be seen by comparing this story and such lesser known Crane tales

as "An Episode of War" and "The Upturned Face" vjith Hemingway's "Hills

Like Ufhite Elephants."

Tiis major evidence of Hemingway's concern with iiarrative point of

view, of course, is found in his fiction. And even a cucscry glance at

any area of Hemingway's work indicates that experimentation \iit'a the

possibilities of narrai:ive perspective was of significance throughout

his career. Richard Bridgeman suggests that during his <'arly writings

"Hemingway was consciously testing various approaches and stylistic

techniques. He rarely repeated an e.xperimeiit th.at failed to advance

him stylistically. Even if a particular tack succeeded- -as "My Old

)-Ian" did--Hemingway abandoned it unless it contributed to the construc-

31
tion of a satisfactory stylistic conveyance for his meaning." 'vliat

Eridgeman says about style applies eiiualiy to n&rrativr- p,-r::pec tivc.

.

As Bridgeman's own analysis of the In Our Time vignettes illustrates,

the two are often impossible to separate. To saj' that a writer is

experimontLng v/itli a particular idiom, with, that is, a particular way

of speaking, makes no sense unless we pre.'^ume that he is also experi-

menting with a particular speaker. Even to say tliat a writer uses

a bare, hewed -down style in a story suggests something about the nar-

rative perspective of -that story.

Hemingway's concern with the possibilities of narrative strategy
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is evident: as early as his high school fiction. According to Fenton,

Kemingway 's first published story, "Judgement of Manitou," which

appeared in the Oak Park High School literary magazine, is a third-

person narration which relies on a complex plot and a treatment

32
reminiscent of Jack London for its effect. The second story Heming-

way submitted to The Tabula uses a different narrative voice. "A

Matter of Colour" is in part an attempt to reproduce the speech of the

33
veteran fight manager who serves as narrator of tl\e story. Still

another narrative strategy is evident in the third Tabula story, "Sepi

Jingan," which, Fenton explains, is "a tale of violence and revenge

told by an Objiway Indian" in which "Hemingvjay avoided the artifici-

ality of total monologue. Tuere was a base of fragmentary- exposition;

the narrator asked occasional questions that kept the Indian's speech

tluid." Hemingway's early interest in narrative voice is also evi-

dent in the imitations of Ring Lardner he v;rote in high school and

later in Italy. Fenton suggests that the Lardner imitations were "a:i

invaluable opening exercise in some of the technicalities of idiomatic

,,35prose .... lliey were also, one might add, invaluable as opening

exercises in some of the technicalities of a type of first-person nar-

ratioa which Hemingway used later in such stories .is "Fifty Grand"

and "The Mother of a Queen." Though one cannot make too much of

Hemingway's high school fiction, his earliest stories do indicate both

his interest in certain kinds of subject matter and his concern with

the various possibilities of narrative perspective.

Most critics would agree with Fenton that journalism was "the

most important single factor" in Hemingway's apprenticeship. And
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though the chances for experimentation with narrative per-jp'}ctive in

newspaper stori(>s are somev/nat limited, it is easy to see the effect

of the reporting Hemingv;ay did for the Kansas City Star on hi.j develop-

ment of "dramatic" narration. At the Star Hemingway met and became

close friends with Lionel Calhoun Moise. The belief of this almost

legendary reporter that "Pure objective writing ... is the only true

form of storytelling" has frequently been cited by critics as an

important influence in Hemingway's development. Moise is rcpoj'ted to

have advised young v.'riters, "No stream of consciousness nonsense; no

playing dumb observer one paragraph and God AlLaighty the next ....

In short, no tvicks

.

Hemingway's job with the Toronto Star Weekly subsequent to his

tour as an ixmbiilance driver and soldier also played a part in the

development of his ability to handle narj'ative perspective. reuton

reports that during his stay with the Canadian paper Homiagwa/'s

"style and attitudes matuLed as he ranged experiirentally through the

,38
various levels of burlesque, mimicry, ?atire, and irony.' Hemingway

continued to experiment with a "variety of mediums" during his stay iu

Chicago in the winter of 19'.? I. As Donald M. Wright reinembers , Ileming-

39
way "was trying any and every kind of writing at the ti!;;e. ..."

The result of the young writer's attempts to wo-rk i;ith the different

narrative stances required by satire, irony, and burlesque can be

seen in his later ability to shift easily from one narrative stance i:o

another in Death, in the Afternoon and other v;v)rks.

Hemingv/ay ' s early years in Paris were undoubtedly of great slgi^i-

ficance in the development of his fictional technique. Ic is difficult



to imagine that he could has escaped at least the indirect influence of

such writer-friends as Ford, Joyce, Dos Passes, and Fitzgerald , all of

whom were greatly concerned with matters of narrative perspective. One

need only remember such scenes as that described by Robert McAlmon in

Being Geniuses Together where Hemingway, Sylvia Beach, Stuart Gilbert

and others sit, "as grave as ovjIsJ' as Joyce reads from his own work to

realize how pervasive the atmosphere of literary experimentation must

have been.

Tlie special importance of Sherwood Anderson and Gertrude Stein

in Hemingway's development has often been discussed by critics. Both

writers were, of course, innovators in the area of narrative technique,

and much of what Hemingway is presumed to have learned from them is

related to the use of narrative perspective. Tlie frequent critical

assumption, for example, that such Anderson stories as "E Want to Know

Ifliy" and "I'm a Fool" influenced Hemingway's "^ty Old Man" is based in

large measure on the similarities bet^^7een the narrative perspectives

of these stories. That the debt Hemingway owes Anderson has to do

with narrative perspective is emphasized by Hemingway's own assertion

in his review of A Story Teller' s Story that Anderson's significance

as a writer resided in his ability to take "a very banal idea of things"

and present it "with such craf tsmenship that the person reading it be-

41
iieves it beautiful and does not see the craftsmanship at all."

VJhen Hemingway came to repudiate Anderson in Tli e Torrents of Spring
,

one of the aspects of the older writer's fiction that he repeatedly

satirized was, as John T. Flanagan has explained, a certain tendency

in Anderson's use of third person narration:
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Anderson utilizing an older technique intrudc'd in

much of his fiction, interpolating his outi views
or comri'.ents, disrupting the very point of view
he sought to establish. Heniingvjoy . . . goes him
one better .... Hciningway appends author's
notes to the reader in which he alludes to personal
friends . . . and calls attention not only to his

personal knowledge of Petoskey and the Michigan
Indians but to the uniinportance of the whole uro-

ject.^>^

Critics generally agree that Gertrude Stein taught Hemingway a

great deal about the use of repetition, and one need on.ly con.pare an

early story such as "Up in Michigan" in which Hemingway works v;ith

repetition in Stein's manner with an early story such as "Out of Season

in v^hich repetition is not an important device in order to understand

the significant effect repetition can have on narrative perspective.

The kind of experimentation with narrative perspective Kemingway

conducted during his apprenticeship is evident throughout his major

works. A glance at either the novels or the stories reveals that, at

least in the area of narrative perspective, Hemingway avoided repeat-

ing himself throughout his career. The Sun Also Rises and A Farewcl

1

t o Arms are presented in different kinds of first-person narration;

To Have an d Ha_yt Not_ is an attempt to work v.-ith multiple view; For

Wiom the Bell Tolls is narrated in a standard type of omniscient nar-

ration; and Ac ross the River and Into the Trees and Itie Old Man and the

Sea use different variations of central-intelligence narration. The

still greater variety of narrative strategies used in Hemingway's

short stories is examined at length in subsequent chapters.

In his Nobc] Prize acceptance speech Hemingway explains that

"For a true writer each book should be a new beginning wliere he tries

again for something that is beyond attainment. He should alvv'ays try
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for something that has never been done or that others have tried and

failed." Too often Hemingway criticism has tacitly assumed that

Hemingv/ay did not follow his o\-m advice, that he himself was not

"driven far out past where" a writer can go, "out to where no one can

43
help hiui." This study discusses at least one area in which Heming-

way did move constantly into new and difficult areas throughout his

career, and in which he did try to accomplish things he felt had not

been done successfully.
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CHAPTER II

NARRATIVE PERSPECTIVE: A DEFINITION OF TERMS

The failure of critics to develop a sufficient understanding of

the importance of narrative strategy in Hemingway's fiction is part of

what amounts to an overall lack of critical attention to matters of

narrative perspective ."' The general inadequacy of crittcisin in this

area is perhaps most clearly reflected l^y the fact that in the years

since the publication of Percy Lubbock's Ti ie Cra f t of Fiction, most

critics have been content to accept Lubbouk's useful, hut obviously

limited analysis of the possibilities of narrative strategy with

little or no qualification. It is only in t!:c ] as i; £ew year.;, in feet,

that critics such as Wayne C. Booth and Bertil Romberg have pursued

Lubbock's line of investigation and have attempted to lay a norc oub-

stantial found:; tion for the study of narrative perspec ti >/e. Because

of i;he absence of an adequate critical irauiework for dealing with

questions of narrative strategy, it has been necessary for the present

study to develop its own framework. During its investigation of narra-

tive perspective in Hemingway's stories, this study uses distinctions

T]\e Letm "narrative perspective" is used in this scudy to desig-
nate that complex of relationships which is contingent on t!ie kind of
narrator an author creates. By "narrator" this study means that char-
acter who ostensibly writes, tells, or remembers a story.

•22-
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v;hir,h are derived, first, from a raviev; and revision or tb.ose ternis

and concepts developed in ITie C r'aft o!; Fiction ; second, frcni a review

and revision of terminology developed in such recent studies as those

of Booth and Rcniborg; and finally, from the definition of several torpis

and concepts which have not been used previously in criticism of fic-

tion.

•"-^ Th e Cra ft of Fiction Lubbock develops the four-fold categori-

zation of possible narrative strategies vhich has beccriie the basis for

nearly all discussion of narrative perspective in the last five

decades. Depending upon the amount of drainatization r-n author feels a

story requires, according to Lubbock, b.e can present a narrative

"dramatically," or he can create an "omniscient" narrator, a ''centiai

intelligence,'' or a "first-person" narrator.

v-.^iau is called t:he "ara^iiatic'' metii.od in The Craft of Fiction goes

by different names in the various subsenuent attempts to categorize

narrative strategies. Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, Edith Mirielees,

and Kenneth Laysoii Kempton call it the "objective" method; Carolina

Gordon and A! ien Tate call it the technique of the "effaced narrator";

Cleanth Brooks £ind Robert Penn Warren call it the technique of ciie

"observer author"; and Norman Friedman refers to it as the "dramatic

mode. " Despite their differences in terminology, however, the critics

agree that w>>en an author uses this narrative method, b.e is attempi-ing

"to approximate as closely as possible the authority of the drama-

3
tist." In his attempt to present a kind of prose drama the author

of a dramatic work effaces his narrator, ailo-./ing him to enter the

narrative only for the purpose of placing the characters before back-

grounds suitable for the "scene.s" they enact. The c'naracters in
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clcamatic fiction are developed exclusively by meaoo of t.he "objccLivo"

presentation of only "what the characters do and say.'' As is usual

ill the actual drama it imitates _.
the thoughts and feelinps of the char-

acters in dramatic narrative must be " inferred froim action and dialogue.

Tliough dramatic telling has usually been thought of as one of the

rriethods of third-person narration, tliere is no reason why a first-

person work cannot be dramatic. The Sun Al so Rises , in fact, is cne

of the few successful full-length dramatic works in fiction. 1,'ith few

exceptions--exceptions which total less than tv/enty of the novel's

250 pages--Jake Barnes presents the action of The Sun Also RiseJ exclu-

sively through conversation and through descriptions of the external

appearances of people and things.

V'hat is conventionally terv:ed "omTi i.scient" narration in c '-il; Lcitl

discussions is the kind of ficLional prosentatio'.i one eacounters ir

ISHi-APJ:^' Va'''i-t-y Fair, and For I-Jltoin the Bel l To ils. W,-.ile there are

a great many different kinds of omniscient narrative, this study uses

only the simple distinction designated by Friedman ' r. terms, "cd'torial

omniscience" and "neutral o.pniscience .

" A narrator is said to be

neutrally orriniscicat if he reveals or discusses the unvoiced tlioughts

or emotions of the charf-ctors of his narrative. A ii^u-rator i-T termed

editorially omniscient if in addition to presenting the unspoken

thoughts and emotions of the characters of his na.-r..i tive, he prosent.s

his opinions (whic'.i may or may not be the author's) iiiU.er about life

in general or about the characters and events of hf.s narrative.

During the l.v.st half -.entury a long and often confused critical

battle has raged over tlic question of the advantngi^s and disadvantages
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of omniscient narration and, more specifically, over the aesthetic

legitimacy of direct authorial intrusion. The question of whether

the presence of "Fielding" in Tom Jones , of "Tnackeray" in Vanity Fair
,

and of "George Eliot" in Middlemarch , makes or mars these novels,

whether it helps or hinders the reader's "illusion of reality" has

been discussed at length by such critics as Henry James, Percy Lubbock,

Edith l/liarton, Caroline Gordon, and Joseph V.'arren Beach. liooth's The

Rhetoric of Fiction , in fact, is devoted in large part to a review of

the many critical discussions eiboiit the "rhetoric" of narrative intru-

sion and to a partial reassessment of the importance of omniscient

narration. riis work must be consulted for a full understanding of

omniscience and of the questions that relate to it.

The third narrative strategy usually distinguished by critics is

the "central-intelligence" method . Cen.tral-intelligenca fiction is

recognizable by the double view it gives a reader. As Gordon and Tace

explain, "We look at the situation by and targe through the eyes of

the central character or intelligence, but we stand a little above and

to one side, so to speak, and actually use the eyes of the artist him-

8
self." In this kind of fiction the reader is preseiited with two

somewhat overlapping views of v/natever events occur: the overall

"true" view of an o,;iniscient narrator and the view of at least one

character who is involved in the events and who is attempting i:o make

sense of v^hat he sees.* In central-intelligence fiction tlie reader is

'Since central-intelligence fiction depends on the presentation
of at least one character's unvoiced reactions, the narrator of a

central -intelligence narration must be at least neutrally oinniscip .' t.

It is also nossi.ble, of course, for a central-intelligence narrator
to be editorially omniscient.



generally not as Interested in watching the e/ents vyhich occur as he is

in directly observing the way in which the mind of the central intelli-

gence is reacting to the events. The omniscient narrator's viev; of

things often serves primarily as a standard by which the reader can

measure and evaluate the responses of the central intelligence.

rae successful use of the ceatral-intelligence method in such

works as The /'uTibas sadors and A Portrait of the Ar t ist as a Young Man

has resulted in an attitude on the pare of many critics that the

central intelligence method is not only a_ useful technique, but the

useful technique for fictional presentation, a:\. attitude which reflects

a basic v'lisundors tanding about the question of fictional methods.

There has been a propensity on the part of many critics since Lubbock

to try to define not only what narrative strategy is used in a work,

but also to determine which -methods should be u-.-cd if fiction is to be

successful. This kind of thinking is evident in those many attacks on

Vanity Faijr v.hich are based in part on a disapproval of chc kind of

narrative strategy the novel uses, on the often unseated assumption

that the use of editorial omniscience automa::i.::al Ly renders a work in-

ferior. The problem with this sort of criticism, of course, is that it

vcrk3 backwards. Reasonable judgements about the methods of fiction

must be based on the examination of particular work^, whicli, as a wliole,

ar£ success j'ul. Ihe only real proof that the central-inteil Lgence

method is a valuable fictional technique is that it was used in the

creation of sucli aucce.ssful works as Middl omarch and JL2ie_JV,ib£.ssad£rs_.

Though the critic can ascertain how these works vary tlio technique

and attempt to decide why this particular method v;as useful for those

particular works, it is impossible for him to say--no matter how many
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"aclvantages" the method seems to have--that it is an}' niore likely to

be employed in a successful woi'k of art tlian pre any of the other iiar-

rattve methods which have been employed in successful vorks. It seems

fair to say, in fact, that a technique which could enable a writer to

"hurdle all the obstacles" of previous writers, as Gordon suggests the

central-intelligence method can do, would be a considerable disadvan-

c
tage for a writer. In many cases, the most fertile ground for an artist

is that v/hich contains the most and the greatest obstacles. As Heming-

way puts it, "Hov.' simple the writing of literature would be if it were

only necessary to v.'xite in another way \v/hat has been well written. It

is because we have had such great writers in the past that a writer is

^10
driven far out past where he can go, out to vjhere no one can help him."

This study does not use t'ne category of "first-person narration"--

the fourth narrative method usually distinguished by critics--because

of certain ambiguities which arise v.'hen the tr,?.-! itional distinction of

person is employed. The terms "first person" and "third person" are

not simply "overvjcrked , " as Booth suggests in The Rlietoric of Fiction.

they are essentially misleading, for they don't really have anything to

do with the question of person. "First person" seems to refer to a

narrator's identif ice tion of himself as "I," but in Tom Jones , one of

the most frequently ciced examples of third-person narrative, "Fielding"

refers to hiinself as "I" just as consistently as Jake Bnrnes does in

12
Tiie Sun Al'jo Rises . "Third person" seems to refer to the v;ay in

which a central protagonist is referred to by a narrator, but in a

first-person narrative like llie Great Gatsby the narrator consistently

refers to the protac;onist as "he." In reality, "first person" and

"third person" represent an attempt to define the degree to which
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a narrator is directly in\/olved in the events he presents to the re;'di; r

a far more important matter than v^hether the narrator identifies hiw-

self as "I" or not. In order to avoid the mis Leading connotations of

the distinction of person, this study uses terms which clearly direct

the reader's attention to this all-important question of involvement.

Tlie term "involved narrator" is used to designate a narrator who io or

has been physically involved in the events he relates, even if his in-

volvement is only t'lit of a witness who is physically present at .:hese

events. The term "uninvolved narrator" is used to refer to a narrator

v>7ho is not and has not been physically involved in the events he

relates." There are instances, of course, where na.rrators are not con-

sistently involved or uninvolved. w'hen, for example, the generally

uninvolved "Troll ope" of Tlie VJarden tells the reader tliat he saw the

characters with wh.ora his narration is concerned, h.c becomes momentari Ly

an i nv o 1v ed n a r r a to r .

In his recent study Bertil Romberg differentiates involved nar-

rators on the basis of v;hat he calls "epic situation," that is, en the

basis of "the narrator's situation when b.a is telling his story ....

Though the concept of "epic situation" is a very useful one, the l.itia'

is unfortunate, for it seems to involve the reader in questions of

genre, rather than in questions of narrative perspective. For the sake

of clarity this study uses the term "narrating present"--the "present"

It is possil^le for an uninvolved narvitor to be emotionally

involved with the characters he presents. "Thackeray," for exampli.

sometimes gets angry at characters in Vanity Fair .
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duving v.'hich a narrator narrates his s tory--ins tead of "epic situation."

According to Romberg, the narrating presents of some involved narrations

are "oral." Narrators, in other words, tell their stories to listeners.

The "most usual epic situation," however, "is that which necessitates

14
the work of a narrator sitting at his writing desk." Because Romberg s

study is concerned almost exclusively with works which use \;ritten

narrating presents, his book is of limited use in an analysis of Heming-

V7ay's fiction. In nearly all of Hemingvjay's involved narratives narrator;

are doing something other than v.'riting." In such works as "My Old Man,"

"After the Storm," "Fifty Graiid ,
" and The Sun Also Rises

,
involved nar-

rators speak to implied listeners. In other u.Trks--"A Canary for One,"

"In Another Country," "Now I Lay Me," and A Farewell to A.-ms , ainong them--

narrating presents are neither oral, nor written. Narrators merely

remember events from their pasts.

In order to facilitate analyses of specific stories, tliis study

makes use of a further distinction which is not part of the traditional

vocabulary for discussing narrative perspective. In addition to a

narrating present, all of Hemingway's stories nake use of at least one

"acting present," of at least one situation which the narrator desci'ibes

or presents. Generally speaking, the balance which a writer estal^lishes

between narrating present and acting present is one of the most imoor-

tant single factors in determining the effects and meanings a i/ork

creates. In most fiction the reader's attention is directed primarily

Two possible e.-cceptiors hero are "llie Gambler, the Nun, and the
Radio" and ''Fath.ers and Sons." See the discussions of these stories
in Chapter V of this study.
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to the events of the acting present, but his understanding of these

events is modified by his awareness of the narrating present. This

usual balance is exemplified by Grea t Expectations . During Dickens'

novel the older, more mature Pip's vision of things in the narrating

present serves as a standard which enables the reader to more fully

understand the novel's primary subject, the development o c the char-

acter of Pip in the acting present. In a similar fasiiion, while the

reader of A Farewell to Arms is primarily concerned v/ith Frederic

Henry's experiences in the acting present, the narrator's sadder,

wiser vision in the narrating present frames these eveii tr; ;-.nd modifies

the effect the war experiences and love affair have on the reader.

In some stories and novels the narrating present is as important as

the acting present. In Tr i s t r am S ii andy , for example, Tris traiu'

s

attempt to narrate the story of his birth and cf his Uncle Toby's

love life becomes at least as important as the story itself. In .3tiJ.l

other works, the acting present receives the almost unqualified

attention of the reader. The power of The .Sun Also Rise s, for example,

results in large measure frorn the fact that the narrating present of

the novel is nearly invisible. During the hundreds of pages of The Sun

Also Rises there are only two instanr^s in ','hich Jake "Rnrvips draws

attention to his function as teller. The longer of the two--hLs worry

that he has not "shown Robert Cohn clcarly"--is a paragraph long, the

shorter--Jake's mention that the Pamplona archivist's office has

"nothing to do with tlie s tory "--takes only eiglit words.

An involved narration can be classified not only according Lo

the kind of narrating present iv/hich it uses, but according to the e.<tent

of the narrator's direct involvement in the evcutf. he pcesents to the



reader. Though there are obviously a great aar.y possible degrees of

this involvement, Romberg and most other critics use only the tradi-

tional two-fold distinction between the narrator as "protagonist" and

the narrator as "witness" or "observer." TaLs study uses the traditional

terminology , too, but with a (.|uali fication. In subsequent chanters a

narrator is called a protagonist only when his ostensible purpose in

narrating is to tell his own story. V.lien a narrator ostensibly attempts

to relate the story of another character, he is called a witne.-.s narrator,

even v;hen his own story is iiiore interesting to the reader than the oae he

tells.

In spite of the immense nuinber of successful stories and novels

wb.ich use protagonist-narrators, many critics have felt that this method

of presenting fiction has great disadvantages for a v/ricer. Henry

James, for example, calls narration by an i.^volved naruator "the dark-

est abyss of romance" and emphasizes his feeling "that the f.iicst person,

1 g
in the long piece, is a form foredooir.ed to looseness . . . .

" '" 'Jhi Le

some of the many li'^iitations James and subsequent cricics have obsei'ved

in protagonist-narration are real limitations, a groat .v.Huy of them

are not. Critical understanding of narrative perspective has frcfiuently

been fogged by a failure to remember that in fiction v.4iat may seem im-

possible need not really be_ impossible. The frequent critical objec-

tion, for example, that protagonist narration destroys iimnediacy , first,

because the reader is told about events rather than ,sho\.''n the events

themselves and, second, because the events describe.d take place in the

•ji^st, rather than in the present, only seems sound. ' In reality, it

is easy to find examples of scenes in novels narrated by protagonists
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which are at least as immediate in effect as the most vivid scenes in

works presented in other ways . Surely the wounding of Frederic Henry

in A Farewell to Arms cannot be accused of a lack of immediacy. The fre-

quent suggestion that if he is to be endowed with any of the great vir-

tues, the protagonist narrator must sing his ovm praises is based on the

"logical" supposition that we can only know good things about a protag-

18
onist narrator if he tells us about them. Tnis , of course, is nonsense.

Tristram Shandy, Jane Eyre, Huck Finn, and Jake Barnes don't tell us

they are good people, but we have no difficulty finding out. Even the

partially justified objection that narration by a protagonist forces a

v;ork to limit its vision to what is seen by one man ignores real fiction.

Such devices as the interpolated tale have long been used successfully

to help broaden a protagonist narrator's vision.

The other kind of involved narrator distinguished by Romberg and

other critics is the "I" as "witness" or "observer." Critical discus-

sions usually emphasize the great variety of ways in which this method

has been used, a variety which is exemplified by Hemingway's ur-e of the

method in such dissimilar stories as "Fifty Grand," "An Alpine Idyll,"

and "A Day ' s Wait.

"

A final distinction which needs to be mentioned hero involves the

degree to which the personality of a narrator is developed. The nar-

rators of both uninvolved and involved narratives range from near in-

visibility to full characterization. The narrators of both "Tlie Killers"

and "Tlie Old Man at the Bridge," for example, are nearly invisible as

individual personalities, and the result is that the reader devotes his

primary attention to the cliaracters and the events these narrators
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describc. BoLh the "Fielding" of Tom Jones and Nick Carrov/ay in The

Grea i: Gacsby, on the other hand, are "highly characterized," cud in

both cases the characterization of the narrators significantly affects

the reader's understanding of the events which are presented.

The subsequent chapters of this .i tudy are divided into three

general sections. Tiie first section, which includes Chapters III,

IV, and V, discusses those stories which are narrated by involved

narrators. The sectioii begins with those stories in which narrai.ors

are important priir.ariiy as "fra'nes" for tne presentation of characters

other than themselves and vjorks toward those stories in which tlie in-

volvement of narrators in the events they present is the reader's

priirary concern. Part II of the f; tudy--Cl;apters VI, VII, and VIIl-~

discusses those stories which use uninvolved narrators. This section

begins with a discussion of stories in which up.involved narrators ?.re

as highly characterized .-js ths narrators of many involved narr^.tions,

and then discusses that large group of unirivoived narratives which are

presented by nearly invisible narrators. The brief final section of

the study discusses those stories in \;hlch changes in the reader's

perspective on events effect and modify thematic content. During the

process of analyzing specific Hemingway stories, those teems .qnd re-

lationsliips which are defined in this chapter are more fully developed,

and a fev; new terms and relationships are distinguished. llonefull}',

the rather bulky terminology which is evolved is more of a help than a

hindrance to the reader's understanding of Hemingway's nccomplishments

.



In order to facilitate the use of the terminology developed in

the present chapter and in subsequent chnpt:er.s, the follovjing lisc of

important terms and of the pages on which discussions of these teruis

can be found has been included:

Acting Present : The series of events which the narrator

of a story presents to the reader, as contrasted v;i th the

series of events in wliich the narrator is involved as he

tells the s;:ory. Pp. 29-30.

Angle of Viev/: The modification of the narrative perspec-

tive of an uninvolved narration ivhich causes the leader to

view events by and large as thay arc perceived by a char-
acter within the narration. Pp. 15Q-160.

Central-Intelligence Narration : Uninvolved narration which
is presented from the angle of view of a ch.aractcr (or

characters) whose unvoiced reactions to the e.x.periences in

which he is involved are presented in considerable detail.

In a central-intelligence narration, the reader is largely

concerned with the specific reactions of the character--
or "c en tra 1 in te 1 1 i gene e " - - from whose angle he views events.

Pp. 25-27.

Ch aracterized Narrator: A narrator vjhose personality is de-

veloped during a narration. Pp. 32-33.

Colloquial ized Narrator: A narrator wlio speaks in clearly
colloquial language. P. 49.

Pis tance : That degree of opposition or identification
which exists between any tv/o of the components of the ex-

perience of fiction, that is, betv/een author and narrator,
narrator and reader, narrator and implied author, reader

and implied listener, and so forth. This opposition or ideri-

tification can be moral, inte Lice tual , social, racial, or

of almost iiuiunictable otlicr kinds. P. 97.*

Dramatic Narration: Tliat type of narration during 'chich

character and event are developed almost e.Kclusivcly

through the presentatioji of conversation and through de-

scriptions of the external appearances of people and things.

In dramatic fiction, the narrator is often effaced for large

portions of his narration. Pp. 23-24, 158.

Editor

i

a 1 Omn l s

c

i enc e : Narration during which an uninvolved
narrator prosent.s or describes the unvoiced thoughts, feel-

ings, or memories of one or more characters aiKl his own
opinion.^ abi)ut life or h Ls o^.'n eval^-iations of Lie characters

and events of his narration. Pp. 24--25.
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Implied Author : Tliat image of its author which ever^'

work o'J fiction creates by implication, an image which

may or may not correspond to the author himself. Pp. 48-49,157*.

Implied Listener : The character to whom the involved nar-

rator of a narration with an oral narrating present is

apparently speaking. Pp. 78-79.

Involved Narratio n: Narration which is presented by a

narrator v;ho is or has been physically involved in the

events of the story he relates to the reader, even if this

involvement is only that of a personal witness of these

events. Pp. 27-28, 137-138.

Multiple Perspective : That type of presentation which

utilizes changes in narrator or changes in angle of view

in order to effect thematic concent. Pp. 220-221.

Narrating Present : The situation of a narrator as he is

narrating his sto'ry. A narrating present need not be de-

veloped in a story, but if one is, it can be written
,

in

which case the narrator is engaged in the process of writ-

ing his story; and it can be oral, in which case the nar-

rator is telling his story to someone. The narrating

present of a work can also be Lvide up of a narrator's

attemp.': to renicuiber h.is past. P;^ . 28-30.

NairratLve Pers_pec tive : That complex cf relationships

which is contingent on the kind of narrator used in a

story. P. 22. -A-

Narrator : Tlie character v.'ho ostensibly writes, tells, or

remembers a story. P. 22.*

Neutral Ou.vtiscience : Narration during Xv^hich an uninvolved

narrator presents or describes the unvoiced thoughts, feel-

ings, or memories of one or more characters, but does not

directly present his own observations about life or his

own evaluations of the characters and events of his n>'rrn-

tion. P. 24.

Objective Epitome: The use of a character's perception of

external objects in moments of stress as a means of re-

flecting the character's inward psychological state. P. 2..

Protagonist Narration : That type of involved narration

during wiiich a narrator ostensibly tells his own story.

Pp. 30-32, 90.

Situation Report: A narrative during whicii the reader's

attention is focused on a general situation, rather than on

a single character or a single event. P.. 53.



Unluvolved Narration : A narration which is presented by a

narrator v.'ho is not and has never been physically involved

in the story he relates to the reader. Pp. 2 7-28, 138.

Unreliable Narrator: A narrator whose presentation ol:

events--either by accident or by design~-dis torts what

the reader guesses to be true. Pp. 78-79,

Witness Narration : lliat type of involved narration during

v;hich a narrator ostensibly presents the story of someone

other than himself. A v;itness narration can be sliuple, in

v/hich case the character whose story the v;itaess narrator
presents is the reader's priuiary concern, or it can be

comple x, in which case the reader is primarily concerned
with the narrator and with those relationships which are

developed between the witness narrator and the story he

relates. Pp. 3 2, 41, 58, 90.
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1. See Percy Lubbock, Tlie Craft of Fiction (London, 1921).

2. Rene VJellek and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature (New York,

1956); Edith Mirielees, Writing the Short Story (Garden City, New York,

1934); Kenneth Pays on Kemp ton, The Short Story (Cambridge, Mass., 1948);

Caroline Gordon and Allen Tate, Ttie House of Fiction (New York, 1950)

and Caroline Gordon, How to Read a Novel (New York, 1957); Cleanth

Brooks and Robert Penn Warren, Understanding Fiction (New York, 1943);

Norman Friedman, "Point of View in Fiction: The Development of a

Critical Concept," ?niA, LXX (December, 1955), 1160-1184.

3. Gordon and Tate, 624.

4. Friedman, 1178. Tlie category of "dramatic" or "objective"

narration includes a number of different kinds of fictional presenta-

tion. "The Killers" is often used as an example of a dramatic story

primarily because it is told, as Gordon and Tate put it, with a

"minimum of exposition" (See Gordon and Tate, 624). On the other hand,

"dramiatic" has also been used to designate fiction which is limited,

as strictly as possible, to a behavioris tic presentation of character
and theme through external vlev7s. Using the kind rather than the amount

of exposition as the standard, the last two-thirds of Steinbeck's
"Flight" and Chapter X of In Our Time ("ITiey whack- -whacked the white
horse . . . . ") can be called dramatic even though they are told exclu-

sively through exposition. Generally speaking, writers who have been
concerned with the one kind of dramatic telling have been concerned
with the other, and as a result, the two methods are usually used

together. In Of Mice and Men and The Sun Also Rises , for example,
action which isn't conveyed through conversation is nearly always

conveyed through descriptions of the external appearances of people and

things

.

5. Friedman, 1178.

6. See Friedman, 1169-1174.

7. Tlie term "central Intelligence" was originated by Kenry James,
who, according to many critics, both developed the technique and created
the best examples of it. In addition to "central intelligence,"
Gordon and Tate use "roving narrator" and "omniscient narrator con-
cealed." Friedman divides the method into two sub-methods and calls
them "selective oranlscience" and "multiple selective omniscience.'^
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Kenipton uses the term "stream of experience," and Elizabeth Drew uses
"indirect narrative." See Elizabeth Drew, "A Note on Technique," in
Tlie Modern Novel: Some Aspects of Contemporary Fiction (New York,
1926).

8. Gordon and Tate, 626.

9. Gordon, 120.

10. Hemingway, in his Nobel Prize acceptance speech. See Baker,
Hemingway: Tlie Writer as Artist , 339.

11. Wayne C. Booth, The Rhetoric of Fiction (Chicago, 1961), 150.

12. Booth mentions that the commentary in Tom Jones is "in the
first person, often resembling more the intimate effect of Tristram
Shandy than that of many third-person works." (Booth, 150.)

13. Bertil Romberg, S tudies in the Technique of the First-Person
Novel (Stockholm, 1962), 33.

14. Romberg, 35. A narrator need not be directly involved in the

events he relates for a narrating present to be created. Tlie narrating
present of Tom Jones , for example, is more fully developed than the

narrating presents of many involved narratives.
ITiough the development of the narrating present of a work

usually results from a narrator's commenting about his function as

narrator, other elements can contribute to this development. For one
thing, the degree to which the narrator manipulates time and place dur-
ing his narrative is important. Tlie shifting of seasons at the beginning
of A Farewell to Arms , for example, causes the reader to be more aware
than he might be otherwise of the presence of Frederic Henry in a

narrating present distinct from the events he is describing. The im-

portance of the shifting of time and place in the creation of the nar-
rating present is also suggested by the fact that in those works in

which the narrating present is invisible or nearly so, changes in time

and place are often particularly unobtrusive. In 'Ibe Sun Also Rises
,

for example, Hemingway uses a number of techniques which make shifts
in scene almost invisible. Early in Book II, for e.yample, Brett asks

Jake if he thinks the trip to Spain will be too rough on Cohn.

"That's up to him," I said. "Tell him you're coming. He

can always not come."
"I'll vrite him and give him a chance to pull out of it."

I did not see Brett again until the night of the 24th of

June.
"Did you hear from Cohn?"
"Rather. He's keen about it."

"My God!"
"I thought it was rather odd myself " (The Sun Also Rises

,

84) Hemingway skips four days in one unobtrusive sentence, and he leaves

unsaid completely the details of what presumably is a shift in place.

The significance of this particular technique is more understandable
when one remembers that only. two dciys are covered in the nearly fifty

pages of Book I of Tlie Sun Also Rises.
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16. Henry James, The Art of the Novel (New York, 1934), 320. It

is ironic, perhaps, that James disapproves of a method which he uses in
such successful Vv'orks as The Turn of the Screw , "Four Meetings," "The
Real Thing," and The Aspern Papers . His basic objection to the method,
however, concerns its use in a "long" work, by which he probably means
something more extensive than any of these narratives.

17. See, for example, Gordon, 98.

18. See, for example, Mirielees, 104-105.

19. See, for example, Cordon and Tate, 625.



time . . . ."). Though almost no iiiforir.atioa about this narrator ir,

made explicit in the sketch, the diction the narrator uses indica es
•

both that he is an American and that he is in ths process of learning

about the bullfight. His nationality is suggested by his use of the

American terra, "kid," and, perhaps, by his use of "pigtail," v/hich

seems like the probable American substitute for the Spanish v;ord

"coleta." That the narrator is in the process of learning about the

bullfight is suggested by the fact that while he understiinds such

relevant terras as "cuadrilla " and "barrera ," he is unfamiliar

with others. He is apparently unacquainted, for example, with "coleta."

Even the terms the narrator does know seeui to fall into two classes,

rne narrator is apparently so familiar with "torero" and "b-^rera"

that they are part of his automatic vocabulary. TTnis is suggested

by the fact that the words are not italicized in ciie text as foreign

words usually are. " Pun til la " and "cuadrilla ," on the other hand, are

italicized, and the way in which they stand out suggests that they are

not completely assimilated into the narrator's vocabulary, that the

narrator is, in other words, less fully acquainted with them.

n^e narrator of Chapter XI is also characterized by his mention

of the fact that after the corrida he saw the unsuccessful matador

at "the cafe'." By using "the caf/," rather than "a cafe" or the name

of the cafe', the narrator suggests that he is and probably has been for

some time a frequent customer of the establishment. The narrator's

assumption that the reader knows which cafe he means also character-

izes the narrator. llic reader comes to know the narrator better by

finding out the kind of thing he presumes people know.
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In spite of the fact that tlie narrator of Chapter XT. i'J more

fully characterized than the alnost Invisible narrator of a story such

as Chapter X of In Our Time ("Tney whack- -v;hack-:cl the white horse . .

. ."), he remains of only secondary interest insofar as the sketch as

a whole is concerned. The most important concern of Chapter XI is the

portrayal of an unsuccessful bullfight and an unsuccessful matador.

The involved narrator is useful for adding fictional authority and a

certain sort of dramatic perspective to the events he describes, hut

in no sense does he receive the reader's primary attcntioi-j.

As is true in Chapter XI, th.e main purpose of the narrator uf

Chapter VII ("V/liile the bombardme.it was knocking the tre)->ch to

nieces . . . . ") is the enhancement of the presentation of a character

other than himself. More clearly than is true of the uarrator of

Chapter XI, however, this narrator's attitudes frame and modify the

tone of the events he presents. Ilie only information that the reader

finds cut about the narrator of Chapter VII is that he is a soldier

v/ho has become rather cynical aV^out the sincerity of certain types of

religious conversion. The soldier-narrator recalls for the reader the

momentary religious enthusiasm of a soldier who becoi^ies terrified dur-

ing th.e bcmb^'.rdment at Fossalta and promises God that i i: lie allows nirn

to live he will tell everyone ahout Him. According to the narrator, as

soon as the attack is over, the young man forgets his vows,, resumes his

usual whoring at the Villa Rossa, and "never told anybody" about God.

VAiile under other c ire urns tances the reader might have sympathy for the

scared soldier, the presence of the cynical narrator in Lhis sketch

almost prohibits such sympathy. Because the soldie.r's story is

presented by a narrator whose experience has rendered him particularly



time . . . . ") . Though almost no iiifoririar.ion about this narracor is

made explicit in the sketch, the diction the narrator uses indica es

both that he is an Ariierican and that he is in ths process of learning

about the bullfight. His nationality is suggested by his use of the

American term, "kid," and, perhaps, by his use of "pigtail," which

seems like the probable American substitute for the Spanish word

"coleta. " Tliat the narrator is in the process of learning about the

bullfight is suggested by the fact that while he understands such

relevant terras as "cuadrilla " and "barrera , " he is unfamiliar

v;ith others. He is apparently unacquainted, for example, with "coleta,

'

Even the terms the narrator does know seem to fall into two classes.

The narrator is apparently so familiar with " torero " and "barrera"

that they are part of his automatic vocabulary. Tliis is suggested

by the fact that the words are not italicized in zhe text as foreign

words usually are. "Puntilla " and "cuadrilla , " on the other hand, are

italicized, and the wiiy in wh.ich they stand out suggests t'lat they arc

not coin[:letely ass in.ila ted into the narrator's vocabulary, that the

narrator is, in other words, less fully acquainted with them.

The narrator of Chapter XI is also characterized by his mention

of the fact that after the corrida he saw the unsuccessful matador

at "the cafe." By using "the cafe," rather than "a cafe" or the name

of the c-.ife, t!ie narrator suggests that he is and probably h.'is been for

some time a frecjuent customer of the establishment. The narrator's

assumption th.at the reader knows which cafe he means also character-

izes the narrator. Tlie reader comes to knoxv the narrator better by

finding out the kind of thing he presumes people know.
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In spite of the fact that tlie narrator of Chapter XI is more

fully characterized than the alnost invisible narrator of a story such

as Chapter X of In Our Tiine ("llTey whack- -v;hacked the white horse . .

. ."), he remains of only secondary interest insofar as the sketch as

a whole is concerned. The most important concern of Chapter XI is the

portrayal of an unsuccessful bullfight and an unsuccessful matador.

The involved narrator is useful for adding fictional authority and a

certain sort of dramatic perspective to the events he describes, but

in no sense does he receive the reader's primary attention.

As is true in Chapter XI, the main purpose of tlie n^irracor of

Chapter VII ("While the bombardme.it was knocking the trer.ch to

oieces . . . . ") is the enhancement of the presentation of a character

other than himself. More clearly than is true of the oarrator of

Chapter XI, however, chis narrator's attitudes frame and modify the

tone of the events he presents. The only information that the reader

finds oat about the narrator of Chapter VII is that he is a soldier

v;ho has become rather cynical aVjout the sincerity of certain types of

religious conversion. The soldier-narrator recalls for the reader the

momentary religious enthusiasm of a soldier who becories terrified dur-

ing th.e bombardment at Fossalta and promises God that if fie allows him

to live he x^iill tell everyone about Him. According to the narrator,, as

soon as the attack is over, the young man forgets his vows,, resumes his

usual whoring at the Villa E.ossa, and "never told anybody" about God.

Miile under other c ire urns tances the reader might have sympathy for the

scared soldier, the presexice of the cyiiical narrator in this sketch

almost prohibits such sympathy. Because ttie soldrlor's story is

presented by a narrator whose experience has rendered him particularly
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scared soldier's changes of heart with cold, humorous irony.

Like the narrators of Chapters XI and VII, the narrator of "The

Old Man at the Bridge" is only slightly characterized. He is signifi-

cant primarily as a means for dramatizing Hemingway's picture of a con-

2
fused old man. The reader does know a few definite things about this

narrator, among them that he is a soldier and that he has been sent out

to explore a bridgehead and find out "to what point the enemy had ad-

vanced." The narrator speaks Spanish--whether he is a Spaniard or not

is not made clear--and he knows enough about the Spanish people to

understand that the old man smiles because the mention of his native

town gives him pleasure. In addition to these few things, however, the

reader finds out little about the narrator and he focuses primarily on

the old man and on his inability to cope with the war.

The use of a witness narrator in "The Old Man at the Bridge" aids

in the development of a powerful tension between the immobility of the

old man and the advance of the enemy army. When the narrator returns

from his mission, he attempts to get the old peasant to proceed toward

Barcelona with the rest of the refugees. The old man, however, is not

only physically unable to go any further, he has, as R. W. Lid suggests,

lost his will to live. The peasant's physical and mental immobility

is framed by the narrator's awareness of the constant movement which is

going on during the story. As the narrator talks to the peasant, the

road that crosses the bridge grows more and more empty, and the narrator's

repeated mention of the dwindling stream of refugees and carts emphasizes

the fact that the fascists may come into view at any moment. Tlie narrator is

finally forced to leave the old man, and the last sight the narrator
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ard the reader have of the peai^ant ir, overshadowed by the knowledge that

he will fall victim to the onrushing am-.y at any nionieut.

The vjitaess narrator of "On the Quai at ornyrna" presents a viian

who has been driven nearly crazy by the cruelty, the absurdity, and the

gratcscjucness of \.'ar . As is true in "The Old Man at the Bridge." this

narrator presents his central character during a inorjenc of conversation,

bat unlike the soldier, the narrator cf "On the Qaai at Smyrna" says

norhing to the central character. The effect of his silence is to

emphasize the British officer's alr.ost hysterical inability to step

thinking and t>::iring of those events '/hich have shocked him so deeply.

Ual'.ke previously discussed sketches, "On the Quai at Smyrna" creates

an eizplicit differentiation betv.'een acting present and narratint; present

v;hich divides the focus of the reader between the events the office' is

remembering and the manner in which the officer talks or these events.

Takea together, the two "presents'" give a double cmpb.asis to the horror

of v.'ar; they show that it is horrible both in the brutality it causes

and in the effects of this brutality on th.ose '.?ho partJcipate in it.

It is teniptlng to see ironic suggestions in the silence of tiie overall

narrator of "On the Quai at Sciyrna." DcFalco, tor exa.ojplo, sees U;is

narrator as an ironic frai,:e for the presentation of the n-ove sensitive

British officer. Accordip-g to Der'alco, rhe rescuer's silence indicates

5
his indifference and '\is general lack of human emotion.' The problem

'with this in terpretaticn is that silence by itself can just as easily

indicate sympathy or s'lock as indifference. It is i;uite LiJ-.ely for

example, that the narrator is silent in sad or pained reineiiib ranee of

th.ose events v;hich the British officer describes. In any case, more

must be knowa about a character than the fact that he is silent to
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del:ermine what his real reactions are.

"A Day's I'/ait" is not a particularly complex story. It is inter-

esting in large part because of its picture of Schatz, the young boy

who stoically endures a painful reality and tries not to make trouble

fo^ people. Unlike the narrators of previously discussed stories and

sketches, hov;ever, the narrator of "A Day's VJait" presents several ex-

periences In which he aloiie is directly concerned, experiences which

seem to have little relationship to the character whose actions he

witnesses. Having given Sch.atz his medicine, the narrator- father goes

outside and spends several hours hunting quail. The relationship be-

tween this hunting and the boy's fight with what he believes is death

is not made explicit. Tlie Hunting trip does provide a necessary break

in time, but such a break could easily be accomplished more economically.

Tlie only real relationship between the two parts of the story, in fact,

may be a metaphoric one. During the quail hunt the narrator slips on

the icy ground and falls down twice. Subsequently he learns to balance

on the slippery surface and is finally able to shoot several quail. He

returns home happy "there were so many left to find on anotlicr day." In

a similar way, perhaps, the boy's "knowledge" that he is going ti. t-.'.e
•

represents a kind of fa,11 from v;hi'-h he must pick himself up. /.. the

man holds himself steady on the ice, the boy holds his emotions steady

in a kind of tenuous and courageous balance. When the boy finds out that

it has all been a mistake, he relaxes, presumably happy, like his father,

in the knowledge that there will be another day. Tlie actions of the

narrator of "A Day's Wait," in otiier words, obliquely modify tb.e

reader's understanding of the story of Schati';, and add a dimensi> :: ':o
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the boy's experiences which might not be felt othei'wise.

Like most of the vv^itness narrations discussed so far, the norretor

of "God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen" performs a function in addition to

simply supplying fictional authority for the presentation of characters

other than himself. He establishes a particular kind of atmosphere

6
which modifies the tone of the events which he subsequently portrays.

In part, Horace is able to carry out this extra function because of the

clear differentiation betv;een narrating present and acting present \.'iich

he develops during the long opening paragraph of the SLor>'. Horace be-

gins "God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen'' by distinguishing betv/een the way

things were "In those days" and the way things are at the present time.

Not only is Kansas City different now, but the narrator himself is

somex/hat changed. In those days, for example, the narrator did not ki'ow

French, as is illustrated by his belief that ''tlaj^s_jarjc_nL" meant "silver

dance" or "silver dancer," and in the narrating present lie looks back

at his younger days and at his youthful pride in his v;orIdly "knowledge"

\;ith humorous irony. The overall effect of the use of this distinction

between the two presents is the creation of a deceptive feeling that

all is well and that what will follow is a kind of O'Uenryesque st^.ry

of love and giving on Christmas Day. VJlien the subsequent events .of the

story are revealed, the reader's shock is particularly intense because

of the initial creation of this atmosphere of xvell-being. Once the

scene of "God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen" is set and the two doctors are

IncroJuced, the story proceeds almost wholly by means of dialogue. Tne

distinction between the acting present and the narrating present dis-

appears, and the reader devotes his attention almost exclusively to .
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the story of Doctor Wilcox, Doctor Fischer, and the overly religious

young man.

'(here is a slight inconsistency in the narrative perspective of

"God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen." In his introduction of Doctor Wilcox,

Horace presents information which he probably could not know. He s.x-

plains that one of the doctor's professors in medical school told Wilcox

that he had "no business being a physician" and that he had done every-

thing in his power to prevent hiui "from being certified as one" (393).

Since Dr. Wilcox would surely not make this information known, and

since it is difficult to imagine how else Horace could know it, Horace's

presentation of the information lacks authority. However, because the

Information does not seem at all surprising in light of Dr. Wilcox's

personality, this lack of authority is not iir,aied lately apparent and has

little real effect on the story.

Tn nearly every story discussed so far, the narrator is almost

identical to Xs'hat Booth calls the "implied author" of the narrative,

that is, to the iir.plicit picture of Hemingway '/nidi each, narrative

creates." Kv/en in a story like "God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen" in which

"Hemingway" objectifies his narrator by having one of the characters call

him "Horace," little ei.plicit diffa- entiacici". is developed between the

narrator and the implied author. The fact that the narrator and the

""As he writes," Booth explains, a writer "creates not simply an

ideal impersonal 'man in general' but an implied version of 'himself'

that is different from the implied authors we meet in other men's works"

(Booth, 70-71). Even a novel "in which no narrator is dramati^ied creates

an implicit picture of an author v/h.o stands behind the scenes" (Booth,

151). This implied auclior is usually distinct from both the "real man"

and from the "I" of the work, the narrator.
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iir.plied autlior of a narrative are nearly identical, however, does not

mean that the narrative can be viev;ed as nonfiction, as simple repor-

torial recording. Since Hemingway never identifies a narrator as

"Ernest Hemingway," it is alv;ays dangerous for the critic to assume

that such an identification exists. As Hemingway explains to "Mice"

in "Monologi:e to the Maestro," if a writer "gets so he can imagine

truly enough people v;ill think that the things he relates all really

happened and that he is just reporting."

Unlike previously discussed witness narratives, "Fifty Grand"

is narrated by what might be called a "highly colloquializod narrator,'

in this case, a narrator who speaks in a clearly colloquial kind of

8
American English. Tne use of a highly colloquiali;/,ed narrator in

"Fifty Grand" has several effects on the story. For one thing, as the

reader grows accustomed to Jerry Doyle's waanGr of speaking, he be-

comes more fully involved than he night be otherwise in the world in

vjhich Jerry lives. The trainer's highly colloquialized manner of

speaking also gives a special kind of authority to his narrative.

Jerry Doyle seems knowledgeable about prize fighting not only because

he works as a trainer, but because his way of speaking causes him to

sound the v,>ay a man v;ho knov.'s about boxing ought to sound.

The choice of Jerry Doyle as the witness narrator for "Fifty

Grand" is useful in ways unrelated to the trainer's manner of speaking.

For one thing, Jerry's narrating allows the reader to be a man on the

inside. Much of the effect of this story results from the fact that

the reader receives a 'behind-the-scenes view of the stinginess, the

domestication, and the overall unferociousness of a man the public
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believes is a brutal and hardened fighter. Tlie iniporCance of the reader'.

proximity to tlia action of "Fifty Grand" is particularly evident on the

nighc of the big fight. Wlien Jack Brennan climbs up to get in the ring,

Jerry describes how Walcott comes over and pushes the rope down for

Jack to go through

:

"So you're going to be one of these popular champions,

Jack says to him. "Take your goddam hand off my shioulder."

"Ec yourself," Walcott says.

'Ibis is all great for the cro'..'d . How grui tlerf.anly the

boys are before the fight. How they v'ish each other luck.

(320)

The reader's enjoyLiient of this scene results in large measure from his

knowledge that ho has informatloa about v;hat is going on which the rest

of the spec'ators at the fight do not have. The moment of Jock Erennan's

realization that he must lose the fight works much the same way. V.liat

appears to the udi-^ic-; a •/.cu;m;; low bio-/ is understood by Jeriy, and

thus by the reaaaL, as tlie desiderate actica of a threatened bread-winner.

Although Jerry Doyle's manner of speaking and his special involve-

ment in what is going on cause the reader to be interested in him as a

character, Jack Breunan consistently reaiains the story's central corcern.

'Q-ie way in which Jerry ia developed, in fact, helps to maintain tb.e

story's focus on the Irish boxer. For oric thing, Jerry Doyle does not

tell the reader much about his own thoughts and emotions. Generally,

his reactions to the things that he sees are simple and obvious and in

no vjay attract the reader's attention. Jcrn''s personal comments nearly

always support rather than modify the picture of events which I;is nar-

cation sets up. For example, wlum Jerry says that Jack is "sore," he

does so just after the reader has seen Brennan's anger f.vr himself.

Because the reader watches Jerry interpret events wLthoul; distortion.
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he comes to trust the trainer's judgement almost as completely ts he wou'd

trust the judgement of an ominiscient narrator. Tlie reader c- ase.- ttV

view Jerry as a character whose attitudes and prejudices are important

in themselves.

The reader's primary focus on Jack Brennan is also maintained by

the story's creation of a special kind of presentness, a pi-eseiitness

which results from what can be thought of as a double dis i^'pearance uf
_,

the story's narrator. In the first place, Jerry Doyle is invisible rs

a narrator in the act of telling a story. Nothing in the story suggests

that Jeri-y Doyle is reminiscing about events from a point in ti-^e after

Brennan's fight with Uaicott. On the contrary, the events of the -Jtory

seem to be related without the intervention of a narrating present. A

second kind of disappearance results from the fact that during the

acting present when Jerry is in conversation with oth.er characters, hr

frequently ceases to be distinguishable even as the overall observer

of events. In the following conversation, for example, it f.s ii;.pos3ibi.e

for the reader to tell that one of the speal'.ers is narrating the stor^,'-:

"You know," he says, "you ain't got any idea how I

miss the wife."
"Sure." • '

"You ain't got any idea. You can't have an idfi'"..
""*

'

what it's like."
"It ought to be better out in the country than in

the to\im."

"With me now," Jack said, "it don't make any differ-
ence where I am. You can't have any idea what it's like."

"Have another drink."
"Am I getting soused? Do I talk funny?"
"You're coming on all right."
"You can't have any idea what it's like. They ain't

anybody can have an idea what it's like." (312)

The use of the present tense at the beginning of the exchange does sug-

gest that an involved narrator is telling the story, but the present

tense is used so frequently during conversations in "Fifty Grand" that



it ceases to be particularly noticeable. Durin;^ longer exchanp.es the

narrator identifies his words v;ith "I said," but ho rarely elaborates

on this identification, and, as a result, the "I" fails to actract

attention any n-ore than "he" would. VJhcn the narrator "disappears"

froii, large portions of a story or a novel, as is the case in "Fifty

Grand" and wore notably in The Sun Also Rises , the overall rei:ult is

9
the creation of a narrative which is both involved and dramatic.

Heniingv7ay ' s effacement of involved narrators in order to enhance

the direct presentation of scene forms an interesting contrast to one

of Henry Ja'.Ties ' techniques. In The Craft; of Fiction Lubbock explains

that one of James' major developments in the area of narrative point of

view v;as his discovery that by putting a central incelligeace into con-

versation with other characters he could create che illusion tliat the

reader is looking a_t that character v.'hom he- has been looking through.

In Th e Amb a s s ad o r

s

, for example, the reader views events through Strethe)

eyes and focuses on Strether's reactions to these events. During conver-

sations, however, Strether "takes his part ... as though he has al-

most become v^hat he cannot be, an objective figure for the reader . . .

by an easy sleight of hand the author gives him almost the value of an

independent person, a man to whose words we may listen expectantly, a

man whose mind is screened from us. According to bubbock and to

many subsequent critics, the development of this technique makes it

possible for the central-intelligence method to attain full dramati-

zation of bot'n internal and external event, an accomplishiiient which sets

the method apart from all otliers. In "Fifty Gr.rad" and T'ne Sun Also

Rises Hemingway de^'elops a parallel "sleight of hand." As has been sug-

gested, by causing the involved narrator of a work to disappear during
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conversations, Hemingway makes it possible for the reader to view scenes

directly. Hemingway, in other words, does for involved narration what

many critics feel James did for uninvolved narration. He makes it

possible for the method to present directly both internal information

and external scene.

In every sketch and story which has been discussed so far, the

narrator creates a situation in which the reader focuses his primary

attention on one or two central characters and on the way in which

these characters are affected by a situation in which they are involved.

There are instances, however, when effects arc achieved by making the

reader's attention more diffuse. In "Che ti Dice la Patria?" "Under

the Kidge," and "Night Before Battle," for example, Hemingway uses

witness narrators as means of presenting what might be called "situation

reports." l>.ese stories force the reader to divide his attention, to

focus on several characters and on a general situation, rather than on

a single character and a single event. The narrator of "Cha ti Dice la

Patria?" for example, is not primarily important either as a character

in himself or as a means for presenting another character. He is_ im-

portant prirnrily as a means of presenting a series of events which

together suggest some aspects of the change which has occurred in Italy

since his last visit. In general, those witness narrators who present

situation reports not only have backgrounds very similar to Hemingway's,

but reveal attitudes which are very similar to those of the implied

author of the works. The situation reports, in fact, are probably the

nearest thing to journalism in Hemingway's fiction. ^^
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"Under the Ridge," the best of several recently reprinted Spanish

Civil War stories, is about the general situation in Spain during the

12
Civil War. The story that this witness narrator presents to the

reader is made up of a series of events which, when taken together, sug-

gest the chaos, the stupidity, and the horror of war. As the narrator

sits under a ridge with several Spanish soldiers, he sees a Frenchman

walk with great dignity away from the battle which is going on and

which, it is made clear, has no chance of success. The Frenchman is fol-

lowed by several battle police and shot. Tlie Spaniards then explain how

Paco, a boy from their province, had shot himself in the hand in order

to escape battle and, the wound infecting, liad lost his right arm.

Paco, they explain, had come to sincerely regret his momentary cowardice

and to be willing to do anything he could for the Republican cause. The

Spaniards then point out the place where earlier the same day, Paco was

brutally shot by the French battle police as an example to other soldiers.

Tlie narrator leaves, but before he returns to Madrid, he visits

his friend the General. At headquarters he finds out that during the

poorly planned attack, the French tank commander got too drunk to com-

mand and, as a result, is to be shot as soon as he sobers up. Tae

General is furious not only because he has been defeated, but also be-

cause the French taiik men, who did not arrive on tivoe and v;ho refused to

advance when they did arrive, shot by mistake the few enemy prisoners

which were the only positive result of the disastrous battle. During

the nightmarish comedy of errors v;hich the narrator presents, the

reader's focus is not on a single character or on any one of the individua

killings. It is directed toward the entire, seemingly insane situation.
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In a strict sense no character develops psychologically or in any other

v;ay during the story; rather, the narrator views and presents a pano-

rama of events v/hich , when taken as a whole, create for the reader an

image of the Spanish Civil War and, perhaps, of war in general.

Unlike "Che ti Dice la Patria?" and "Under the Ridge," "Night Be-

fore Battle" develops a kind of central character-- the witness narrator's

friend Al Walker. Tlie narrator's conversations with Al, however, are

by no means the whole of the story. Tne reader is also presented with

the conversation of the short, iraportaiit man with thick glasses, with

Al's talk v/ith the waiter who has a son on the Extremadura road, v-ith

the narrator's talk with Manolita, and v;ith the personality and actions

of "Baldy." Ail of these characters and the incidents in which Lhey

participate conibine to form a panoramic view of Madrid during the

13
Siege.

All the witness narrators v/hich are discussed in this chapter have

one thing in ccot.non. They are all less important a.-; characters in them-

selves than as means for presenting other characters. In nearly every

case these simple witness rarrators perform functions in addition to

supplying events with fictional authority. In no iuiitance, however,

does the carrying out of such functions result in the *ievelopnien t of

complex relationships between the witness narrators and nhe e^/ents they

present to the reader. The following chapter of this study deals with

a group of witness narrations in which such complex relationships are

developed.



NOTES TO CMPTER III

1. The involved narrator's wacter of fact assurance that the

soldier never kept his oath is accepted by the reader because of the

particularly automatic way in v/nich the soldier converts during the

bombing.

2 "L'Envoi" is similar to ''Tiie Old Man at the Bridge" in narra-
tive strategy. Like the narrator of the Spanish Civil War story, the

narrator of "L'Envoi" is important primarily as a means Cor presenting
a character ocher than himself, in this case an undignified king of
Greece, who "Like all Greeks . . . '.i?anted to go to America."

3. DeFalco's suggestion that the narrator of "The Old Man at the

Bridge" is in a state of "spiritual atrophy" and is too preoccupied v/ith

the coming of the enemy "in the form of troops and v;ar niachines" to

understand the old man's sad situation and v;hat it represents has little
real foundation. Tlie fact that the soldier stop., and tries to help the

old man doesn't suggest spiritual atrophy, and his "preoccupation" v;ith

the ccming of the enemy v.'ar machines seems justificable in light of
his knowledge that the deadly machines will appear at any monent. See
DeFalco, 121-127.

4. See R. W. Lid, "Hemingway and the Need for Speech," Modern
Fiction Studies

,
VIII (Winter, 1962-1963), 403.

5. See DeFalco, 127-129.

6. Like the narrator of "Gcd Rest You Merry, Gentlemen," the nar-

rator of "wine of Wyoming" is important as a means for endowing the

story with a perspective it might otherwise lack. Near the end of "Wins

of Wyoming" the witness narrator becom.es momentarily the center of atten-

tion. As he and his wife drive away froi.] Wyoming, they begin to regret
that they disappointed the Fontans on the previous evening. The story
ends with their consciousness and the reader's that thos;: 'Jupreiiely

enjoyable people which life sometimes produces are, like all men and

like all good things, fragile and ephemeral.

7. ErniiSt Hemingway, By_-_Linej Ei nes t Hemingway , ed . , V/illiam

White (New Yuck, 1967), 215.
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8. The degree to which a narrator is colloquialized can have im-

portant effects on a story. Generally speaking, the more frequenrlv a

narrator uses colloquial diction, the more visible he becomes as a

character. Because the narrator of Chapter IX of In Our Time ("The

first matador got the horn through his sword hand . . .
. ") frequently

uses diction one might expect in connection vjith a prize fight. Chapter

IX becomes almost as much about the effects of the bullfight on the

narrator as it is about the bullfight itself. The use of too much

colloquial diction can get in the way of the reader's appreciation of a

work. This is the case, for example, in such Ring Lardner stories as

"Some Like Them Cold" and "I Can't Breathe." Hemingway's colloquialized

narrators --the narrators of such stories as Chapter IX of In Our Time
,

"Up in Michigan," "My Old Man," "Fifty Grand," "After the Storm," "OnC

Trip Across ," and "A Man of the World"--never use more colloquial langua--^"

than is necessary to individualize theui and to involve the reader in

their melieu.

9. Other invol 'ed narratives which are rendered dramatic as a

result of the narrator's "disappearance" during substantial portions

of his narrative are "God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen," "The Light of

the World," "An Alpine Idyll," "One Trip Across," and "After the Storm."

10. Lubbock, 166.

11. The fact that "Che ti Dice la Patria?" originally appeared

in The New Republi c under the title ''Italy, 192/" suggests tiiat it

was originally thought of as a report on the state of a nation.

12. "Under the Ridge" has recently been reprinted v/ith "The

Denunciation," "Night Before Battle," and "The Butterfly and the

Tank" in Ernest Hemingway, The Fif.th Column and Four Stories of the

Spanish Civil War (New York, 1969).

13. The narrative strategies of the tv.'o other Spanish Civil War

stories are similar to those of the situation reports. In both "The

Denunciation" and "The Butterfly and the Tank," however, a single

central incident becomes the catalyst for a series of conversations

and actions which, when taken together, give panoramic views of the

situation in >Iadrid during the siege. Overall, the two st.rles seem

structurally about halfway betv.'een "Che ti Dice la Patria?" and "The

Old Man at the Bridge,"



CHAPTER IV

COMPLEX WITMESS NARRATION

nie complex wiLness narration differs froin the simple witness

narration in the cmnplexity of the relationship 'jhich is developed be-

tv7een ths witness narrator and the situation he vjitnesses. As was

sho^^/n in the preceding chr.pter, the narrators of simple witness narra-

tions arc involved in the situations they describe, but their involve-

ment is primarily important as a means foi' the ores en tat ion of the

actions and words of characters other thr.a themselves. In several of

Hemingway's stories the relationships betv/een narrators and central

characters are more highly developed. In the^e cua.plcx wiLaest^ narra-

tions, narrators are significant not merely as frames for the presenta-

tion of other characters, but also as interesting char-"cters in them-

selves. Often, the conflicts and 'similarities which are developed

betweeti a complex v^itness narrator and the character whose story he

relates form the central thematic focus of a narrative. Most of the

moaning of a story such as "The Revolutionist," for example , result;

from a conflict v/hich is developed l)ctwccn the complex witness narrator

of the story and the character he presents to the reader.

Tlie conflict which is developed in "The Revolutionist" between

the old and somewliat cynical narrator and the young, enthusiastic
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revolutionis t vjorks on several levels. The most obvious of these Ii

the difference in the political expectations of the t\v'o men. Ta-j extent

of the young revolutionist's enthusiasm for the Party is illustrated,

as DeFalco suggests, by the fact that though the young man has suffered

very much in Hungary, biis energy and his excitement remain untouched by

the torture he has presumably endured. The revolutionist's enthusiasm

is framed by the narrator's unstated, but obvious doubts about the

Party's chances in Italy, doubts which become more significant x^hcn

placed in the historical context Hemingv/ay had when he v;rote the stor^'

in the early tv;enties. The narrator meets the revolutionist in 1919,

and, 3S Hemingway explains in one of his several news dispatches con-

cerning the Italian situation, Italian cduraunism suffered a severs

defeat in the follovzing year. In 192.0 the Fascist! "crushed the Rod

uprising v;ith bombs, machine guns, 1-cnives , and the liberal use of

kerosene cans to set the Red meeting places afire, and iieavy iron-

2bound clubs to hammer the Reds over the heads when they came out."

Hemingway's evaluation of the Italian communist seems of some relevance

here too:

Uninspired by the vinous products of their native -^'•;

land, the Italian communist cannot keep his enthus-
iasm np to the d!:mons tration point for a^iy length •'

of time. The cafes close, the "Vivas" grow softer
and less enthusiastic, the paraders put it off till
another day. and the Reds \-iho reached the highest
pitch of patriotism too soon, roll under the tables
of the cafes and sleep until the bartender opens up
in the morning. Some of the Reds, going home in a
gentle glow, chalk up on a wall in straggling
letters, "VIVA LENIN! VIVA TROTSKY."' and the polit-
ical crisis is over ....-'

I'/hen the political situation in Italy is kept in mind, the young revolu-

tionist's belief that Italy "is the one country that every one is sure
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of" and that it "will be the starting point of everything" (157) seems

not simply enthusiastic, but rather foolish and ill-informed. Tcie nar-

rator's doubts, on the other hand, seera both well-founded and wise.

Though the narrating present of "The Revolutionist" is not explicitly

developed, the indirection with which the narrator presents much of

the sketch causes the narrator's cynical tone to be more evident than

it might be otherwise. The fact that the sketch begins and ends with

the narrator's mention that the events of his story happened in the past

may suggest that, like the reader, the narrator is thinking back to the

incident from a point in time late enough so that he knows of the

Fascist victories of the early t\v;enties.

A major reason for the failure of the communists in Italy is

implicit in the outlooks of both men. Tlie young revolutionist is

enthusiastic not only about world revolution but also about the beauty

of Italy. Tlie narrator tells the reader, "He was delighted with Italy,

It was a beautiful country, he said. Tlie people v;ere all kind. He

had been in many tov.-ns , walked much, and seen many pictures. Giotto,

Masaccio, and Piero della Francesca he bought reproductions of . . ."

(157). llie beauty of Italy and of Italian art v;i th which the young

man is so taken is really the beauty of the nation's Christian past.

As a result, the revolutionist's great respect for the products of this

heritage forms a basic contradiction to his desire for world revolution

by an atheistic communist party which has as a major goal the destruc-

tion of the traditional. lliis contradiction is aptly symbolized by

the fact that the reproductions of tlie Old Masters which the revolu-

tionist buys are wrapped in a copy of Avanti ("For\\!ard") , the official
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organ of the Italian socialist party." The failure of the communists

in Italy is also implicit in the narrator's quiet and uneui liusias tic

feeling about the Party. His unexcited and rather cynical attitude is

ar. antithesis of what is involved in the idea of violent v7orld revolu-

tion .

Tlie contrast which develops between the narrator ami his young

acquaintance seems at base a result of their difference in age. The

revolutionist's enthusiasm and energy is basically not a niatter of

ideology, but is rather a result of the romanticism of youth. At the

end of the sketch ^/hen the narrator gives the boy addresses of comrades

m Milan, the young man is not particularly irterested. "Re thanked

me very much, but his mind v/as already looking forward to walking over

the pass .... He loved the mountains in the autumn" (133). The

revolutionist seems basically more interested in experiencing the beauty

of the world than in changing society. The narrator's pessimism, on

the other hand, represents the usual sort of doubt with v;liich elders

view the schemes of youth, doubts which, at least io. th.is case, are

solidly based.

The difference between the narrative structure of "The Revolu-

tionist" and the narrative structure of a siii.plc witness iiarration

like "The Old JIaa at the Bridge" is one of degree. IJhile both, stories

use narrators who present interesting central characters, the relation-

ship between the narrator of "The Revolutionist" and the character he

"A double irony luay be suggested by the fact that from 1912-1914
Mussolini was the editor of Avanti and was responsible for m.uch of its
rise to popularity. The very newspaper which the young num reads carrier
within it. thus, a suggestion of the force vhich is destroying the take-

over for which the young man is so enthusiastic.



presenLs is more coraplex than the comparable relationship in the Spanish

Civil War story. In "Tlie Old Man at the Bridge" the reader simply vic'.JS

the old man's plight and the soldier's attempt to help him. No conflict

of views is developed and no significant personal similarities or con-

trasts are suggested, aside from the obvious fact that both the soldier

and the old man are affected by the war. In "llie Revolutionist," on

the other hand, the reader sees meaningful conflicts and similarities

both in the views and in the personalities of the two characters, and

these conflicts and similarities become, perhaps, the major emphasis of

the story.

In "An Alpine Idyll," "The Light of the World," and "A Canary for

One" the relationship bet\;een the narrator's situation and the central

character's situation is developed further than it is in "Tne Revolu-

tionist." Tliongh these stories are of varying complexity, the basic

structure of all three is the same. In each story the narrator,

accompanied by another character, is travelling somewhere. These char-

acters meet other characters with whom they talk and from whom they hear

an interesting tale. Much of the meaning of all three stories is deter-

mined by the relationships which are discernable between the situations

in which the narrators and their companions find themselves and the

tales which are told to them.

At first glance, "An Alpine Idyll," the simplest of the three

stories, seems to be little more than a harsh satire of Che traditional

pastoral view of peasants. As Carlos Baker explains, however, "An Alpine

Idyll" is not simply about the peasant and his wife. "Its subject,

several times emphasized early in the narrative, is 'not ever doing
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anything too long.'" Mien the story of the peasant and his wife is

revealed, "the idea of the 'unnatural' and the idea of 'not ever doing

anything too long' are both driven home with a special twist of the knife.

For the peasant has lived too long in an unnatural siluation; his sense

of human dignity and decency has temporarily atrophied. \'^en he gets

down into the valley ... he sees how far he has strayed from the

4
natural and the wholesorne, and he is then deeply ashamed of himself."

As Baker suggests, the skiers, too, have stayed in the no uii tains too long,

so long that they are no longer able to enjoy one of the good things of

life. The narrator himself explains that it "was too late in the spring

to be up in the Silvretta .... We had stayed too long ..." (344).

The story of the narrator and his companion, and the story of the

peasant form a reciprocal thematic relationship. On one hand, the story

of the peasant gives a startling emphasis to the lessen the skiers

have learned. On the other hand, the mood of doing things too long

which the narrator's story sets up is an apropos frame for the grue-

some tale of the peasant's mistake. In "An Alpine Idyll" the reader's

attention is split between the narrator's situation and the peasant's

situation, and his understanding of the story involves his perception

of the meaning which results from the juxtaposition of the two.

As is true in "An Alpine Idyll," in "The Light of the Uorld" the

experiences of the vjitness narrator and his coa.panion, and the tale

which is related to these characters during the narrative , exhibit a

common theme. Tlie story of Steve Ketchel, whose own father "shot him

dovm like a dog ," and of his fight vjith Jack Johnson, "that black son

of a bitch from hell," takes the form of a devil's victory over Christ,



of a triumph of the powers of darkness over "the greatest, finest,

wliitest, most beautiful man that ever lived ..." (338). This pattern--

the victory of the darkness over the light--is also evident in the ex-

periences the narrator and his companion have during the story. As

Youag explains, during "The Light of the World" th.e youthful narrator

of the story comes in close contact "with things a young boy who stayed

at home would normally not nieet--with things that the conventions gov-

erning the average boyhood do not define or present answers for . . . ."

As Del'alco suggests, the experiences of the narrator and Torj with the

hostile barman and v.'ith the strange congregation at the station can be

interpreted as one part of the loss of innocence which the boys are

undergoing, chat is, as one part of a symbolic triumph of darkn^iss

.

Like "An Alpine Idyll," "The T,ight of the World" develops a reciprocal

thcniatic relatioriship between the experiences of the narrator ar.d r.is

companion and the story which is related during the narration. On one

hand, the story of the "devil's" victory emphasizes the theme of the

loss of innocence which informs the story of the two boys. At the same

time, the experiences of the two boys v;ith the angry bartender and with

the prostitutes and the effeminate cock serve as an appropria':^. frame

for the mock battle of good and evil which is related by the tv.o prosti-

tutes .

As is true in "An Alpine Idyll" and "The Light of the World," a

full appreciation of "A Canary for One" depends on the reader's under-

standing of the relationships that exist between the narrator's situa-

tion and the tale which is told by the character wuvxse actions the nar-

rator v/itnesses. In addition, however, "A Canary for One" makes
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frequent use of techniques which I'ender it one of the most complex and

interesting of Hemingway's short works.

"A Canary for One" is ostensibly concerned with a rich, middle-

aged American lady who is travelling to Paris on a train. In the lit

salon compartment of the train the American lady meets two fellow Araer-

icans--the narrator and his wife--and during their journey together she

tells them how she put a stop to her daughter's love affair with a v;ell-

to-do young Swiss because of her belief that "No foreigner can make an

American girl a good husband" (3';0). The canary the lady is travelling

with, she explains, is a gift for her heart-broken daughter who still,

two years later, "doesn't care about things." In-;ofar as this story is

concerned with the American lady, it is a portrait of a parochial and

self-righteous middle-aged widow. Ker bungling obtusencss, which is

obvious in nearly everything she does, is perhaps best evidenced by the

paltriness of the gift v^ith which she hopes to raise her daughter's

spirits, a gift which also, iro-iically, is a perfect symbol of the kind

of caged life the daughter presumably lives.

"A Canary for One," however, is only partly ci^ncerned with the

American lady and the story sh.e tells. At least as much of the reader's

attention is concer'ncd with the similar plight of the narrator. As

John S. Rouch explains, "Tlie broken romance of th.c Aiiierican woman's

daugliter" is for the narrator "a sad corollary/ for his own bi^oken

marriage." The similarity between the situation of the narrator and

his wife and of the American girl and the Swiss engineer is not stated

explicitly until the final line of the story when the reader finds out

that the American couple is returning to Paris "to set up separate
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residences" (342) . There are, hov;ever, many suggestive details during

the narrative which keep the final line from being much of a surprise.

For one thing, the daughter's love affair and the story of the American

and his wife are similar in significant ways. Just as the daughter

falls in love v;i th a man from Vevey in the Fall, tb.e American husband

and his wife spend their honeymoon in Vevey in the Fail. Both rela-

tionships are destroyed, and the American husband's view of things dur-

ing the story shows that he has not been able to adjust to the destruc-

tion of his marriage any more than the girl has been able to forget

the loss of the Swiss engineer.

As several critics have noted, Hemingway effectively employs the

device of "objective epicome'' in this story in order to dramatize more

fully the mental state of the narrator. As the narrator looks out of

the windo'ws of the train, he notices many details which are clearly

symbolic reflections of his ovm psychological state. Some of these

symbolic details have been discussed by critics. Botli DeFalco and

John S. Rouch, for example, mention that the narrator's observation

of the "farmhouse burning in a field" with the "betiding and things

from inside the farmhouse . . . spread in the field" is a symbolic

reflection of tiie narrator's awareness of his own minced '''homo."

The fact that a farmhouse is involved makes the scene even more signi-

ficant, for the destruction of a farmhouse suggests, as does the de-

struction of a marriage, the death of fertility and creativity. DeFalco

mentions that the wreck which the narrator happens to notice v/hen his

wife and the American lady are talking about the honcyuioon iu Vevey

acts as a startling symbolic epitome of tlie failure of the honeymoon's
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promise. Tne burning farmhouse and the wrecked train, however, are

only the most obvious of such symbolic details. "A Canary for One"

probably makes more frequent use of objective epitome than any other of

Hemingway's short works. Early in the story, as the narrator looks out

the window of the train, he sees "dusty trees and an oiled road and flat

fields of grapes, with gray-stone hills behind them" (337). Tne nar-

rator's awareness of the gray and dingy dullness of this scene epitomizes

his sad depression. Trains frequently pass through the least picturesque

sections of cities, but even when the reader might expect a bit of

beauty, this narrator fails to notice it. As the train leaves Marseilles,

for example, the narrator sees "the svjitch-yards and the factory smoke

. . . . the harbor v/ith stone hills behind it and the last of the sun

on the water^' (338) . The narrator notices only the smoke and the dying of

the light and fails to notice whatever color' the suns at is making. Just

after the narrator describes the burning farmhouse, he sees several

Negro soldiers. He explains, "The train left Avignon station with the

negroes standing there. A. short v/hite sergeant was with them" (338).

Though this situation has uo specific relationship to the destruction

of the narrator's marriage, the narrator's awareness of the incident

indirectly epitomizes his unhappiness and pain. Tne obvious racial

imbalance of the situation and the fact that the men are .\inerican soldiers

in a foreign country suggests the pain and unhappiness v;hich result from

bigotry and from the violence; of military involvem.ent . Tne narrator's

observation of other details suggests that a war has only recently

been concluded. As the train nears Paris, for example, the narrator

explains that "The fortifications were levelled but grass iiad not grown,"
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last in Paris. The fact that a war has recently ended suggests why the

narrator and his wife are just now returning to Paris. Furtlier, the

narrator's observation of the ruined fortifications epitomizes his pain-

ful consciousness of the approaching end of his embattled marriage. llie

narrator's perception of the lack of grass reflects his present deadness,

his failure thus far to readjust and begin a new life.

Several devices in addition to objective epitome add to the drama-

tization of the narrator's situation in "A Canary for One.'' In the

first place, the fact that the narrator looks cut the v.'indow as diuch as

he does is suggestive. I'n Hemingway's fiction characters frequently

stare out of windows when they are under great emot i.onal stress of one

sort or another, and their staring is often emblematic of the fact that

things are not well with them. Characters stare in this way, for ex-

a:ii[)le, in "An Alpine Idyll," "Cat in tlie Rain," and "In Aiiother Country.'

The amount of tiije the narrator just sits and staves in ''A Canary for

One" suggests that his preoccupation with his problem is especially

profound. Tac American husband's scaring also ma'/es those instances

vjhen he does listen and take part in what is occurring inside the com-

partment e.-specLally import..at. Significantly, he first listens care-

fully to what is being said when he hears the American lady ask, "Is

your husband American too?" It is as though the narrator's painful

consciousness tliat he will soon no longer be a husband makes him partic-

ularly aware of anything which relates to his role as married man,

Dviring the excliango between the tx^io wop-iCn--the first which is directly

presented to the reader--the American lady tells tliC wLfe about her
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rator's wife during the discussion is suggestive and has bearing on the

narrator's plight. V.'hen the American lady explains how she took her

daughter av/ay from the Swiss engineer, the wife only asks, "Did she

get over it?" Tne wife's failure to give even limited agreement to the

American lady's contention that foreigners don't make good husbands for

American women is also suggestive. The narrator pays attention to wb.at

the two women say as long as the conversation is concerned witli mar-

riage, and he is aware, no doubt, of the implications of wb.at bis wife

says and docs not say. Wien the topic of conversation does change, the

narrator's attention fades until he is once again staring out the win-

dow. The waning of the narrator's attention is indicated by the indi-

rectn?ss of his presentation of the American lady's comments about her

malso n dc contours

.

Tlie only other conversation of any length to which the narrator

listens begins when the American lady comments, "Americans make the

best husbands ..." (340). Again the narrator tunes in when the ques-

tion of marrige is brought up, and, again, he listens as long as the

conversation is concerned with the subjects of love and marriage, A.s is

true in the earlier conversation, the vjLFp's comments are suggestive.

i^Jhen the American lady mentions that the honeymoon in Vevey "must have

been lovely," the u'ife replies "It was a very loveJy place." V.'Iien the

American lady mentions how nice the hotel where the newlyweds stayed

maist ha 'e been, tlie \ji£e answers, "We had a very fine room and in the

fall the country was lovely" (341). In both cases, the wife answers

in a way which suggests her desire to avoid even the implication that
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there is anything to regret about the forth-coming separation. The hus-

band is conscious of the meaning of his wife's evasions, and his av;are-

ness is indicated by the fact that during the conversation he notices

an automobile wreck and feels the need to say aloud, almost as if in

answer to the American lady's .questions, "Look.. . . , There's been a

wreck" (341).

The extent of the separation of the narrator and his wife is sug-

gested both by what happens in the compartment and by the V7ay in vjhich

the narrator describes what is going on. In the first place, there is

no communication between the husband and the wife. Generally the nar-

rator ignores what the v;oi.ien are saying. In the two instances when he

actually does join the conversation, the wife does not respond in any

way to what he says. In the second place, the narrator does not mention

either that he is married or that his x^iife is present in the compartment

until the stoi-y is half over. Chronologically, in fact, almost three-

fourths of the time covered in the husband's narration has passed be-

fore the reader is told of the wife's presence. \iJhen the narrator does

talk of his wife, he never calls her by name. She is "my wife" at

least fifteen times in two pages, and the awkwardness of the repetition

suggests the lack of personal closeness the two feel. At the end of the

story when the character;-, separate, the narrator mentions that "my wife

said good-bye and I said good-bye to the American lady." The narrator's

avoidance of "we said good-bye" gives a final emphasis to the complete

separation between himself and his wife.

One aspect of the narrative strategy of "A Canary for One" wliich

lias not been dealt vjith is the way in which unusual sentence construction
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ls used in order to iiiaintain the reader's awareness that the narrator

is inside a moving train looking out. One of the most obvious of the

unusual sentence constructions occurs at the beginning of the fourth

paragraph. Tlie narrator explains, "There was smoke from many tall

chimneys--coming into Marseilles ..." (337). The inverted structure

of the sentence suggests the way things would be observed by a passenger

looking out a train window. The narrator sees first the smoke, then

the chimneys, and he deduces from the.'^e perceptions that the train is

coming into a city. A similar device is used as the train is coming

into Paris. Tlie train crosses a river and goes through a forest and

then passes "through many outside of Paris towns." Again, the strange

construction is determined by the attempt to reproduce the specific

order of the narrator's perceptions. The train and, thus, the eyes

through v.-hich the reader watches the scene move first through "cutsid?.

of Paris" and then into Paris itself.

Other examples of the use of diction and sentence construction are

less obvious. In the first paragraph of the story the narrator looks

out the windO'V of the train and tells the reader that "there was a cutting

through red stone and clay, and the sea was only occasionally and far

below against rocks" (337). The use of "occasionally and far below" in-

ste.ad of another, less unusual construction is not accidental. If the

narrator were to use variations like "the sea was far below against rocks,

only occasioually" or "only occasionally was the sea far below against

rocks," the reader would receive a solid picture of the sea hitting

rocks. The fact is, however, that from the viewpoint of a passenger on

a train, the sea is not a constant solid reality, it is only a reality
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occasionally and far below v;hen there is a break in the land through

which the train is moving. In the third paragraph the narrator mentions

that the American lady "pulled the windov.'-blind down and there was no

more sea, even occasionally." Once the window is shut off, the sea

ceases to exist for the train passengers. As has been suggested, devices

like these maintain the reader's awareness that the narrator is on a

train. Further, however, the awareness of movement such devices create,

v;hen combined with the narrator's frequent mention that the train is

"near Paris," "much nearer Paris," "outside of Paris," "coming into

Paris" emphasizes the narrator's painful consciousness that he and his

wife are constantly moving closer to their final separation.

One other strange construction ought to be mentioned. As the train

pulls into Paris, the narrator explains, "All that the train passed throug

looked as though it were before breakfast" (339). The narrator's comment

is a projection not only of his before-breakfast physical nausia but also

of his psychological reaction to the death of his marriage. Further the

mention of the before-breakfas t nausia emphasizes the fact that the psy-

chological or spiritual state of the narrator of "A Canary' for One" is

reflected in the cycle of the day. As the train moves toward Paris,

light is extinguished for the narrator both literally and metaphorically.

At the end of the story, the darkest part of the night has ended, just

as the worst part of the experience of unhappy marriage. However, neith-

er literal dawn or psychological "dawn" has arrived.

As has been suggested, "A Canary for One" is similar to "An Alpine

Idyll" and "Tlie Light of the World" in its development of relationships

between the situation of its narrator and the situation wliich this nar-

rator witnesses. At the same time, however, there are significant
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differer.ces between "A Canary for One" and structurally similar stories.

"A Canary for One" differs froin previously discussed witness narrations,

for example, in the manner in which the reader perceives the relation-

ships between the narrator and the other characters. In "An Alpine

Idyll" and "Tlie Light of the World" the similarities between the situ-

ations of the narrators and the tales the narrators are told are not,

as far as the reader is av;are, perceived by the characters tb.eniselves

.

Both stories are understandable only because of the reader's perception

of certain abstract similarities betv/een the two situations. In "A

Canary for One," on the other hand, the narrator is aware of the sim-

ilarities between his situation and the one he hears about. He is

conscious not; only of the relevance of the story the American lady tells

to his own situation, he is also conscious of the irony involved in

the fact that the American lady tells her story to hira and his wife.

Further, the narrator makes clear his consciousness of the relationships

which are formed between his story and the American lady's story at the

same time that these relationships are being formed. The result is

that the reader not only finds out about two situations which are re-

lated in an abstract manner, but he watches the one situation impinge on

the other both literally and themati;ally . Tlie reader, in other words,

not only perceives parallels between the story of the young American

girl and the story of the narrator, he also sees how uhe American lady's

relation of her daughter's story intensifies the narrator's plight.

Like previously discussed complex witness narrations, "Tac. Mother

of a (,;ueen" and "My Old Man" develop relationships between their nar-

rators and their central characters. Unlike other witness narrations,
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hov;ever, both tiiese stories use narrators vho.-^c reliabiliiy is soao-

tiuies questionable. As a result, v;hile both stories are in some ways

less subtle and less tightly knit than "A Canary for One," both create

Kiore complex relationships betv;een their narrators and the reader.

"Tne Mother of a Queen" is largely concerned u-ith the relationship

w'lich is developed betv-een Paeo, a homosexun] matador and the narrator

who fiortrays him." To the extent that the story is coiicerned with Paco.

"The liother of a Queen" is a rather conventional portrayal of homosexu-

ality, made unusual only by the fact that the effeminate young bull-

fighter is a member of v.'hat is usually considered one of the most manly

professions. Pace is vain, stingy, and though.tless , and lie seems far

less adept at doing \vhat needs to be done than at rationalizing his

la:';.ine3S. VJlien notice is received that his mother's bones have been

dumped on tlie public boneheap, Paco rejoices, "Nov? she is so n:uch dearer

to me. Now I don't ha^'e to think of her buried in one place and be sad.

Nov; she is all about i.ie in the air, like the birds and the floweis.

Now iihe will always be with me" (416). Insofar as "The Mother of a

Queen" is about Paco, the reader's judgement generally coincides with

th3 narrator's. "IJiiat kind of blood is it," Roger wonders, "that makes

a Jiaii like that?"

Tlie portrayal of the narrator of "llie Mother of a Queen" and the

prescntai:ion of his reactions to Paco, however, are at least as impor-

tant as the characterization of Paco himself. The opening lines of

l^oger's narrative, in fact, set up a divisioii in the reader's attention

whicli is developed throughout tlie story:
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VJlien his father died he was only a kid and his

manager buried hiin perpetually. That is, so he

would have the plot permanently. But when his

mother died his manager thought they might not

always be so hot on each other. They were sweet-

hearts; sure he's a queen, didn't you know that,

of course he is. So he just buried her for five

yearg. (415)

Fne ambiguity of Roger's references to Paco, )ils father, and the

former manager causes the reader to be at least as conscious of the man

speaking as he is of the men referred to, and this consciousnacjs of

both narrator and central character is maintained throughout the story.

In a sense, ''The Mother of a Queen" is two stories. On the one ha.id,

the narrative concerns some of Roger's experiences during those years

'.^/hen he v;as employed by the young matador. On the other hand, the

story portrays Roger's atteir:pt to relate these experiences to Si-rjeone

who i.s not fully acquainted with Paco. In stories like "Tlie Revolu-

tionist" and "A Canary for One" the narrating present is generally

invisible, aiid the reader's attention is split becwaeci the witness

narrator as lie was during the events he describes and the events them-

selves. In "The Mother of a Queen," howe.ver, that part of the reader's

attention which is directed to Roger is spli; bct'.;ecn Roger as a partici

pant in the acting present and Roger as narrator.

Both the way in which Roger talks to Paco in the acting present

and the way he talk-j about the matador in the narrating present sug-

gest soi.icthing about Roger of vjhlch he himself is probably unaware.

Roger's interest in the burial of Paco's mother is, after all, somewhat

excessive. Though Paco tells Roger to "keep out of ray business,"

Roger repeatedly exhorts the matador to "Do your own business" and "see
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you look after it." W!ien the final notice about the mother's bones

arrives, Roger Is furious: "you said you'd pay that and you took money

out of the cash box to do it and nov; what's h.appened to your mother?

My Cod, think of it.' The public boneheap and your o'.%Tn mother. Why

didn't you let me look after it? I vould have sent it when the first

notice carae" (416). Tlie matador again tells Ru^er, "it's none of your

business. It's m^ mother," but Roger scolds Pace the v;ay a mother

might scold a disobedient child. Is'hen Paco resists Roger's auger by

sentimentalizing his negligence, Roger concludes their argument in a

rather suggestive way. He says, "I don't want you to even speak to roe"

(416).

The v;ay in which Roger talks about Paco's failure to bury his

mother eiii[)hasi7,es the implications of the v.'omanish way in which he talks

to the matador. Roger explains t.hat after the first -notice came, he

told the matador to "let me attend to it, Paco. But he said no, he would

look after it. He'd look after it right av;ay . It was his mother and

he wanted to do it himself" (415). v';i!en the second notice arrived,

Roger agc-'.in urged Paco to look after it, but, Roger co-iiplains, "Nobody

could cell him what to do. He'd do it himself when he got around to

it" (415). After the third notice, Roger explains, "he said h'l would

look after it. lie v;ent out with the money and so of course I thought

he had attended to it" (4lo). Paco's conduct is obviously aggraviiLing,

but as is true of the way in which Roger talks to the matatior, the con-

descending way in which Roger talks about I'aco comes to sound more and

more like the prating of an irritated parent. Roger's mae.ner of speak-

ing in "The Mother of a Queen" suggests, in other v;ords , that there arc
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two mothers of the queen in the story. One, of course, is the old

woman whose bones lie on the public boneheap; the other is the motherly-

narrator of the story,

"The Mother of a Queen" is directly concerned with its ostensible

subject--the burial of Paco's physical mother--for about half its

length. Tlie rest of the story concerns Roger's demand of the six

hundred pesos which Paco owes him.. The implications of the first half

of "The Mother of a Queen"are emphasized during the second part of the

story by the brief fits of petty vanity with which Roger attempts to

indicate his superiority over the highly paid matador. For example,

when Roger finally leaves the matador, he gets Paco's car out to go to

town. "It was his car but he knew I drove it better than he did," Roger

explains. "Everything he did I could do better. He knew it. He

couldn't even read and write" (418). As is true throughout the story,

Roger's anger with Paco is both understandable and justified, but as is

true in other instances, the petty self-congratulation vjith xjhich Roger

vents his anger and with which he remembers it for his listener causes

the reader to become almost as conscious of the effeminacj' of the sub-

stitute mother of the queen as he is of the effeminacy of the queen

himself.

In his role of substitute mother, Roger finds himself in a situa-

tion somewhat parallel to that of Paco's real mother. Paco seems as

unconcerned about his manager as he is about his motlicr's bones, and he

illustrates this lack of concern in both cases by his lack of willing-

ness to spend money. I'J'ncn Paco finally offers Roger twenty pesos to

stay, Roger calls the matador a "motherless bitch," gets out of the car,
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and leaves. The particular epithet Roger chooses is suggestive. Accord-

ing to Roger, Paco is a motherless bitch because he has treated his

mother's bones without respect. At the same time, though Roger is not

conscious of the implication, his leaving Paco renders the boy a

"motherless bitch" a second time.

In contrast to many of Hemingway's witness narrations, it is

clear during "The Mother of a Queen" that the narrator is speaking to a

listener. Though the listener in "The Mother of a Queen" is not highly

developed, Roger's direct addresses to his audience and the overall tone

of his narrative keep the reader conscious that the story cannot be

viewed as a simple reminiscence. The listener in "The Mother of a

Queen" is a man who is at least slightly acquainted v;ith Paco. He knows

enough about the matador so that Roger is surprised, or can feign surprise

that he does not know that Paco is a "queen." Tlie listener is probably

not Spanish, since Roger feels it necessary to explain that "you

never had a mother" is "the worst thing you can say to insult a man

in Spanish" (419). Tliere are at least tv;o ways in which the kind of

relationship which is set up between Roger, the listener, and the

reader can be described. On one hand, the listener can be thought of

as an acquaintance of the ex-manager, and the reader can be thought of

as standing behind and to one side of the parson who is being addressed

in much the same way that the narrator of a central- intelligence narra-

tion stands. More simply, hov;ever, the listener can be thought of as

the reader, who merely suspends his disbelief and imagines he is

talking with Roger somewhere. In either case, tlie characterization

of the listener results in the undermining of tlie narrator's fictional
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authority. In stories such as "Tlie Old Man at the Bridge" and "A

Canary for One," the relationship between narrator and listener Is not

developed. Tne reader seems simply to look at a representation of the

narrator's private thoughts or memories. Because this sort of narrator

is not personally involved with anyone as he narrates his story, he has

no motive for purposely being unreliable as teller. Whatever unrelia-

bility is evident in this kind of story, in other v.'ords , is a product of

the narrator's limited understanding of the events of the acting present,

Ifhen a dramatic relationship between the narrator and his implied

listener is develoj.ed, on the other hand, the reader must view the

narrator as involved in the process of telling one character about

another, and when this is the case, the narrator does have a motive for

distorting events as he relates them. The narrator i.-^ay modify events,

in other words, because he wishes to justify and interpret his con-

duct for his listener. It would be surprising, really, if a narrator

like Roger in '"The Mother of a Queen" did not attempt to present his

actions in the best possible light, especially since he is telling

about a man he nov; considers an enemy.

Once the reader sees the potential extent of Roger's unreliability

and once it becoi::es clear that the character traits which Roger portrays

Paco as having--vanity , effeminacy, and so forth--are traits which

characterize Roger as v.'ell, it is difficult to avoid considering the

possibility that the "mother" of the "queen" is as much a homosexual

as Paco is. Since Roger narrates the story, it is not surprising that

no sure evidence of such a relationship is given. There are, however,

details of Roger's narration which might suggest such a conclusion.
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It seems notable, for example, that when Roger reveals that Paco is

a "queen" and that the matador and his former mana^:er were "sweethr-nr ts,'

he seems couiparatively nonchalant about the basic fact of the homo-

sexuality. It is possible, of course, that Paco's homosexuality is

fairly common knowledge and it is also possible that Roger is only

apparently nonchalant about the information, but the narrator's lack of

concern about the fact might imply more. F.ven v;hen Roger does appear

CO censure Ijomosexuality , his condemnation is qualified. "niere's a

queen for you," he says, "You can't touch them. Nothing, nothing can

touch them. l^iey spet-d money cm theniselves or for vanity, but they

never pay. Try to get one to pay" (419). This censure seems to lesult

not so much from a disapproval of homosexuality per se , sr. frori: Roger's

knov/ledge that queens like Paco don't pay their debts. Finally, since

Roger is the successoi: of the nianager with, whom Paco v?as ".':weethear t.s _

"

it is difficult to avoid wondering whether eiDployment as Paco's manager

12
requires duties unrelated to the corrida. Tliough there is no sure

evidence of a homcscxuri relationship between Roger and Paco, enough

imp] ication-S are included in the narrative to support the suggestion

that there may be not only two "mothers" in "Tlie Mother of a Queen,"

but two "queens" as well.

"l>!y Old Man" makes use of a relationship between its narrator and

the situations the narrator v^itncsses which is even more complex than

the comparable relationship in "The Mother of a Queen." Unlike other

v;itness narrations, "My Old Man" is primarily concerned with showing

the actual process of character development. V/liile such stories a.^.

"The Light of the World" and "A Canary for One" sho\; characters for
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only a brief moment: during v.-hnt the reader presumes is a long period of

developnmnt, "l-iy Old Ken" shows events which span large portions of the

lives of the characters it portrays, "Ky Old Man" dramatisies the

changes which take p] ace in the young, colloquializcd narrator of the

story and in the narrator's all -too-human father. The way in which

these changes interlock creates a particularly dynaii.ic narrative struc-

ture.

TQie most ob\'ious character development in "My Old Man" is young

Joe Butler's loss of innocence. One of trie earliest chronological

incidents "in the p Lor>---Kolbrook ' s calling Joe's father a "son of a

hi tch"--begins a dii.iinution of the boy's imaue of his father v.'hicri con-

tinues over the next fei-; years . As Joseph DeFalco mentions in his ex-

cellenl: discussion of "My Old Man," the extent of Joe's grov;th toward

adulthood ia reflected in the degree to \%ihich the boy's unquestion-

ing faith in his f;ither weakens. Ihe climax of Joe's -growing aware-

ness of the corr.'.ri.T.css of adults, the event which "takes the kick out

of all of it'' for him, is the fixing of the race between Kzar and

Kircubbin. As DeFalco suggests, when Joe calls George Gardner a "son

of a bitch" for his part in the fixing of the race, "he has at the

same txioe unknowingly applied the same imprecation to his own father.

George lias not done any th.ing that the father has not already done in

14
Milan," By shov;ing the destruction of what DeFalco calls Joe's

father-hero, "My Old Man" charts the growtli of a young boy's awareness

not only that evil exists in the X'.'orld, but that it often exists very

c lose to home .

Tlie change in young Joe from innocent boy to disillusioned youth
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is reflected by (he story's use of narrative unreliability. Unlike

uiost of H^wingvjay 's involved nairrators , Joe Butler at tiiTies raisundar-

stands Vi;hat he sees and, as a result, misrepresents things that arc

happening. Early in the stcry, for example, as Joe and his father

sit with "Kolbrook anci a fat wop," the older Butler asks his son to go

buy hiu' a ^P£^_tsn>an. Though Joe is not aware that there is an ulterior

motive; involved in this requer, t, the reader understands that the hoy is

sent away so tl.'al: he will not l-.now about the crooked dealings his

father i.s involved in. Other instances of Joe's misinterpretation of

things ai e even u.ore. obvious. At one point in the story, for example,

Joe couipares Paris and Milan:

Paris "i/as an awful big town after Milan. Seems

like in Milan everybody is going somewhere and

all the trams run souievhere and there ain't any

sort of air.i;-.-up, but Paris is all l;.l]ed up and

the}' never dc straighten it out. I got. to like

it, though, part of it, anyway, and say, it's

got the best race courses in the world. Seems

as though that were the thing that keep'-^ it all

going; and about the only thing you can figure
on is that every day the buses will be going out

to v;li.^tever track they're running at, going
right out through everything to the track. (195)

ITie boy's failure to understand that what ai)pears to be confusion is

really complex organization and his attempt to explain Paris by relat-

ing V7hat he sees to the very limited vjorld with wh.ich he is acquainted

nicely illustrates Joe's innocence. As lie grows, Joe's understanding

of what goes on around him becou.es roore complete, and, as a result,

he becomes less si.;scei)tiblc to such misinterpretation. At St. Cloud,

for exaiiple, the boy does not understand that when his fatlier and George

Gardner talk they are making arrangements concerning uhe fixed lace.
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Kzar's jockey" (198). Tliough his knowledge is incomplete, Joe is a

good deal closer to understanding the trutli at St. Cloud than he is in

Milan.

• As is true in "The Mother of a Queen," "l-fy Old Man" makes a dis-

tinction betv7£pn its narrator's actioiis in the acting present and his

attempts Lo explain iiis past to a listener in the narrating present.

fi.s Joe tells b.is story, it becomes clear that he is still in a state of

change. The last events of his narrative--'nis father's attempt to lose

\?eight and his death in the s teeplechcso-- occur not long before Joe's

narration of these events, and little psychological grov.'th has occurred

in the interim. Tuough Joe's awareness of evil gro\;s a great deal dur-

ing the cvenis of the story, his adjustment to v;hat he learns is not

complete at the time \;hen he tells of these events. The very first

words of "My Old Mian"--"I guess looking at it now"--ref lect not only

the fact that "now" the boy is older and wiser, but also the fact that

at the time of tbie narrating present Joe can only "guess" hov7 tilings

really are. The boy's use of such expressions as "Gee, it's avjful"

during l^iis narrative suggests that while in soiv.e v^ays he is far more

emotionally aware than another boy his age might be, in many ways he is

still quite young.

The growth of young Joe Butler's awareness of evil is only one

of several significant character developments which take place in

'•My Old Man." Oiie of the centra] ironies of the story is that as Joe's

understanding of the complexity and the fallibility of the adult world

becom.es n.ore complete, the central representative of that world, Joe's
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father, Increasingly overconies t.he very V7eakness v.'hicii disillusions the

boy. Having participated in the crookedness v.'liich brin<;3 about Joe's

loss of iaith in the adult v.'orld, Bvitler buys Gilford, goes through the

painful process of getting into shape, and as a result of hard v'ork,

courage, and talent, rides Gilford to victory in his first race. As

DeFalco suggests, Joe's father is engaged "in a 'pursuii race' . . .

for lie must keep aliead of the ominous 'fat' which, heralds old age and

t.he subsequent loss of his means of existence." llie v.'inning of third

place in tlie 2S00 irieter race, however, represents a momentary victory in

this pursuit race, a victory which is achieved only as a result of a

kind of physical and spiritual regeneration on the part of the older

Butler. IrouicaDy, while the loss of Joe's faith in his father brings

about I'.ir. f-?il j'lOT-.r innoce-nce , Butler's regenerar.Jor, is a result in large

part of his love for liis sen and his reali/.ation that soriietliing i:iaat be

done about the growing boy's education. At least cnc of the reasons why

Butler buys Gilford, the story suggests, has to do wi tii his desire to get

''a decent stake" so that Joe can go "back there to the States and go to

school" (202). Thus, as Joe loses his innocence, his father regains soilc

of his, and the changes tiie tvjo characters undergo arc, in a very real

sense, a result of v.'hat they see happening to each other.

The simultaneous character developments of Joe .ind his fatlier are

nicely exeiuplif ied by the change which occurs in their reactions be-

tween the two races which are presented in Ihe narrative. Before the

race l>et'.vcen Kzar and Kircubbin, the young narrator describes Kzar's

beauty: "This Kzar," he explains, "is a great big yellow horse that

looks ju'. t like nothing but run. 1 never saw siicli a horse. He wa.s
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being led around the paddocks with his head dov.n and when he went by nic

I felt all hollow inside he vjas so beautiful. Itiere never was such» a

wonderful, lean, running built horse" (197). Wiien the race is over,

Joe feels "all trembly and funny" inside as a result of his tremendous

eiiiotional involvement in the race, and when he finds out that the race

was fixed, the extent of his involvement results in the depth of his

disillusionment. Joe't. fuLhcr, on the. other hanJ , does not seem at a]]

emotionally involved in the big race, even though he profits consider-

ably frciii it in a financial way. His only comment about the race is

that George Gardner is "a sv/ell jockey." Tlie reactions of the two

characters to Gilford and his first victory, however, are quite differ-

ent. The loss of faith in the adult vjorld whicli Joe suffers as a re-

sult of: Kzar's defeat renders him less able to become emotionally in-

volved with horses. As a result, his feelings about Gilford are compai

ativcly controlled. He is "fond" of Gilford, but as his description

of the Irish jumper suggests, his enthusiasm for the horse is tempered

"He v.'as a good, solid jumper, a bay, with plenty of speed on the flat,

if you asked hini for it, and he was a nice- } oooking horse, too" (202).

Though the boy says that Gilford is as good a horse as Kzar, it is

clear that Joe is feigning enthusiasm for the horse because of his

love for his father. The elder Butler, on the other hand, is not de-

tached where Gilford is concerned. When he takes third place in Gil-

ford's first race, he is "all sweating and happy," and, Joe tells the

reader, he "was excited, too, even if he didn't show it" (203).

Through his exposure to crooked racing tiie young narrator of

"My Old Man" loses much of his innocence. As certain aspects of his
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narration indicate, houever, the change in Joe is only partially a loss.

As Joe grows away from childliood, his values mature, and an apprecia-

tion of honest human accon.plishmen t replaces his hlind, passionate

enthusiasm for animals. As long as he is innocent, Joe's primary in-

terest is in horses, and this interest is reflected in the way in which

he looks at a horse race. As the horses "come pounding past" during

the race at St. Cloud, tor example, Joe sees that "Kzar was v/ay back

. , . this Kircuhbin horse was in front and going smooth" (199). At

the end of the race, Joe explains, "Kzar came on faster than I'd ever

seen anything in my lire and nulled up on Kircubbin," but as they are

neck and neck "they passed the winning post and . . . Kircubbin had

won" (199). During the months previous to the Pi ix du H-.rau, Joe

\7atches his father work and sveat to get ready to ride, and the signi-

ficance for Joe of his fa timer's struggle is suggested by the face

that he begins his narrative with a presentation of it. As a result of

what he sees and learns fran his father's courage and hard work. Joe's

view of things chang«.>s , and his \iay of looking a! a race reflects this

change. VJhen the horses come pounding by during the Prix du Marat,

Joe does not look at Gilford, but, instead, hollers "at my old man as

he went by, and he was leading by about a length and riding way out,

and light as a monkey, and they were racing for the wafer jump" (203-

20A. Italics mine). As long as he is a child, Joe's innocence makes

him unaware of the men controlling the horses he is interested in.

As a more mature youtli, Joe comes to see that horse races are run by

men, and that in the real world the most significant accomplishments

at v/ell as the most significant failures are those of men, not those of
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animals.

As But]er sits at the barrier before the Prix du Marat, Joe looks

over and sees him sitting in his black jacket "with the white cross."

Tlicugh the young narrator is not conscious of the symbolisn, the reader

understands that the white cross is perfectly fitting. As the father

sits at the barrier, he has not only triumphed over his ovm weakness,

but he is about to undergo the ultimate sacrifice in his attempt to

better the life of his son. In "My Old Man" Joe and his fal.her accomp-

lish a double victory. T^ie boy is victorious over ignorant innocence, the

Ti.an over weakness and selfishness. This double victory, however, lasts

only for a inon^eni:, and Joe is aluiost imn.ediately forced to come to

another shocking realization about human weakness. He is forced to

face the fact that in the ical world men must die, and that a nan's

death can ccnre just at that moment when he does not deserve to die.

Further, Joe learns that no natter V7hat sacrifices a man undergoes, bis

fellov.-' men often will not know either that a victory occurred or care

about the rian v/ho accomplished it. As Joe Siiys when the men call his

father a crook, "Seems like when they get started they don't leave a

guy nothing" (205).
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CMPTER V

PROTAGONIST NARRATION

As was suggested in Chapter II, the distinction between witness

and protagonist narration v;h;.ch this study uses is based not on the

narrator's "importance" in the story in which he appears, but on what

he and the reader ta'.ce to be his purpose in narrating. Because Joe

Butler believes he is telJing the story of his father and because the

/jiicrican husband is primarily interested in telling about the middle-

aged Arierican lady, both "My Old Man" and "A Canary for One" are clas-

sified as witness narrations. A story is called a protagonist narra-

tion, on the other hand, v.-hen it enploys a narrator \:hQ sees the

presentation of his o\m story as his primary functioii. Though this dis-

tinction is generally useful, like almost any criti_a] distinction,

it is not adequate in every case. In such works as Chapter XIII of

In Our Tir.e ("I heard the drums coming . . . .) and "in Another Country.

for example, it is not only difficult, but misleading as well, to say

that the narrator ostensibly presents either his own story o£ the

the story of another character.

On first readijig, Cliapter XIII o.f In Our T ime may seem primarily

concerned with Luis, the young matador v.'ho has gotten drunk on the morn-

ing of the day when he is to participate in a corrida. Upon careful

examination, ho\.'evei , it becoines clear that the sketch is just as fully

concerned with Macra and v;ith its involved narrator as it is wi tli Luis.

-90-
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The reader's understanding of Chapter XIII depends upon his awareness

of the indication in the final exchange of the sketch that Maera and

the narrator are the other members of the trio of matadors v;hich is

scheduled to fight bulls "this afternoon."" Afte^r Luis dances away

with the riau-riau dancers, Maera asks the narrator,

And who will kill his bulls after he gets a cogida?
We, I suppose, I said.

Yes, we, said Maera. lie kills the savages'
bulls, and the drunkards' bulls, and the riau-r iau
dancers' bulls. Yes. We kill them. We kill them

all right. Yes. Yes Yes.

As Hemingway explains in Death in the Afternoo n, during a corrida the

"matadors kill their bulls in turn in the order of their seniority . .

If any matador is gored so that he is unable to return from the infirm-

ary ..." his bulls "are divided between the remaining matadors."

The face that Maera and the narrator will kill those bulls Luis fails

to kill indicates that both men are bullfighters.

Once it is understood that all three characters in Chapter XIII

are matadors, it becomes clear that the sketch not only portrays the

actions of an irresponsible young bullfighter, but that it develops a

comparison of the ways in which two other matadors react to an increase

in the danger of an already dangerous occupation. KTien Maera realizes

that he may be forced to face more than t\7o bulls, he is furious and

apprehensive. The narrator, on the other hand, remains at least

Hemingway explains, "In the modern foriTial bullfight or corrida
de toros there are usually six bulls that are killed by three differ-
ent men. Each man kills two bulls" (Death in the Afternoon, 26).
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fear hc^ has. The simplicity of his "We, I suppose" suggests both his

recognition of the danger involved and his realisation of the necessity

for facing the danger calmly. Tlie narrating present of the sketch is not

deve'lopcd, but the fact that the events of the narrative take place

in the past might imply that the third matador's ability to control

hinifuJf bias allowed hira to continue until the time of the narrating of

the slcctch without a fatal _cornada_.*

Unlike witness narrators, the narrator of Chapter XIII is ostensibly

no more con^ierned \:ith presenting the experiences of other characters

than he is vjith relating experiences of his own. Unlike most protag-

onist narrations, however, Chapter XIII cannot be said to be prim.irily

concerned v^ith the narrator's story. Chapter XIII presents a single

situation in which three characters are directly involved with each

other and in which the actions of one character create the predicament

in which the other characters find themselves.

The narratoi of "In Another Country," like tlie narrator of Cb.apter

Xlil, can be thouglit of as either a protagonist or a witness. That

this is the case is suggested by the lack of critical agreement about

who Ihe s lory's central character is. On one hand, PhiJip Young feels

that "In Another Country" shows Hemingway "for once . . . not concerned

2
so i.iiu li with Kick. It is tlie major's pain that tlie story is about...."

Jo.Tcph DeFalco, on the other hand, believes that the narrator

is the central character and that the story is about his exposure to

'"Thi.T idea is also suggested by the fact that in Cliapter XIV of

In Our Time (Maera lay stili, liis liead on his an,.s . . . .) a matador

named "Macra" recei-^es a cornada and dies in tlio infirniary.
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tv;o iiiodes of adjusting "to his own personal wounds and to the conflict

implied in the knowledge that man is a victim of contingent forces."

In reality, it is unnecessary and misleading to think of "In Another

Country" as being primarily about a single character. The story is

best thought of as a kind of complex situation report which surve^-s

the various ways in which several wounded soldiers adjust to their

physical and psychic wounds.

Unlike the situation reports discussed earlier in this study, the

events of the acting present of "In Another Country" take place over a

fairly long period of time. Much of the story, in fact, is conducted

through descriptions of actions v.'hich the narrator carried out habit-

ually over a period of several montlis. The setting of the scene in the

first paragraph of the story, for example, includes details which the

narrator noticed during an entire fall. As the months pass during the

suoi-y, the relationshii/S which are set up among the various characters

undergo changes, and as several critics suggest, the result of these

changes is a learning experience on the part of the narrator. As a

result of his relationship with the young Italian soldiers, the narrator

cornes to understand that he is not a "hunting hawk" and that his adjust-

ment to pain and fear will necessarily be different from theirs. As a

result of lu'LOV^ing the ruajor, the narrator comes to v;hat Austin McGiffert

Wright calls a realization "of the inevitability (or incurability?) of

loss or pain even for those who have grown out of a belief in bravery."^

He coir.es to see, in other words, that bravery is not simply a matter of

how one reacts at the front, but that it is, rather a matter of how one

faces the pains and losses of life in general. As Rovit suggests, "Tne
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Major's agony and his hei-oic hold on dignity under the burden of his

v;ife's sudden death--a dignity which does not place itself above shov;-

ing eir.otion in basic physical ways--become an object lesson to

Nick . . . ." He becomes "an exemplar of courage and of dignified

resolution in uieeting disaster."

Unlike Chapter XIII, "In Another Country" carefully creates a

Jif fercntiation betv;een acting present and narrating present. Three

times the fact that the narrator is looking back at a younger version

of himself is made explicit. The narrator explains, for example, that

his experiences took place "a long time ago, and then we did not any

of us know hov; it was going to be afterward. We only knew then that

there was always the war, but that we were not going to it any more" (269)

Tlie specific function of the story's development of its narrating

present is difficult to see. Tiie reader's consciousness that he is

looking back over what seems a considerable period of time does give

"In Another Country" a far away and long ago atmosphere similar to

that created in "God Rest You Merry, Gentlemen." Further, the distinc-

tion helps to establish the story's thoughtful mood. In addition to

these functions, however, the differentiation does not seem of particu-

lar importance.

^fnile there are far fewer protagonist narrations among Hemingway's

stories than there are V7itncs5; narrations, those stories which do fall

within tliis category often have particularly interesting narrative

strategies. The first thing the reader must understand about the

narrative perspective of a protagonist narration is the nature of the
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reiationshr'.p which is created between the narrator as the reader sees

hi-o in * he narrating present and the narrator as he appears in the

acclvig pr. :ent. A great deal of confusion can attend that reading of

a prrtagonist narrative which fails to keep this differentiation in

mind. Tn some protagonist narrations narrating presents are rendered

neafl^. invisible, and the reader's attention is directed almost exclu-

£7yelv to the acting presents. In at least two stories, changes in the

i-eiati-«nship.'. between the reader, the narrator as teller, and the nar-

rator as .ctor affect meaning. In still other protagonist narrations

th° relc.tionships which arc developed between narrating presents and

acting presents arc so dynaiiiic that they account for considerable

thematic content.

The narrating present of Chapter III of In Our Time ("V.'e were in

. garder at Mens.'') is nearly invisible, and the reader's attention is

dirtctid almost exclusively to the acting present. Though the narrator

of this sketch is usually identified with the speaker in Chapter IV

('"It wad a frightfully hot day."), the tv.'o narrators can easily be

distinguished. M^.ile the narrator of Chapter IV uses an idiom which

ror^hly _ 'rrespcnds to the "clipped upper class diction of Sandhurst"

.thaL r :ir.ingMviy 's friend Dorman-Sraith probably used, the speaker in

C'ap'^r ITT is far less obviously British. As Bridgeraan explains,

Chapter III "is considerably less radical in its dialect" than

Chapter TV, "with fewer eccentricities of speech .... Just three

woids are used in a British manner: 'young ^ ' as applied to a name,

'f-ottrl,'- and ' a^^'fully .
' Yet an American could use each of them in

.9this way without strain or affectation,
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The narrator of Chapter III presents a war experience in which

he took part, and the quiet, almost shocked tone of his reminiscence

suggests that the incident he is describing made a particularly strong

impression on him. Tlie narrator's mention that the German who is shot

first is "The first German I saw" may even suggest that the experience

at Mons is the narrator's introduction to war. ITiat this might be the

case is substantiated by the narrator's triple repetition of the fact

that the "potting" of the German soldiers occurs in a garden. In addi-

tion to e.iiphasizing the basic incongruity of the background, the repe-

tition of "garden" may suggest that the deaths which the narrator is

helping to bring about represent a loss of innocence not only for the

surprised Germans who are killed, but for the narrator as v;ell.

As Bridgeiiian explains, Chapter IV is told by a British officer

"v.'hose dialectical in tcnsifiers-- ' frightfully ,
' 'absolutely,' and

' copping' --establish an ironic distance betv.'een the reader and the

event that occasions the officer's schoolboy enthusiasm: the successful

placement of a barricade across a bridge." As Bridgeman implies, a

major uension is developed in Chapter IV between the obvious enjoyment

the narrator has and the deadly seriousness of the events in which he

is involved.

The special emphasis on the narrator's British manner of speaking

in Chapter IV, when coi..bined with the narrator's use of the second

person, suggests a further distinction betv.'een Chapter III and Chapter

IV. V.T.ile the narrator of Ch.npter III seems to be remembering his

experiences, the narrator of the subsequent sketch is talking about

the barricade with an unidentified listener. Tliis difference in the
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v;ay in which the experiences of the two men are comruunicated emphasizes

their different reactions to v;hat they have seen. \\fhile the narrator

of Chapter III recalls his experiences in shocked silence, the narrator

of Chapter IV appears to enjoy telling about his adventures.

Tliough the narrators of Chapters III and IV are easily distin-

guishable in their attitudes and in the way they speak, Hemingway's

juxtaposition of them in both in our time and In Our Time may imply

that they are the same man. Tlie fact that both speakers do use son.e of

the ssn.e speech mannerisms --they both use the term "potted," for example-

might suggest that the narrators of the sketches represent different

stages in the development of a single character. Tlie juxtaposition of

the two sketches, in other words, may imply that though the narrator

takes his initial v.'ar experiences quite seriously, later experiences

result not only in his becoming accustomed to battle, but in his enthus-

iastic enjoyment of it.

Like Chapter III both "After the Storra" and "One Trip Across"

focus much of the reader's attention on the acting present, and, even

more fully than Chapter IV, both stories develop oral narrating

presents which frame and modify their acting presents. Unlike pre-

viously discussed sketches and stories, however, "After the Storm"

and "One Trip Across" utilize a change in "distance" between reader and

narrator in order to effect thematic content.*

Booth develops the concept of distance in The Rhetoric of
Fiction . He explains that narrators "differ markedly according to

the degree and kind of distance that separates them from the author,
the reader, and the other characters of the story. In any reading
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At the beginning of "After the Storra" a considerable distance is

: rtited between the stor^/'s protagonist narrator and the reader by a

particularly effective combination of subject matter and phra.sing. As

is f^ue in many of Hemingv.'ay ' s short stories, "After the Storm" employs

vjhat might be called a "running start." That is, the reader finds

hi nsalf watching a series of events which has obviously been going on

|':!foi- the 'Story begins. More clearly than in most stories, hov;cver,

" --Iid-i/f action wliich is underway in "After the Storm" is quite dif-

f'^'.rent from anything most readers have experienced. As "After the

Stcrm" opens, the narrator is in the middle of ?. fight, being choked

by an antagonist v.'ho seems to want to kill him. As tb.e narrator ex-

plains, "He was choking me and hanmering my head on the floor and I

got the knife out and opened it up; and I cut the muscle right across

his fr-) and he let go of me. He couldn't have held on if he wanted

to" (372)- It is the particular brutality of this fight, the degree to

wh'ch the opponents seem v;illing to destroy each other which creates

distance between the narrator and the reader, distance \;hich is cmpha-

i,ized by the narrator's use of such rough -sounding, nonstandard

]1
fbrase.; as "Ever^'body was too driaik to pull him off me."

'/i distance between reader and narrator v;hich is creattd In

th- first paragraphs of "After the Storm" is maintained and even ex-

tended by the sponger's sub.';cquent actions and reactions. For one

experience there is an implied dialogue among author, narrator, the

other characters, and the reader. Each of the four can range, in re-

Iscif.'p fo each of the others, from identification to complete opposi-

tion, or^ any axis of value, moral, intellectual, aesthetic, and even

phyf-.cal" (Booth, 155).
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thing, the narrator fails to react to the basic violence in which he

has been involved. Though he has been choked and though his head has

been hammered on the floor, he mentions no pain. He doesn't even appear

to be dazed by what has happened. As soon as the narrator is outside

and away from those friends of his antagonist who come out after him,

he seems to forget entirely about the fight. During the remainder of

his narration he does not retiect on any aspect of the experience, nor

does he speculate en its possible repercussions. Tne only other refer-

ence in "After the Storm" which even pertains to the events of the

opening paragraphs occurs when the story is more than half over, and

even this reference is offhand and indirect. The narrator merely

mentions that "the fellov7 I'd had to cut \,'as all right except for his

an.:" and that the v.'hole thing "came out all right" (376). The narrator's

nonchalance about the fight and its effects emphasizes the fact that he

is a man for whom extreme physical violence is so normal as to be taken

casually .

The narrator of "After the Storm" is also rendered uimsual by his

failure to evaluate his experience, to put vjhat he sees into in any

sort of overall perspective. After he escapes from the bar, finds his

boat, and hides out for a day, the narrator goes out to explore the

storm damage. Kis description of his procedure is illuminating:

I seen a spar floating and 1 knew there must be

a v.'reck and I started out to look for her. I

found her. She was a three-masted schooner and

I could just see the stumps of her spars out of

water. She was in too deep water and I didn't
get am'-thing off of her. So I \ieut on looking
for sometl-.ing else .... 1 went on dovm over
the sand-bars from V7here I left that three-masted
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schooner and I dic'ni'L find anything and I went on

a long waj' . I was v;ay out toward the quicksands

and I didn't find anything so I went on. (373)

As the description of the three-inas ted schooner makes clear, even the

sinking of a fairly large ship means nothing to the narrator, apart

from its being a possible source of salvage. As the monotonous repeti-

tion of the phrase "I went on" suggests, one experience follovjs after

£.u^ theV for the narrator, and aside from the possibility of simple

p> rsunal gain, none of his experiences seems of any more significance

to him than any other.

The distance v^hich is created by the narrator's brutalized

insensitivity is greatest when the narrator discovers the ocean liner

which has sunk with almost five hundred people aboard. As Anselm

At .ins cxpJain:;, "Tue readir scis the wrecked ship through the eyes of

the sponger, for whom that underwater graveyard is nothing but a

12
fortuitous jackpot." The only thing about the wieck that moves the

sponger is the amount of booty involved, and as he tries again and again

to enter the vessel, the only "disaster" he seems to notice is the fact

that he has nothing strong enough to break through the porthold.

The difference between the way in which the narrator reacts to

what he sees and the way in v.'hich the reader reacts is emphasized fre-

quently during the narrator's attempts to enter the ship. For example,

when the narrator dives down to the one porthole he can reach, he sees "a

woman inside with her hair floating all out." lie is forced to surface

foi air, but he goes down again: "I swam down and took ho]d of the

ed;',-.' of the porthole with my fingers and held it and hit tlic glass as

hard as I could with the wrench. 1 could see the woman floated in the
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it floated all out in the water. I could see the rings on one of her

hands . . . . I hi t the glass twice ..." (374-375). V/hile the reader's

attention is taken up by his shocked consciousness of the dead woman

and "by the attempt to imagine what she looks like, the narrator's

13
vision moves almost iramcdiately to the rings on the woman s hands.

The implications of the narrator's lack of normal human sensitivity

to pain and to the deaths of five hundred of his fellov; men, and of his

apparent i7;abi lity to think about events except in the most basically

pragmatic r.ianner are emphasized by the frequent juxtaposition of the

narrator and the scavenger birds which are "making over" the sunken

liner wlicn the narrator arrives. As the narra'.or skulls over the liner,

t!ie birds c>re all around him, and when he looks up to stop his nose

bleed, he sees "a million birds above and all around" (375). As it gets

dark, the narrator gives up trying to get into the ]iner. He explains,

"The birds were all pulling out and leaving her and I headed for

Sou 'west. Ke}' towiTig the skiff and the birds goir;g on ahead of me and

behind n.e'' (376). As Anselm Atkins suggests, this juxtaposition of the

birds and the narrator emphasizes the similarities betv;een the persistent

14 . f^
and unthinking birds and the persistent, unreflective narrator. Like

the birds, the narrator is a predator who seems to survive by using-his

coiisiderable strengl'n and endurance in order to prey on other animals.

He seepis different from the birds, in fact, only in his failure to salvage

anything from the v.'reck.

If "After the Storm" ended with the narrator's inability to sal-

vage booty from the lirier, it v;ould be a vivid picture of a brutalized
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and predatory Key '.-.'est fisherman. The story docs not end, however, as

the narrator leaves the wreck. In the final portion of "After the

Storm" the narrating present is developed and the result is a modifica-

tion of the story's emphasis. During the first three-fourths of the

story the existence of an oral narrating ]:^rescnt is implied by the

highly conversational tone of the s pongc- fisherman ' s narration. His

use of such phrases as "Brother, that was some storm" indicates that

the narrator is speaking to an is being listened to by someone. Dur-

ing most of the story, however, this oral narrating present is com-

pletely overshadovjed by the violence of the narrator's figlit and by

his investigation of the sunken liner. It is only during the final

three paragraohs of tl'C story that the conversation between the narratoi

and his implied lis-tener becomes the primary focus of the narrative.

Tlie reader begins to grow more aware of the narratirg present

V7hen th.e narrator explains that after he returned from his unsuccess-

ful attempt to enter the liner, the wind "came on to blow and it ble\;

for a week" (376). During the first three-quarters of tlie story the

time gap betv7een the C'vents of the acting present and the telling of

those events is only implicit. \Jl\cn the nariator begins to telescope

time, hovjcver, the reader grovjs more aware of the time lag, and as a

result, of the speaker who is reminiscing about the wreck.

The rtiadcr also becouics more fully aware of the narrating

present of "After the Storm" when he sees the narrator attempting to

evaluate the experiences he has already presented. The narrator's

frequent repetition of certain aspects of the shipwreck suggests that

though the narrator is much less sensitive to pain and death t:han
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sion seems particularly to affect the narrator. Twice he mentions thai

the crew "couldn't have known they were quicksands" and three times he

refers to the fact that the captain must have ordered the crew to "open

up the ballast tanks" (376, 377). Wiile the story makes it clear that

the sponger has been affected by the wreck, hov;ever, it is obvious

that his basic nature has not changed. That this is the case is indi-

cated both by the fact that his interest in the shipxvreck is largely

professional and technical, rather than human, and by the way in which

the stovy ends. "U'ell," the narrator explains, "the Greeks got it

al]. Everything. ITiey must have come fast all right. Tney picked her

clean. First there was the birds, then me, then the Greeks, and even

the birds got more out of her than I did" (378). Tlie final juxtaposi-

tion of the birds and the narrator and the use of "picked her c.

to describe the actions of the Greeks reestablishes and re-emphasir.es

the picture of tlie narrator as primitive predator which is set up in the

first three-fourtlis of the story. Though the incident of the ship'.;reck

affects the fisherman, it does not alter the fact that, like the birds

and the jewfish, he is at base an animal.

The change in narrative perspective in the last quarter of

"After the Storm" also involves the development of the narrator's

relationship with his implied listener. Frequently during the last

part of the story the narrator addresses the listener directly. He

explains, for example, that there are "Plenty of fish now though;

jewfish, the biggest kind. The biggest part of her's under tlie sand

now but they live inside of her; the biggest kind of jewfish. Some

;tapoci- /

lean" ^
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it'eigh three to four hundred pouiids . Sometime we'll go out and get

some. You can see the Rebecca light from where she is" (377). As is

true in "Tlie Mother of a Queen" and "My Old Man", the implied listener

in "After the Storm" is not specifically identified or characterized,

and the result is that the reader identifies himself as the listener.

This identification is emphasized in the final paragraph of the story

when the narrator asks the iii:plied listener whether he thinks "they

stayed inside the bridge or do you think they took it outside?" (378).

Since the reader finds hir.;self trying to answer the c^uestion, he finds

himself involved, as it were, in conversation with the narrator. The

development of the relationship between nprrator and implied listener

may result in certain thematic implications. For one thing, as the

reader becon.es increasingly aware of his position as the listener to

wlaom the narrator is speaking so congenially, it becoipes increasingly

difficult for him to view this potential fishing conipanion as a man

greatly different from himself. Tlie more the reader's implied involve-

ment with the narrator is developed, in fact, the more like the

reader the narrator seen;s to become; and as the reader cones to see

the narrator as a man much like himself, it grows increasingly diffi-

cult to avoid the suggestion that, like tlie sponger, the Greeks, and

all the other living things in "After the Storm," the reader is basi-

cally a predator. Tlie reader may differ from tlic narrator in the degree

to vjhich he is sensitized to experience -^nd he may be more sophisticated

socially and intellectually than the sponger is, but v.'hatever differ-

ences do exist are matters of degree, not kind. Surely the reader is

83 much like the narrator as thr, nr.rrator is like the birds.
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"One Trip Across" is generally not treated as a short story in

critical discussions. Since Hemingway incorporated it into To Have and

Hav e Not , the story has usually been approached as a part of the longer

v;ork. Tliis study reverses the usual procedure for several reasons.

In the first place, there has been almost unanimous agreement among

critics that as a novel To Have and Have Not is a faili'.re. This critical

consensus is given special weight by Hemingway's ovm statement that the

book is not really a novel: "The thing vjrong with 'To Have and Have

Not' is that it ic made of short stories. I v;rote one, then another.

15
but it v.'as short stories, and there is a hell of a lot of difference."

Wiile there is general agreement about the failure of To Have and Ha ve

Not as a whole, however, it is obvious that many portions of the book

are beautifully written and that in general tlie work represents Heming-

way's atter.-.pt to luove technically into new areas. In order that at

least some of To Have and Have Not might receive the critical attention

it deserves, this s tudj' discusses "One Trip Across" and "Ihe Trades-

man's Return"--two stories which were published before incorporation

into the "novel""-and it analyzes one chapter of the book which,

though not publislied separately, stands alone as a short story.

As critics have generally noted, there are a great many similar-

ities between "After the Storm" and "die Trip Across." Both stories

take place in or around Key West and both create protagonists who

make their living by the sea. Perhaps the most important similarities

bet'ween the tv/o stories, however, concern their narrative strategies.

Like ''After the Storm," "One Trip Across" develops an oral narrating

present which, when juxtaposed with the events of the acting present,
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modifies the effecL of the narrative,

"One Trip Across" begins with a narrator-to-reader question siirii-

lar in effect to the question near the end of "After t)ic Storm." Harrj'

the narrator of the story, asks, "You know how it is there early in

the morning in Havana \-)ith the bums still asleep against the walls of

the buildings; before even the ice wagons come by with the ice for the

bars?" Just as in "After the Scorm" the reader findt; himself attempt-

ing to answer the narrator's question about the captain and crev;, the

reader of "One Trip Across" finds himself attempting to ansv/er Harry's

question, and again the result is the implicit involvement of the

reader-listener in a conversation with the narrator. The fact that

the reader probably does not know what Havana is like does not detract

from the illusion of involvement because Hemingway includes enough

highly descriptive details during the first paragraph of t'ne story so

that the reader can create an approximation of the picture which Harry

presumes he has. Tlie illusion of intimacy which is developed in the

first paragraph is maintained during the narrative by the narrator's

familiar style and by his intermittent direct addresses to the reader.

The distance between reader and narrator in "One Trip Across" is

also minimised by the way in which Harry speaks. Like the speech of

the sponge fishennan in "After the Storm," Harry's speech is collo-

quial. At the same time, however, Harry uses nonstandard sentence

structure and diction far less frequently and far less obviously

than the sponger does, and this careful limiting of colloquial

language in "One Trip Across" causes Harry's narrative to have effects
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siinilar to those of Jorry Doyle's narration in "Fifty Grand . "^t Because

Harry does sound like a fisherman, the reader is willing to trust Harr3''s

judgement about fishing and related matters. At the same time, because

Harry does not sound too much like a fisherman, the reader finds it

relatively easy, at least during the first half of the story, to under-

stand and sym.pathize v?ith Harry's attitudes.

Once the reader has been made aware of the fact that he is listen-

ing to the narrator, "One Trip Across" continues with relatively few

direct allusions to the narrating present. Only about ten times in

the follov.'ing sixcy pages is the reader directly addressed or questioned

and the result is that the reader's attention is directed almost exclu-

sively to the acting present. Except for The Sun Also Rises , in fact,

"One Trip Across" is the longest of Heniingway ' s narratives which is

both involved and dramatic. A.s is true in The Sun Also Rises, nearly

all of "One Trip Across" is carried on through the direct presentation

of conversation and through the description of the outward appearances

of events. T^ie reader is presented with a fev/ of Harry's ruminations,

but these account at most for only three of the story's sixty-three

pages.

The dramatic method in "One Trip Across" is a direct reflection

of the kind of character who is narrating. In sorue of Hen.ingwa}' 's

dramatic fiction the reader is not presented with involved speculations

I'Jhen Harry becomes emotional, he uses two particular speech
rwannerisms : he frequently says "all right," and he uses "some" for
emphasis in phrases like "Some nigger," "Some Mr. Johnson," and "Some
Chink." These mannerisms, however, do not emphasize the fisherman's
general background; rather, they help to individualize him.
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about characters or events because of the author's apparent desire to

present his story "objectively." In "One Trip Across," hov.'ever, the

presentation of speculation and reflection is limited because the char-

acter who narrates the story does not speculate or reflect The infre-

quency of the story's presentation of unvoiced thoughts, emotions, and

memories, in other words, is not simply a result of Hemi ngv^aj' ' s desire

to exclude undramatic inlormation . it is also a function of the l;ind of

narrator Hemingwa.y has created.

Tlie particularly unspeculative and unreflective wanner in \7hich

Harry approaches experience has several effects on "One Trip Across."

For one thing, it results in a certain kind of narrative reliability.

As the reader listens to Harry's narration, he becomes more and more

aware that Harry makes all his judgementK and drav.'s all his conclusions

on tlic ba5;is of v;hat he perceives, and, particularly, on the basis of

what he sees. The reader is iicarly always presented with both the con-

clusions Harry draws and with the perceptual evidence on v;liicli these

conclusions are based. Early in tlie story, for example, Harry w,itches

a Negro and a man in a chauffeur's duster attack the three Cubans vi th

whom he has just been talking. At one point during the battle, Harry

sees I'ancho shooting at the attackers with his lugar; "He hit a tire

on the car because I saw dust blov;iiig in a spurt on the street as the

air cam.e out, and at ten feet the nigger shot him in the belly with the

Tomm>' gun, with what must have been the last sliot in it because I saw

him throv/ it dov;n . . .
."(7)."'''' The scene is presented exclusively

*Since the revisions which were made between the original publi-

cation of "One Trip Across" and "The Tradesman's Return" and tin i

r

inclusion in To Have and Have Not have no effect on narrative perspective
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by means of the outward appearances of the action, and even the si.nn.''e

conclusions Harry does draw--that a bullet hits a tire, that it wp-,

the Negro's last shot--are given a particular authority by Harry's

exacting presentation of the basis on which he has drawn theni. Tlie

manner in which Harry seems to think of things happening "because" he

perceives their effects emphasizes his refusal to present anything

that has not been completely verified by his unaided senses. The over-

all extent of Harry's reliance on what he sees is suggested by the

fact that in the nonconvcrsational portions of the first fifteen pages

of "One Trip Across" alone, soii.e form of "to see," "to watc'\. " or "to

look" is used at least fifty times. The frequency with which, such

verbs appear in the story is illustrated by Harry's introduction

of Eddy:

Then as I ] ooked up, I saw Eddy coming along
the dock looking taller and sloppier than ever.

He walked with his joints all slung wrong.

Eddy looked pretty bad. He never looked too

good early in the morning; but he looked pretty
bad now." (8-9. Underlining mine.)

Harry's apparent presumption that in order to portray wha.: hip

pens he needs simply to tell in detail what he sees creates in the

reader an almost complete trust in the accuracy of the picture Harry

presents. Because those conclusions which Harry does drav/ from his

perceptions seem perfectly simple and logical--at least during the

and since the stories are almost unavailable except in early issu'^s of
Cosmiopo l itan and Es guire, this study uses the 1937 Scribner's edition
of To Have and Have Not as texc. Parenthetical references in the text
are to this edition.



first half of the stoi"y--the reader comes to trust Harry's judgement as

well as his ability as an observer.

The trust '.-'hich is created in the reader by Harry's reliability

during the first part of "One Trip Across" results in the effective-

ness of the change in reader-narrator distance which occurs in the

second half of the story. During his dealings V7ith Mr. Johnson, Harry

is a model of dependability, patience, and honesty. His straightfor-

wardness during the fishing expedition and his failure to feel sorry

for himself when Johnson rui-iS out v;ithout paying result in a great

deal of respect on the part of the reader for the fisherii.an. Once

Mr. Johnson has run out on Harry, hov/ever, the f ish.ernian's actions

become increasingly violent, and the reader's attitude toward Harry is

modified.

Harry's first violent action is his hitting Eddy in the face,

llie fisherman uses his anger at Eddy for getting him mixed up with

Mr. Joluison as a cover for his not wanting a "runrmy" along when he picks

up the Chinamen. lliough hitting Eddy seems to Harry both nece^jsary

and logical, it is, nevertheless, sometliing ef an unpleasant surprise

to the reader. It gives the reader his first indication that when

Harry's reasoning tells him that he is threatened, he will unhesitat-

ingly use whatever violence he feels is necessary in order to extricate

himself from the danger. The effect of this incid-Mit is emphasised by

Harry's own feeling about it. "But I felt bad about hitting him,"

Harry e.xplains , "You knew how you feel when you hit a drunk" (38). ITie

fact that the reader probably does not Icnow "how you feel" helps to

begin the extension of readcr-narratcr distance which occurs during the
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remainder of the story. \-n\en Harry discovers that Eddy has stowed

away, he is again "sorry," but this time he feels bad because he plans

to kill Eddy. Harry's conclusions seem to hin, quite inescapable--he

wants safety from arrest; Eddy poses a threat to this safety; therefore,

Eddy must be done away with--but, again, while the reader understands the

basis for Harry's decision, he finds the conclusion unpleasant. Tiie

divergence between the reader's reactions and Harry's becomes greatest

when Harry kills Mr. Sing . In Harry's eyes the murder of at least one

Chinaman in unavoidable. He must kill Mr. Sing, he explains to Eddy,

"To keep froi.i killing tl^;elve other chinks ..." (55). As is true in

earlier instances, the reader understands the basis for Harry's decis-

ion. At the same time, however, the cold-blooded murder v;hich results

from Harry's logic is shocking, even repulsive. The tremendous reader-

narrator distance which is effected by Harry b murder of Mr. Sing is

given a special emphasis by the fact that eve i as he describes the

killing itself, Harry continues to address his listener with the saiue

supposition of intimacy with which he addresses him earlier: "But I

got him forward onto his knees and had both thumbs vjell in behind his

talk-box, and I bent the whole thing back until she cracked. Don't

think you can't hear it crack, either" (53-54).

T\1:iile "After the Storm" uses a change in reader-narrator distance

in order to suggest that man is essentially a predator, "One Trip Across'

extends the distance between Harry and the reader in order to emphasize

the degree to which Harry's misfortunes brutalize him. During the first

part of the story Harry shows himself to be a competent and likeable

man, and the result is that the reader trusts and admires him. As
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Harry's financial security disappears, however, those same qualities

which make the fisherman trustworthy and admirable--his courage,

competence, and s trength--inake him deadly. It is the intimacy which is

established between the narrator and the reader- lis tener at the beginning

of the narrative that makes the results of Harry's misfortunes particu-

larly effective. Were the reader placed at as great a distance from

Harry as he is from the sponger in "After the Storm," he might still be

surprised at the fisherman's brutality, but because the reader comes to

know and respect Harry at the beginning of "One Trip Across," the

fisherman's desperate attempt to maintain his independence and safety

becomes all the more powerful.

In "Now I Lay Me" and "The Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio" com-

plex relationships between acting present and narrating present are

developed, and in each story an understanding of these relationships is

of particular importance for a full realization cf what Hemingway

accomplishes. "Now I Lay Me" has usually been thought of as merely the

least important of that trio of s tories--"Big Two -Hear ted River" and

"A Way You'll Never Be" are the others --which portray Nick Adams'

attempts to adjust to his traumatic war experiences. And while in

some ways "Now I Lay Me" is not as skillful a story as these other two,

it is nevertheless a good deal more interesting technically than has

18
been previously understood. Critics have generally agreed that "Now

I Lay MeJ' as Rovit says, is a "direct recounting of [Nick's] convales-

cence in Milan after the Fossalta wound . . . ." According to the

usual view, the stoiy does little more than portray the way in which



Nick lies on the floor of a room in Italy and thin'r.s about events of

his past in order to divert his mind from what Rovit calls "dangerous

19
preoccupations that might carry him over tlie thin edge." In reality,

the usual view of the story oversimplifies -v;hat is actually occurring

during the narrative, and the result is that a certain diniensicn of the

story has generally been overlooked.

"Now I Lay Me" does not simply present Nick in the acting present

reviewing his youthful experiences and talking with John. During "Now

I Lay Me" three "Nicks" are developed, and Hemingway is careful at all

times to distinguish adequately among them. Tnere is, of course, the

Nick of the acting present who lies av;ake in a roor.. in Italy, listens

to the silkworms eating, and discusses carriage v,'i th John. Secondly,

there is the youthful Nick ^^/hose experiences are habitually recalled

during the nights in Italy by the Nick of the acting present. Finally,

there is the Nick of the narrating preL?ent who, though not as imme-

diately obvious as the other Nicks, is developed in considerable detail.

The reader originally becomes aware of the Nick who is narrating the

story as a result of several explicit differentiations between the

acting and narrating presents, the first of which occurs in chc open-

ing paragraph of the story. Nick explains how he lay on the floor of

the room "that night" and "did not want r.o sleep because I had been

living for a long time with the knowledge that if I ever shut my eyes

in the dark and let myself go, my soul would go out of my body" (353).

He then draws attention to the narrating present by suggesting that

since "that night" his beliefs have been modified: "So wliile now I

am fairly sure that it would not really have gone out, yet Ihen, that
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summer, T was unwilling to niake the experiment" (363). In addition to

making the dif fei-entiation between Nick as narrator ami Nick as ac cor

explicit, this comniont suggests interesting information about Nick.

It is clear that Nick is somewhat more fully recovered in the narrating

present from the shock of his x-;ound than he was "that night." At the

same time, however, his statement irrplies that even at the time of the

narration of the story he has not fully recovered from what happened

to him. He is, after all, only "fairly sure" that his soul would not

have gone out, and his lack of complete confidence implies that some

apprehension concerning his memories ren.ains . An even more suggestive

differentiation between narrating present and acting present ends

Nick's narrative. Nick explains that John came "to tlie hospital in

Milan to see me several months after and v/as very disappointed that I

had not yet married, and I know he would feel very had]y if he kiiew

that, so far, I have never married" (371). Ag.iin, the distinction be-

tv;een present and past is made explicit, and again, the in;piicatioa is

that Nick has not fully adjusted to having beeri wounded. Hiough marriage

never does "fix up everything," as John believes it does, the final

emphasis on Nick's not marrying soeins to imply tb.at diough Nick's

psychic health has improved, he is still unable to face the psycholog-

ical strains which marriage necessitates.

The dev-elopment of the Nick who is narrating is also brought about

in less obvious, but ultimately more significant ways. "Now I Lay Me"

does not merely show the Nick of the acting present remembering fishing

trips and parental disunity, as most critics suggest. Aluiost Vv'ithout

exception i t is Nick as narrator who is doing the remcuibering. That
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this is the case is illustrated in the second paragraph of the story

I had different ways of occupying myself while
I lay awake. I vjould think of a trout stream I had
fished along when I was a boy and fish its whole
length very carefully in ray mind; fishing very care-

fully under all the logs, all the turns of the bank,

the deep holes and the clear shallow stretches,
soir.etimes c atching trout and sometimes losing them.

I would stop fishing at noon to eat my lunch; some-
times on a log over the strean,; sometimes on a high
bank under a tree, and I always ate my lunch very
slowly and watched the stream below me while I ate.

(363. Underlining mine.)

As the italicized verbs suggest, the temporal relationship betv;een the

fishing which is being reii.embered and the actual reri.embering changes.

At the beginning of the paragraph, the Nick of the narrating present

is remembering how during the nights in Italy he v;ould remember fish-

ing trout streams as a younger man. As the description continues,

however, the acting present disappears and the reader sees Nick as

narrator remembering the fishing. Tlie kind of memories the reader

views are presumably the kind of inemories Nick reviewed "that night"

on the floor and on other nights in Italy, but the actual remembering

that is being carried on takes place in the narrating present, not in

the acting present. A similar series of changes in tense occurs when

Nick describes how, on particularly bad nights,

I trie d to remember everything that had ever
happened to me, starting just before I went to
the war and remembering back from one thing to

another. I found T c ou

I

d only reuiember back to
that attic in my grandfather's house. Tlien I

would start there and remember this way again,
until I reached the war.

I remember , after niy grandfather '.lied we
moved away from that house .... and I



remember those jars from the attic being
thrown in the fire. . , . and T. remember
the snakes burning in the fire in the back-
yard. (365)

x^gain, Nick begins by rem.embering the way in which ho passed the long

nights in Italy. As he thinks about what he did on those nights, how-

ever, he begins to remember in the narrating present those same events

he remembered during especially bad nights in Italy.

The fact that the remembering wb.icli is being done in "Now I Lay

Me" is generally confined to the narrating present is also indicated

by tp.e overall structure of the story. As the stor-/ begins, the Nick

of the acting present is described as lying on the floor listening

"to the silk-worms eating" and dropping tlirough. the mulberry loaves.

As the story makes clear, the fact that Nick is listening to the sounds

outside his room indicates that when the narrative op^^ns ho lias been

lying awake for a long tiii.c and has already gone through the process

of recalling those memories which the narrative subsequently reviev/s

.

Having described the various things he would think about to pass the

long nights in Italy, the Nick of the narrating present expl;\i:-.s, "when

I could not remember anything at all any more I would just listen. And

I do v)ot remember a night on which you could not hoar things . . .
."

On this night "I listened to the silk-'.'ir;i;--" (36 7). la other ..-.-rds,

though the memories which are reviewed during "Now I Lay He" represent

the kinds of things Nick thought about after being v/ounded and, in

particular, the thoughts he has already reviewed before the reader

first sees him on "that night," the actual remembering that occurs dur-

ing the story is carried on by the narrato'." in the narrating pr'.aeat.
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ing present is recognized, it is difficult to avoid suggestirj Ihe

possibility that in the narrating present Nick is attempting to get

through a difficult night and is using the sarr.e process that he once

used to pass the nights in Italy. The only difference between what

Nick is doing during "Now I Lay Me" and what he did in Italy ir fact,

is that during the narrating present Nick not only remember:, his pa^t.

but explicitly remembers the remembering he carried on in the acting

present. Even the title of the story reinforces this idea. "Now I Lay

Me" is sa appropriate title not only because of its ironic suggestions

of an iiinocencc \.'b.ich has so obviously been lost, but also because the

story itself represents the narrator's attempt "now" to stay a';oke

until he is again ready to "make the experiment" of closing his eyes

and facing the darkness.

Tliat the Nick of the narrating present is rt^M;eribering things in

order to pass a difficult night is also suggested by a siir,ilarity

between the way in which he thought about things in Italy and che way

in which he tliinks about: things in th.e narrating present. As i' illus-

trated again and again, during the nights in Italy Nick gc,ncral^_

attempted to pass the time by remembering series of events, peo^^l.^., and

facts. Often he remembered fishing up snd down streams he had knowr

in younger days, "fishing verj' carefully under all the logs, all the

turns of the bank, the deep holes and the clear shallow s tretch^is . . ."

(363. Underlining mine.) On nights v;h.en he "couldn't fish" he tried

"to pray for all the people I had ever knov/n" and "to rem.ember every-

thing that had ever happened to me" (365). On those nights "^'hen le
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could not even remember his prayers, he v;ould "try to rcn,ember all the

animals in the world by name and then the birds and then fishes and

then countries and cities and then kinds of food and the names of all

the streets I could remember in Chicago ..." (357). One of the

li.eniorable things about the particular night Nick remembers during "Now

I Lay Me," in fact, is that his conversation with John gave him "a

new thing to think about and 1 lay in the dark with my eyes open and

thought of all the girls I had ever known and what kind of v;ives they

\?ould make" (371). As is true during the nights in Italy, during the

narrating present of "Now I Lay lie" Nick is engaged in the process of

remembering series of things. For one thing, Nick reviews the series

of things he did in order to pass the long nights in Italy. That this

is what Nick is doing is suggested by the fact that the five paragraphs

subsequent to the Introductory paragraph of his narrative begin ''I had

different ways of occupying myself," "Sometimes," "Sometimes," "Rut

some nights," and "On those nights." Further, each of these general

ways of passing rime is made up of scries of facts, people, and events,

and several of these are reviewed during the narrating present. Nick

recalls, for example, the various kinds of bait he used as a boy.

Finally, the way in which the story bc;;;in.':
- -''ho u^o of ""^'hat ni^lit"--

suggests tliat the specific night in Italy during which Nick listens to

the silk worms and talks to John is one of a series of nights which the

Nick of the narrating present has been remembering before Llie story begins

and \ihich will continue after it ends.

Nick's plight during the narrating present is made more dramatic

than Lt mi.glit be otherwise by the story's use of a technique similar
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in effect to the technique of objective epitoine. As Nick lies av/ake

in the narrating present, he attempts to avoid thinking about the trau-

matic moment when he is "blo\vn up" by reviewing various aspects of his

past. Instead of disappearing, h.ovjever, Nick's traumatic memory re-

asserts itself indirectly. At the end of his review of the kinds of

bait he used to use, for example, Nick remembers that he once "used a

salamander from under an old log .... He had tiny feet that tried to

hold on to the hook, and after that one time I never used a salamander,

although I found them very often. Nor did I use crickets, because of

the way they acted around the hook" (354). As DeFalco suggests, the

behavior of "the salamander and the cricket v/riggling on a hook" is

analogous to Nick's "crucified state of hyper-sensibility," a condition

\;hich is a result of Nick's war experience. ' Just as in "A Canary for

One" the American husband's sadness o'/er the end of his marriage causes

him to notice those particular details of the scene V7hich suggest pain

and disorder analogous to what he is suffering, Nick's fear of his trau-

matic memories in "Now I Lay Me" causes him to remember particular ex-

periences which are analogous in one way or another to the event which

has caused hin: so much pain. As Nick's review of his past cctitinues,

the moment of being wounded seev.is to force itself wore and more fully

into his consciousness, and the specific me.nories he recalls come to

have more and i,iore in common with the inemory he wishes to avoid, I'Jhen

Nick recalls the burning of the specimen jars, for example, he remecubers

in particular "how they pepped in the heat and the fire flamed up from

the alcohol" (365). Ihe burning and popping of the jars fairly clearly

suggests the explosion and the fire which must have surrounded Nick on
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battlefields in Italy. Nick's detailed recollection of hi^ rrother's

destruction of his father's collections and the way in which tn.i thi^igs

went "all to pieces," serves as a symbolic parallel to the way in which

21
Nick himself was shattered in the fire at Fossalta.

In narrative structure as well as in subject matter "Now I Lay

Me" is similar to A Farewell to Amis . In fact, along with "In Another

Country," the story might be viewed as one of the seeds out oi whi';h .

the novel was developed. Like "Now I Lay Me," A Fare\;ell to Arms

creates a narrating present in which the narrator remembers his past,

presumably tn an attempt to make sense out of it. Further, tiae narra-

tion of the novel fra-iies the events of the acting present with the

same kind of thoughtful mood that is created in both "Now I L- y Mc" and

"In Another Country." Finally, there are significant simil-^ri ties be-

tween the r'lythm which develops in "Nov; I Lay Me" as a result of Nick's

remembering one thing, then another, then another and the seasonal

and psychological rhythms which inforui A Farewell to Arms .

In light of the usual assui;ipti(jn that the structure and lueaning

of many of Hemingway's stories result at least in part from Hen'.ngway's

inability to keep his personal life out of his writings, aiw -.car -iful

analysis of "Tlie Cainblcr, tlin ":Wni, and l.l.o Ridlo" and "Fc'chers and oons"

may seem useless, even foolish to some critics. Ilie obvious critical

problems which are posed by the narrative strategies of these stories

have generally been "explained" or ignored apparently on the assui/ption

that whatever inconsistencies occur are a result of the fact thnc

Heriiingv;ay is writing about his ovm life and is unable to maintain suf-

ficient distance between himself and his protagonist. In reality,
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material for his fiction is not to solve the critical problems off:red

by his stories. The fact that a story contains elements of real life

experience, after all, does not necessarily show that the author of the

story is unimaginative or simplistic. Surely a complex narrative

strategy can be constructed out of "real" events as easily as it can be

constructed out of fully imagined events. To decide that careful

analysis of a Hemingway story is useless because the story is based on

events v;hich actually happened and because Hemingway could not have

been av;are enough of what he v;as doing to use these events for more

than thinly disguised sketches of his youth is to make assumptions about

Hemingway- which would seem absurd if made about any other writer of his

stature. It seems only reasonable to suppose that a writer as ssr^'.ous

in the exarcioc of his craft as Hemingway was v.'oulJ be abl^^- to work

imaginatively with the relationships b2tv7een his narrators and tVieIr

experiences without unwittingly cciifusing his e:.perience3 with theirs.

One of the results of the assumption that rr.ucli of Hcrjingway's

fiction is little more than autobiography is that "The Gambler, the

Nun, and the Radio" and "Fathers and Sons" hnva not been accorded tie

critical attention they deserve. "The Gambler, the Nmi, and th'. Radio,'.'

for example, has been used primarily to supply critics wii:h an addi-

tional example of themes which are felt to be more skillfully presented

in other stories. t!os t critics do little more than agree with Young

that the s tor)' exemplifies a standard code hero-Hemingway hero rela-

tionship. The Mexican gambler. Young explains,
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has a code to live by. The Hemingway hero [in
t.liis case Mr. Frazer] , although he greatly ad-
mires this code, is not able to live by it. He
is too tortured, too thoughtful, too perplexed
for that .... The hero tries, but he cannot
make it, and that is why the stories which most
clearly present the code have a separate char-
acter to enact it. It is Cayetano (who is in
much more pain . . . than Mr. Frazer) v;ho^doe£

not show a single sign of his suffering,'22

At first glance "The Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio" may not

seem to belong in a discussion which deals with involved narrators.

The narrator of the story not only seems uninvolved in the tale he

tells, but he gives evidence of being editorially omnLocinnt. He both

presents and discusses Mr. Fraaer's unvoiced thoughts nad emotions,

and he directly presents his ov/n opinions about aspects of life in

general. In spite of the fact that the narrator of "The Ccimbler, the

Nun, and the Radio" is editorially oraniscieivt, ho-,;ever, the tone of the

story does give "the effect of first-person narrative," as Marion

23
Montgomery suggests it does. The narrator of "Tac Gambler, the Nun,

and the Radio," in fact, can be shown to be a highly characterized and

involved protagonist narrator, similar in several ways to the narrator

of "Now I Lay Me."

That the narrator of "The Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio" is in-

volved in the situation he describes is suggested by several things.

In the first place, his m.anner of speaking frequently indicates not

only that ho knows about the hospital and about v;hat v.'ent on among

the characters, but that he was Actually inside the hospital as a
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patient. In the middle of the fourth section of the story, >'= for example,

the narrator describes the views from the hospital windows: "Out of the

window of the hospital you could see a field with tumbleweed coining out

of the snow, and a bare clay butte" (472); from the other window, "if

the bed was turned, you could see the town, with a little smoke above

it, and the Dawson mountains looking like real mountains with the winter

snow on them" (473). The use of the second person and of the plirase, "if

the bed was turned," suggests that the narracor has pcrsonnlly looked

out these particular windows. 'fhat the narrator's sojourn in the

hospital v;as concurrent with the events of his narrative is indicated

by another description in the same section of the story. "Que morning,"

the narrator explains, "the doctor wanted to show Mr. Fraxer two

pheasancs that \ABre out there in the snow, and pulling the bed toward

the window, the reading lighc fell off the iron bedstead and hit

Mr. Frazer on the head. ITiis does not sound so funny nov; but it was

very funny then" (472-473). Tlie narrator's comparison of the way the

incident seemed "then" and the v;ay it seems "now" indicates that he was

present at the incident and took part in the "fun."

Once it is clear that the narrator in "The Gambler, the Nun, and

the Radio" is involved in the tale he tells, it is necessary to ask who

the narrator is, and when all the information is taken into consideration

only one answer seeiiis reasonable. When the reader examines what he

"Tlte Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio" is divided into nine sec-
tions, each of which portrays a different setting or a differenc time
period. Often, the divisions between sections signal changes in style,
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finds out about the narrator of the story and what the narrator tells

hira about Mr. Frazer, it becomes almost iriiposslble not to see the two as

the same character. For one thing, unless Mr. Frazer is the narrator,

the involved narrator's presentation of the direct interior ir.onologues

of Mr. Frazer has no author! ty„ It is possible for one character to

talk about another character's thoughts and feelings, but the direct

presentation of unvoiced thoughts is hardly likely. Further, if the in-

volved narrator were a character other than Mr. Frazer, it would be dif-

ficult to explain why no one talks to him or about hir.i or even mentions

his name, particularly since he is always present during conversations

between Mr. Frazer and other characters. The identification of the

narrator and Mr. Frazer is also suggested by the fact that nearly

everything of significance that the reader knows about the one he knows

about the other. For one thing, both the narrator and Mr. frazer play

the radio all night long, and they go through a similar process of

svv^itching to more and more westerly stations until they have reached

Seattle. Further, the overall narrator's description of what can be

seen from the hospital windows indicates that he and Mr. Frazer had the

same view. Since Mr. Frazer has a private room, the reader must pre-

sume either that there are two men in one private room or that tlie two

men are the same man. Still another similarity is indicated by the

narrator's mention that "Mr. Frazer had been through this all before.

The only thing wliich was new to hini was the radio" (480). As the nar-

rator's comments about hospitals in general indicate, he, too, has been

through it all before. ' Taere are, really, so many b-ignificant parallels

between the narrator and Mr. Frazer that in the long run it is more
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difficult to think of them as separate characters than to think of them

as the sanie man.

Hemingway also suggests that the narrator and Mr. Frazer are the

same character by using a type of description which applies simultan-

eously to both of them. One of these descriptions occurs v/hen the nar-

rator discusses the music that could be heard on the radio.

The best tunes they had that winter were "Sing Some-
thing Simple," "Singsong Girl," and "Little Ivliite

Lies." No other tunes were as satisfactory, Mr.
Frazer felt. "Betty Co-ed" was a good tune, too,

but the parody of the words which carae unavoid-
ably into Mr. Frazer 's mind, grew so steadily
and increasingly obscene that there being no one
to appreciate it, he finally abandoned it and let
the song go back to football. (473)

The description begins with the narrator in the narrating present speak-

ing in general, and it ends with what the narrator has said being part

of Mr. Frazer's chinking. A similar device is used at the conclusion

of the story. As Mr. Frazer lies in bed and listens to the "Cuc.iracha,

"

he thinks that the Mexican ir.usicians "would go now in a little while . . ,

and they would take the Cucaracha with them. Then he vrould have a little

spot of the giant killer and play the radio, you could play the radio

so that you could hardly hear it" (487). Tlie final line of the story

can be thought of either as information volunteered by the narrator or

as part of Mr. Frazer 's thinking, and the vagueness of the referent

suggests the oneness of the narrator and Mr. Frazer. The run-on con-

struction gives a further emphasis to this oneness by interlocking

Mr. Frazer's thoughts and the narrator's comment.

The reason for the narrator's objec tification of him.self in



"The Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio" Is less clear than that the objeccL-

fication occurs. Through a careful examination of the situation of the

narrator in the narrating present, however, it is possible to suggest

a reason for Hemingway's use of the device in this particular story.

The fact that the narrator refers to himself in the thii.-d person almost

eliminates the possibility that the narrator is simply r(:mcmbering his

past, as Nick does in "Now 1 Lay Me." If he were remembering, it would

be difficult to understand why he would not, like Nick, think of himself

as an "I." It \vOuld also be difficult to explain the purpose of th.ose

conmients which are clear attempts on the part of the narrator to explain

the past to someone other than himself. VJhen t!ie narrator mentions that

Mr. Frazer's being knocked on the head with a reading lamp "does not

sound so funny now but it was very funny then" (kl'i) , he is conmenting

in a way which suggests that he is telling his story tc someone else.

Even a comment such as "Everything is much simpler in a hospital, in-

cluding the jokes" (473) has more the quality of an address than of a

memory. That the narrator is telling his story to a listener might he

suggested by his informal tone, but this seems unlikely too for there is

no development of an implied listener during the stocy. Also, it is

difficult to imagine tell i 'v a direct interior monologue of the type

which is found in tlie final section of the narrative, Tlie most satis-

fying description of the nature of che narrating present is suggested

by the narrator's occupation. As is mentioned several times in the

story, Mr. Frascr is a writer (his name--"phraser"---sugges ts his occu-

pation nicely), and though it is never made explicit that the narrator

is engaged in the process of writing during the story, no other
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description seems as satisfactory. The fact that the narrator does some

thinking during his narration--especially in the fourth section of the

s tory--subs tantiates this conclusion, since, as the narrator explains,

Mr. Frazer usually "avoided thinking all he could, except when he was

v;riting ..." (485).

If the narrator of "The Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio" can be

thought of as engaged in the process of writing an account of his exper-

iences, thematic, as well as technical relationships bet'.;een the events

of the acting present and the events of the narrating present become

apparent. During the acting present Mr. Frazer comes to view life as

a sort of surgical operation during v;hich men, who refuse to be

"operated on without an anaesthetic," avail themselves of several of a

great many possible "opiums." These opiums make it possible for the

user to forget, at least momentarily, that life has no meaning, that

man is merely a creature at the mercy of hapha^.ard forces. The various

opiums make life endurable for the user either by giving hin the illu-

sion that what happens in the world is reasonable or by distorting his

perception of the world so that he becomes temporarily blind to the

pain and unreason with Vv'hich it is filled. All the characters in the

story make use of one or m.ore opiums, and generally, the strongest and

longest lasting of these anaesthetics become the occupations of tlie

characters who use them. Sister Cecilia's opium, for example, is

religion, and her use of this anaesthetic serves both as her occupation

and as the basis for her interpretation of reality. Sister Cecilia's

opium allows her to understand everything as a result of God's provi-

dential activity. Notre Dame wins the football game, for example,
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because God will not let t:he opposition defeat "Our Lady." Cayetano's

opium is also a means for ordering the world, thougVi the order which

gambling provides is less fully codified than the Christian order. As

is true in the case of Sister Cecilia's opium. Cayetano's opium makes

the world seem essentially reasonable and allows the believer to feel

that sooner or later he will be revjarded for the pain he must endure,

"If I live long enough," Cayetano explains, "the luck will change. I

have bad luck now for fifteen years . If I ever get any good luck I

will be rich" (483).

Like the other characters in "The Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio,'

the narrator has ways of ignoring nada . During the acting present Mr.

Frazcr plays the radio all night, and like the opiums of other char-

acters, Mr. Frazer's listening to the radio represents an ordering of

reality. At the syme hour every night, Mr. Frazer listens to L'ue

"stations finally signing off in this order; Denver, Salt Lake City,

Los Angele."^, and Seattle" (479). IIo then begins the new day at pre-

cisely 6:00 in the morning with the "morning revellers" from Mianeapolis

Like Sister Cecilia's religion and like Cayetano's gambling, the radio

makes reality seem reasonable and understandable. It allows Mr. Frazer

to live witb.out thinking, v^ithout constantly facing the basic meaning-

lessness of things. During the narrating present the narrator uses a

different opium, and, as is b:ue of the opiums of other c'narac ters , this

escape from aad

a

is Mr. Frazer 's occupation. As is true of Cayetano's

gambling and Sister Cecilia's religion, Mr. Frazer's writing is an

attempt to deal with the meaningiessness of life by giving the v/orld

the illusion of order. The narrator of "Tlie Gambler, the Nun, and the
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Radio" selects individual incidents from the mass of his oxperience and

molds then, into a single, meaningful whole. He is able, in other words,

to give the relationships betv/een the gambler, the nun, and the radio

at least the illusion of meaning.

Even if the theraatic implications of its form were ignored, "Ihe

Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio" v;ould be interesting as an experiment

with a new kind of narrative perspective. By having the narrator refer

to himself as "Mr. Frazer," Hemingv/ay effectively presents an involved

narrator who is emotionally detaching himself from those eve-.nts in >;hich

he was involved. As a result of his ob jectification of his past, this

narrator is able to present both the unvoiced thoughts and feelings of

his protagonist in the acting present and his own philosophic specula-

tions in the narrating present, and still inaintain both the fictional

authority and the credibility usually associated v.'ith editorially

omniscient narration.

Tlie narrative strategy of "Fathers and Sons" is generally similar

to the narrative strategy of "The Gacbler, the N'.in, and the Radio."

As is true in the latter, in "Fathers and Sons" it is ultimately more

difficult to think of the overall narrator and the protagonist as

different characters i-han it is to Identify them. That th---: cditorirvlly

omniscient narrator of "Fathers and Sons" is the same person as the

protagonist of the story he narrates is perhaps most clearly suggested

by the story's use of "you" in passages such as the one in which Doctor

Adams is first described: "Hunting this country for quail as his father

had taught him," che narrator explains, "Nicholas Adams started think-

ing about his father. Ifhen he first thought about him it was always
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the eyes. Tlie big franie, the quick n;ovements , the vide shoulders, the

hooked, hawk nose, the beard that covered the weak chin, you never

thought about--it was always the eyes" (489).* The use of the second

person in this passage has the effect of identifying the narrator's

experiences and Nick's. Because the narrator knows what things "you"

noticed about Doctor Adarns , and, later in the stoiy, how "you" felt

walking througli the woods to meet Trudy, it becomes difficult to think

of the narrator of "Fathers and Sons" as anyone except Nick. As is

true in "Nox-; I Lay Me," then, three "Nicks" are involved in "Fathers and

Sons." First, there is the young boy who gets bitten by a squirrel

while hunting with his father; who has intercourse with a youiig Indian

girl in the woods; and wh.o refuses to wear his father's underwear.

Second, there is the "Nick" of the acting prfser.t who drives through the

south with his young son. Finally, there is the "Nick" who narrates a

story about himself.

As is true in "The Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio," in "Fathers

and Sons" the narrator can be thought of as engaged in the process of

writing his story, even though there is no explicit evidence that this

Is the case. For one thing, if the narrator were simply remembering

his past, ic would be dlfCicull to i;:.lers tand t!ie purpose of those com-

ments which are attempts to explain to a listener things the narrator

'^Tliat the narrator Is not simply moving more fully into the mind

of Nick in the acting present is indicated by the fact that the passage

distinguishes between the things Nick thinks about during the acting

present aiid the information the narrator presents in the narrating pres-

ent. In the acting present Nick thinks about his father's eyes, while

in the narrating present the narrator descrilies those thin-ii which

Nick generally did not think about.
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already knows. On the other hand, the fact that no implied listener is

developed, when coii:bined with the story's use of such passages as the

rhythiT.ic description of Nick's intercourse vjith Trudy, makes it diffi-

cult to imagine that Nick is telling his story to someone. As is true

in the case of "Tlie Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio," what is probably

the most satisfying explanation of the narrative perspective of "Fathers

and Sons" is suggested by the fact that the protagonist of the story

is presented as a writer. During his narrative Nick suggests more than

once that though at the time of the acting present he could not write

about his father because there were "Still too many people alive" who

would be affected, he v.'ould write about him "later." Since his father's

story--or at least part of it--is related during "Fathers and Sons," it

seems possible to suppose that the "later" which is mentioned is the

narrating present of "Fathers and Sons."

"Father's and Sons" differs froi., "Now I Lay Me" in its failure to

maintain a consistent and careful distinction between Nick's actions and

thoughts during the acting present and his thoughts during the narrating

present. This lack of distinction, however, is functional more than

simply as a means for suggesting the identity of Nick and the narrator.

The story uses changes in tense in a vjay which effects smooth transi-

tions from one part of Nick's past to another, and the overall result

is that instead of presenting the narrator's review of a single situation,

as "Tlie Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio" does, "Fathers and Sons" reviews

a series of experiences, thoughts, and m.emories which occur over a per-

iod of many years and which, v;hen taken together, create for the reader

an impression of the tenor of a man's entire life.

During Nick's revievj of past events, the reader comes to see a
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psychologlcal conLinuity between the basic patterns of Nick's exper'.-

encss as a boy and his general way of looking at things as an •'nit

As the events of Nick's adolescence are presented, it becomes apparent

that the boy's experiences with sex and hunting are closely related.

That this is the case is made most evident, perhaps, by the consistent

juxtaposition of Nick's sexual experiences with Trudy and the kiiJing

of squirrels. The pattern is also clear during the incident w!^r.: Nick ,

is hunting v;ith his father. After Nick is bitcen by the squirrel, he

and his father discuss the word "bugyer," which. Doctor Adams explains,

is "a man xvho has intercourse with animals" (490). Tlie fact that Nick's

memories as an ?,uult--both those in the acting present and th'.;se in the

narrating p)'esent--are confined almost exclusively to those incidents

in which sex and killing are coinbined or juxtaposed is probably best

understood as the psychological pattern whicli developed as d result of

Kick's experiences as a boy.

Once the iiTiplications of the generally similar narrative perspec-

tives of 'Tne Gambler, tb.e Nun, and the Radio" and "Fathers and '^c-ns"

are recognised, one can sec that Hemingway broadens the "bou id.ir ' .->s

of involved narrative in i:wo major directions. In such stor^ cs as

"Fifty Grand" and "One Trip Across" he shows that involved narration

can be as fully dramatic, as fully immediate in ci'lc-'cc, as uninvolved

narration. In both "Tac Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio" ;-ind "Fathers

and Sons," on the other hand, he illus crates that an involved narra-

tive can--with full fictional authority ---make use of all ol the privvle^a

24
necessary for editorial omnisciruice

,
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CHAl^TER VI

CHARACTERIZED, UNINVOLVED NARRATORS

Thus far, the presort study has examined the ways in which nar-

rative strategy is used in Hemingway's involved narrations in order to

-iP.odify and develop them^atic content. In general, those effects which

are achieved by means of narrative perspective in the stories discussed

in previous chapters result from the types of incerrelationGhips wliich

are created betvieen narrators and readers and between narrators and the

e^'ents they narrate. As has been suggested, r.he relationship between

the narrator of a story i:>nd the situations he presents to th.e reader can

be or a great many kinds. In simple witness-tu'.rrat I^uas such as "The

Old Man at the Bridge," iavclved narrators serve primarily as rr.eans for

giving fiocional authority to the presentation of events, la a complex

witness narration such as "My Old I-Ian." on the other haiid, the relation--

si\ip between the "I" and the events the "I" witnesses is highly developed,

In several of Reraingv/ay's involved narrations, narrators tell their own

stories, and In at least one of these instances, the very process of

narrating itself becomes as important as anyth'.rg the narrafi^c relates.

Various relationships between narrator and reader are also created in

Hemingway's stories. In an involved narration such as "Fifty Grand,"

Heraing^-zay renders the narrator almost ixivisible, enabling the reader to

look "through" the narrating present and focus his attention directly on
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the events of the narrator's story. In stories such as "The Mother of

a. Queen" and "One Trip Across," on the other hand, complex reader-narrator

relationships significantly modify the reader's reactions to those char-

acters and events which the narrators describe. In general, a careful

examination of Hemingway's involved narrations reveals, first, that

Hemingway experiments with a fairly V7ide range of involved narrators,

and, second, that the experimentation which he carries on is often a

good deal more subtle and complex than has previously been understood.

Involved narration is not the only area in which Hemingway works

subtly and experimentally with narrative perspective. In some of his

most interesting short stories narrators are not involved in the situ-

ations they present to the reader. Hemingv;ay's uninvolved narrations,

in fact, are nearly as technically various as are his involved narrations,

khile narrative perspective is used in Hemingway's uninvolved narratives

in order to achieve a great variety of effects, however, t'leso effects

depend upon somewhat different aspects of narrative oerspective from

those which have been the focus of this study so far. For one tiling,

Hemingway's uninvolved narratives are generally much less dependent on

the characterization of the narrator for their effects th>;n are his

involved narratives. Of the forty-two uninvo'voo narrators in liemingv/ay ' s

stories and sketches, only the "Hemingway" of "A Natural History of the

Dead" talks about himself, and the narrators of only four or five other

stories are characterized fully enough to be distinctive personalities.

While there are fev/ highly characterized, uninvolved narrators in

Hemingway's short fiction, however, th.ose stories which do employ such

narratf-rs are often interesting technically. T!io narrative strategies
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of such stories as "A Natural History of the Deiid" and "Up in Michigan,"

for example, are more meaningful than they may appear on first reading.

As John Portz suggests, "A Natural History of the Dead" can be

divided into three sections. During the first two-thirds of the story,

Hemingway uses two slightly different narrative methods in order to

present a satiric essay on various aspects of violent and natural death.

In the final third of "A Natural History of the Dead" the implications of

the satiric essay are emphasized by what Robert 0, Stephens calls "a

2dramatized exemplum . " As Portz suggests, during the first phase of

the satiric essay, Hemingway assumes "the protective mask of the natural

scientist" and portrays events in a irianner which is "oblivious to the

agonies it is describing." Early in the story, for example, the nar-

rator describes ho\^ he and others collected the frag-m.ents of bodies T-;hic}i

were blown apart in a munitions factory expJ.csion, and mentions that dur-

ing the ride back to Milan he and one or two of his co-workers agreed

that the "picking up of the fragments had been an extraordinary business;

it beiiig amazing that the human body should be blown into pieces which

exploded along no anatomical lines, but rather divided as c^-priciously

as the fragmentation in the burst of a high explosive shell"(443).

The narrator's use of a highly latinate vocabulary and of a highly de-

tached manner in order to describe this gruesome experience causes the

passage to be a biting parody of "the stuffy style and manner of tech-

nical books written by field naturalists. . . ." It is more than just

style v/hich is involved, however. The pedantic and detached manner of

the naturalists reflects what HemingT;ay evidently felt was an over-

intellectualized, complacent attitude toxvrard life. As Portz suggests,
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Hemingway is satirizing those thinkers vjho assume that all is "hanrioaious

in nature's larger plan," and that certainty of mind derives ultimately

"from the argument from design."

After the first seven paragraphs of the satiric essay the nar-

rative perspective of "A Natural History of the Dead" is modified.

"Hemingway" periodically drops the m.ask of oblivious pedant and dis-

cusses certain matters more directly. From the end of the eighth

paragraph until the beginning of the thirteenth paragraph, various

combinations of direct personal statement and pedantic prose are used

in order to attack and parody those thinkers and writers who believe

that decorum is a key literary virtue. Hemingway explains, for example.

In my musings as a naturalist it has occurred to me that

while decorum is an excellent thing some must be indec -

orus if the race is to be carried on since the position
prescribed for procreation is indecorous, highly inde-

corous, and it occurred to me that perhaps that is what

these people are, or were: the children of decorous co-

habitation. But regardless of how they started I hope
to see the finish of a few, and speculate how worms will
try that long preserved sterility; with their quaint
pamphlets gone to bust and into foot-notes all their
lust. (445)

The use of the witty allusion as a highly decorous curse gives a special

force to Hemingway's attack on the New Humanists and on all other thinkers

v/ho would ignore tlie facts of life.

During the final third of "A Natural History of the Dead" a

lieutenant of artillery and a doctor argue about what should be done for

a man "whose head was broken as a flower-pot may he broken, although

it v:as all held together by membranes and a skillfully applied bandage. . .

(446), and their altercation serves as an e::emplum for the foregoing

satire in several ways. For one thing, the scene with which tlie story

ends presents some of those aspects of war and death winch the decorous
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the scene is presented directly . Instead of using an editorially

omniscient narrator as he does during the first section of the story,

Hemingway renders the narrator almost invisible and presents a direct

scene. Instead of using the allusive and latinate style of the ex-

pository sections of the story, he uses a clear and direct style. As

a result, Hemingv/ay exemplifies not only the kind of subject matter

which -must be included in any relevant examination of war, but the

manner in which the painful and ugly truths about violent and natural

death ought to be presented. By ending the excmpl um and the overall

story in the middle of the lieutenant's scr;iam, instead of with a

traditional denouement, Heming-.jay gives a final emphasis to his re-

fusal to ignore the truth about war, pain, and death, or to soften the

effect of the truth by masking it with decorous language or traditional

short story structure.

Highly characterized, uninvolved narrators are also used in "Mr.

and Mrs. Elliot," "Up in Michigan," "Soldier's Home," and in a few

other stories, though in no instance is an uninvolved narrator as fully

developed as the "Hemingway" of "A Natural History of the Dead." Although

the narratOL- of "Mr. and Mrs. Elliot" is not directly characterized,

the way in which Hubert and Cornelia Elliot are presented keeps the

render constantly aware of the presence of a narrator who mediates be-

tween the reader and the characters. The opening lines of "Mr. and Mrs.

Elliot," for example, both begin the characterization of the Elliots

and create an av/areness of the narrator:

i-!r. and Mrs. Elliot tried very hard to have a baby.
They tried as often as Mrs. Elliot could jtand it. They
tried in Boston after they were married and they tried
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coming over on the boat. They did not try very often on
the boat because Nrs, Elliot was quite sick. She was sick
and when she was sick, she was sick as Southern wo-men are
sick. That is women fro.ii the Southern part of the United
States, (161)

In this passage the narrator is developed in several ways. For one

thing, he indicates that he is knowledgeable about southern v/omen, and

he ir.iplies that he is an Americati by mentioning that for iilm "souLliern"

is the southern part of the United States. FurLher, though repetition

need not result in the characterization of a narrator^ the pointed re-

petition of "sick" and "tried" in the above passage causes the reader

to be almost as conscious of the character who is repeating the words

as he is of the characters to whom the words apply. A constant awareness

of the narrator is maintained throughout "Mr. and Mrs, Elliot" by the

fact that the r"eader is forced to depend on r.hc riarrator's corrjnentary

for all of his information. The story is conducted without the pre-

sentation of a single fully-developed sreno. Not one of the direct

conversations of the Elliots is presented, an<l fcv/ of their specific

actions are even described.

Tlie narrator's presence in "Mr, and Mrs. Elliot" is made particularly

noticeable by the lack of neutrality with which the ;-tory is pi'esented,

by the fact that th.e omniscient narratc-r describes the Elliots' livorj

in such a way as to effect a complete denigration of the two characters.

In order to make a mockery of the Elliots' pretentions to sophistication

and virtue, for example, the narrator frequently presents compromising

facts about the poet and his wife in the same pretentious and prudish

style that they them.selves affect. Probably the most persistent example

of this sort of mockery is the narrator's use of "tried to Iiave a brvby."

The frequent repetition of this phrase does more than suggest the Ei. lioLs'
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inability to produce a child. "Tried to have a baby" is, most likely,

the euphemism for sexual intercourse which the Elliots employ in order

to conceal from tliemselves their lack of passion and their inability

to achieve sexual satisfaction. The narrator's brutal repetition of

the phrase becomes a har.'3h mockery both of the way in which the Elliots

force themselves into pleasureless sexual relations and of their hypo-

critical attempt to cuphemize their sterile lack of real desire.

The indirection and the lack of neutrality with which the narrator

presents the Elliots results in what DeFalco cal J s "a reduction of the

characters into burlesque caricatures. . .
,
"° He Elliots never develop

into individuals with a wide range of human attributes. This lack of

development, however, is functional, for the subject of the story's

harsh satire is not two individuals, but certain attitudes toward sex

9
and art,' The Elliots are important primarily as mean:; for showing the

self -descructive results of prudery. As DeFalco suggests, the result

of the Elliots' "purity" is that before the end o? their first year of

marriage, Cornelia's girl friend "has usurped Elliot's marital bed."

Elliot's writi'-'g is eelf-destriictive in a similar way. His working at

night suggests that his poetry "has become a substitute for the sexual

10act," a substitute which is productive of nothing. " Elliot merely

writes long, presumably bad, poems and then is forced to pay to have

his lack of talent made public.

Hemingway also uses an uninvolved, characterized narrator in "Up

in Michigan," a story which, in spite of obvious technical virtuosity,

has received little cricical attention. Though the narrator of "Up

in Michigan" does not identify liimself as an "I," he is not only

characterized, but is characterized in a manner v;hich is unusual for
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Hemingway ' s uniiivolved narrators. Usually, the uninvolved narrators in

Ilemingway ' s flction--and in the fiction of most other writers as well--

narrate their stories in a highly literate brand of standard English.

Narrators who speak in a colloquial manner are nearly always involved

in the action they describe. In contrast to the conventional pro-

cedure, the Oinniscient narrator of "Up in Michigan" uses prose "which

reflects the linguistic habits of the characters of the story. In

the first place, the narrator's diction is often non-literary and

sometimes non-standard. For example, on the evening when J in', and the

others return from their hunting trip, Jim goes out to the wagon in

the barn "and fetched in the jug of \/hiskoy"(83) , "Fetch in" is not a

verb v/hich is normally found in Literary prose. It is, however, a word

which one would expect a resident of a riaral town such as Ilortons Bay

to use. When the men l>ave finished supper, they go back "into the

front rocR! again and Liz cleaned off v;ith Mrs. Smith" (84, Underlining

mine). Again, the narrator uses terminology wh.ich reflects the particular

background of the characters. The colloquial tone which is established

by the narrator's diction is made particularly notice^-'ble by the frequent

use of sentence construe tiiins v/hich suggest that the narrator is a

comparatively unlettered man. During the description of che ways in

which Liz likes Jim, the narrator mentions that one day Liz "found that

she liked it the way the hair was black on his arms and how white tliey

were above the tanned line when he washed up in the washbasin,
.

." (81)

Not only is this passage notable for its ambiguous use of "they," it

also contains a non-standard phrasi ng- -"1 iked it the way"--and an error

in diction--"tanned line" for "tan line."
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The overall result of the use of colloquial diction and unlettered

sentence structure in "Up in Michigan" is the creation of a rather unusual

kind of narration. In most uninvolved narratives in which a narrator

is characterised, the characterization creates a disparity between the

narrator and the world of his narration. Usually, the more fully a

narrator's personality is developed, the more fully differentiated he

is from the world of the story he tells. Much of the effectiveness of

the narrative strategies of both "A Natural History of the Dead" and

"Mr. and Mrs. Elliot," for example, results from the meaningful disparity

which is created betv/ecn the personalities of the narrators and the

events of their narratives. In "Up in Michigan," however, this pattern

is reversed. Because the narrator shares the background of the characters

and because nothing is knovm about him except that he shcres their back-

ground, no disparity is created between the fictional world of the story

and the manner of its presentation. The result is that v;hilc the narrator'

unlettered style characterizes him, he does not become an individual ized

personality. He is probably best thought of, in fact, as the voice of

the milieu o£ Ilortons Bay.

That the narrative voice of "Up in Michigan" reflects the educational

and linguistic background of the story's characters is only one aspect

of the way in which the story uses narrative perspective to reflect

subject matter and theme. Wien "Up in Michigan" is examined carefully,

it becomes clear that the style in which the narrator presents cliaracters

and events is a careful reflection of the kind of action v/hich occurs in

the story and the kind of world in which the characters live. The degree

to which technique reflects subject matter is evident in the first
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paragraph of the story.

Jim Gi liiioro came to Hortons Bay from Canada. Ha

bought the blacksmith shop from old man Horton. Jim was
short and dark with big mustaches and big hands. Ho. was
a good horseshoer and did not look much like a blacksmith
even with his leather apron on. He lived upstairs above

the blacksmith shop and took his meals at D. J. Smith's, (81)

For one thing, the rough, hammering rhythm which results from the

repetitious structure of these five sentences and from the lick oE smooth

transitions between them is suggestive of the kind of man who is being

described. More importantly, the rough insistent rhythm of the para-

graph creates a tone which both reflects the general roughness of the

society in which Jin Gilmoce and the ether characters live and foreshadows

the brutality of the particular events tne story records.

The general impl icat '.ons of the style of the first paragraph of

"Up in Hicl\igan" are re -en.phasized durins^ subsequent paragraphs of the

story by the frequent u:.e of awkv.'ard and repetitive sentence constructions.

When the m.ain street of Hortons Bay is described, for example, the structure

of one pp.rase becomes noticeably repetitive: "There was the general store

and post office with a high false front and maybe a wagon hitchtd out

in front, Smith's house, Stroud's house, Diilworth's house, Horton's

house and Van Hoosen's house" (81). During the catalogue of Li.-: ' s fcilinga

for Jim, the same phras6---"liked it the way"--is repeated s-lx times.

There are even instances where the repetition of single sounds becomes

awkward. As I.i^ aad Mrs. Smith help the men to prepare for the hunting

trip, the narratur mentions that "Liz and Mrs. Smith wore cooking for

four days for thorn before they star ted"(82) . Even the way in which

conversation is r.resented adds to the story's rough tone. As Jim and

the other men sit in the frcnt rooat drinking, they toast to each oih.er:
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"Well, here's looking at you, D. J.," said Charley
Wyman

.

"That damn big buck, Jimmy," said D. J.

"Here's all the ones we missed, D. J.," said Jim,

and downed his liquor.
"Tastes good to a man."
"Nothir.g like it this time of year for what ails you."
"How about another, boys?"
"Here's how, D, J." >

"Dovm the creek, boys."
"Here's to next year." (83-84)

The elimination of interpolations in the final five lines of the exchange

gives the ccnvcrrsat ion a fiarsh sound which is made all the mora emphatic

by the repetitive banality of the toasts.

The overall effect of the narrator's use of a repetitious and

awkward style is a powerful emphasis of the brutal indifference with

which the world of Hornous Bay treats Liz Coaces ' girlish desire for

Jim Gilmore. By having Liz's Introduction to sex described by a narrator

wliese tone and piannr-r reflect the brutality of her 5:eduction; [leniingway

cause? the girl's romantic hopes to seem even more frail, and the

destruction of her tend^.r and innocent love even more inevitable than

they would peei.i otherwise. The creation of an uninvolved narrator v/ho

is part of the unsophisticated milieu he describes, the el iaiination of

any disparity between the narrator and the world of his story; results

in the development of a very great disparity between the narrator's

world and the reader's. The result is that while the reader has great

sy..ipath> for Liz's pain and loneliness, the girl seems completely

surrounded by che harsh world of Hortons Bay, utterly isolated from the

more syrirpathetic world of the reader.

The narrator of "Soldier's Home," like tlie narrators of "Mr, and

Krs, Elliot" and "Up in Michigan," is not directly characterized.

However, the highly indirect and generalized manner in which tiie narrator
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introduces Harold Krebs causes the reader to be aware that at least

during the first section of "Soldier's Home" a narrator is mediating

between him and the story's central character.^' The story opens with

the narrator's description of tv/o photographs. The first sh.ous Krebs

"among his fraternity brothers, all of them wearing exactly the same

height and style collar" (145) . No detail is supplied which in any

way distinguishes Krebs from the other boys in the picture, and the

result is that the reader sees Krebs as merely one COTnmon type of American

boy. The second picture shows Krebs "on the Rhine with two German girls

and another corporal" ( 145) . As DeFalco mentions, "The ill-fitting

uniforms of both soldiers contrast with the collars of the fraternity

brothers." Further, since "the two girls are 'not beautiful,' there is

a hint that they may not be the type with w'aich a J'ethodist college

student would have associated." However, though the second photograph

suggests some of the chan.^cs wliich. take place in Krebs as a result of

the war, the photograph of the GIs and the friendly frauleins is as

stereotyped as the picture of the fraternity brothers. No detail is

supplied about Krebs which is not attributed equally to the other corporal,

and^ as a result, the second picture does not individuali,-,ii \rebs much

more fully than he is l.TJividualiaed in the rirst photograph. Krebs

remains for the reader a representative of one type of j\merican boy.

*".SoJdicr's home" can be divided into three sections, each of which

uses a somewhat different narrative perspective. In the first scction--

paragraphs one through sjx--the omniscient narrator is highly visible;

in the second sectior--paragraphs eight through fifteen--- the narrator

becomes less and less vi.sible until in the third section--paragraph

sixteen to the end--thG narrator has almost completely disappeared.
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During the rest of the first tiiird of "Soldier's Iloire," the n.Arrator

supplies no information about Krebs vhich would not apply equally to a

great many other young rr.en. Like thousands of men his age, Krebs has

grov7n up in a small midwestern tovm--tha fact that the narrator does

not mention the name of the tovai helps to keep the description general.

With thousands of other m^en Krebs has fought in World War 1, and like

thousands of other soldiers, Krebs has returned hoi.ie too late to be a

hero. Finally, like other men, Krebs has come to know the difficulties

of talking honestly about his war experiences. Though Krebs is a rep-

resentative of a type of young man, however, certain facts v/nich the

narrator presents and the manner in which he presents these facts,

indicate to the reader that this type is especially admirable. In the

first place, the narrator supplies details which show that K.rebs and men

like him are both courageous and willing to sacrifice themselves for

their cause. Krebs, after all, enlists in the marines. Tlie battles he

fights in are the bloodiest of the war, and, during these battles, as

the narrator explains, Krebs "had really been a soldier"( 146) . The

characterization of the narrator who presents the facts about Krebs'

military experiences emphasizes the im.plications of the facts themselves.

Nearly every co-ur,:ent the narrator makes in his own person suggests that

he is especially interested in and knov;ledgeable about military matters.

As a result, the reader comes to view Krebs from the standpoint of a

military m.an, a standpoint v;hich makes more ob.vious the failure of Krebs'

family and of his civilian acquaintances to understand his true worth.

That the r'eader is to view Krebs as a soldier m.ight view him is also

suggested by the narrator's consistent reference to the protagonist in

the military manner, as "Krebs," rather than as "Harold Krebs" or
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"Harold." "Soldier's Heme" is, in fact, the only Heningv/ay stDry i:i •

which a character is referred to consistently by his last rnmci"

After the sixth paragraph of "Soldier's Hnne" the editorially

onmiscient narrator becomes increasingly invisible, and Krcbs becomes

increasingly individualized. Hov7evcr, as Krebs watches the girls on

the other side of t'ne street and talks to his sister and hi^ mot'-icr, the

reader remains aware of the fact that Krebs is one oi '-^ )i';; ii.Js of able-

and courageous young men whose value is not understood by civilian '

'"

society and wiiose nev; maturity is not respected. That Krebs' difficulty

in adjusting to his anticlimactic homecoming is representative of the

problems of thousands of soldiers gives the details of his story an

especialb/ Ijroad significance,

Lii<:e "Up in Michigan," the second part of "Soldic's Home"

(paragraphs seven through fifteen) makes use of a narrative style v.'hich

simultaneously describes and dramatizes certain events. As Krebs sits

on the porch of his family home, his desire is kindled by the "e;;citing"

pattern of I he good-looking girls he sees v/alking down the opposite side

of the street. At the same time, Krebs resists the desire to become

involved in the "complicated v/orld of already defined a. i.iances and •
'

shifting feuds"(147) in -.;hich the girls live. Thii conT lict' '.•"-{•"p^t-. t'lc

desire "to have a girl" and the desire to remain uninvolved is reflected

in the repetition which is used to describe Krebs' plight. During the

narrator ';-. description of Krebs' attraction to the girls, "liked" is

repeated six times in close succession. In the subsequ ut paragrai^li,

when Krebs' desire to remain uninvolved is described,' tlie p^^-:-se "did

not want" is repeated six times in close succession. lie effect of t'.ie
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juxtaposition of the two paragraphs is the suggestion within the style

itself of the conflict of desire and resistance which is occurring

within the protagonist. In at least one instance the simultaneous

description and dramatization of Krehs' conflict is achieved within a

single paragraph:

lie liked the girls that were v/alking along the other
side of the street. He liked the look of them much better
than the French girls or the Gerr.iaa girls. But the world
they were in was not the world he was in. He would like

to have one of them. But it was not worth it. They were
such a nice pattern. He liked the pattern. It was exciting.

But he would not go through all the talking. He did not

want one badly enough. Ho liked to look at them all, though.

It was not worth it. Not now when things were getting good

again. (148)

As the alternation of "liked" and negative verbs suggests, Kreb's desire

for a girl makes itself felt again and again, and each time, his wish

to remain uniiivolved at least until things got "good" again defeats the

desire. As is the case in "Up in Michigan," in the second part of

"Soldier's Home" the narrator's use of a style which reflects the subject

matter he is describing lessens the disparity between himself and the

world he is portraying. The result is a decrease in the reader's av/areness

of the narrator's presence, a decrease which paves the way for the almost

complete effacemcnt of the narrator in the third and final section of

the story.>^-

"A similar instance of the use of style as dramatization occurs in

"Mr. and Mrs. Elliot." The narrator's repetition of "tried" in his des-

cription of how the Elliots "tried to have a baby" reflects stylistically
the sterile repetition of the Elliots' attempts at sexual fulfillment.
No decrease in tlie distance between the narrator and the world of his
narration occurs in "Mr. and Mrs. Elliot," however, because the repetition
of "tried" and "tried to have a baby" is one of the narrator's methods
of mocking the Elliots.
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In only four other instances in Hemingway's short fiction is a

highly characterized, uninvolved narrator used for more than a limited

portion of a story. The rcost notable of these instances is "The Capital

of the World," tiie narrator of which indirectly characterizes himself

v;ith the first words he says:

Madrid is full of boys named Paco, which is the

diminutive of the name Francisco, and there is a Madrid
joke about a father who came to Madrid and inserted an

advertisement in the personal columns of El Liberal which
said: PACO MEET ME AT HOTEL MONTANA NOON TUESDAY ALL IS

FORGIVEN PAPA and how a squadron of Guardia Civil had to

be called out to disperse the eight l;undred young i?.en who
answered the advertisement" (38)

.

Ry illustrating that he has been in Madrid long enough to he able to

tell its jokes, the editorially om.niscient narrator of "Capita i of the

World" escablishes himself as enough of an e:<pert on Madrid Life to

be able to realistically present a pr.i.oramic vievi of the city, Cliaracter i'-ioc

uninvolved narrators are also used in Hem.ingway's three uiireprinted fables--

"A Divine Gesture," "The Good Lion," and "The FaithCul Bull." ^ In each

of the fables, the narrator's himiorously ironic cone fravaes the events

vvhich are portrayed and emphasizes the wry humor of these events.

In general, highly characterized, uninvolved narratf(.'n is of m>inor

importance in Heniingv;ay ' s fiction. The method is used extensively in

only eight stories, and several of these fev/ stories are inconsequential.

In spite of the relative insignificance of the method, h.owever, Hemingway's

use of characterised, unii^volved narrators dooi: reflect his usual concern

with the pnssih ii ities of narrative strategy. In nearly every instance,

the use of iiigh.Ty characterized, uninvolved narration is in.portant as a

means for creating or modifying thematic content, and in at least one



instance--xn "Up in Michigan"-- Hemingway can be cbnijght .f as broadeaii.

the traditional limits of the method. -
,



NOTES TO CHAPTER VI

1. Soe John Portz, "Allusion and Structure in Hemingway's
'a Natural History of the Dead .'" Tennessee Studies in Literatur e

^

X (1965), 27-41. Portz suggests that the story has a tripartite s'lructure

which indicates a psychological movement "from control to hysteria and
back to control" (Portz, 37), According to Portz, in the first p '.iTt of

"A Natural History of the Dead" Hemingway assumes "the protective mask
of the natural scientist"; in the second section, "Hemingway's efforcs
to imitate the manner of a naturalist weaken, the Ironic tone g.ows
feebler and the Hemingway style takes over"; in the sketch at the end
Hemingway regains control by taking "refuge in his fictional art"
(Portz, 37, 38, 39). One difficulty with Portz 's interesting inter-
pretation is that it implies that the structure of "A Natural History of

the Dead" results from Hemingway's inability to maintain control of his
writing. In reality, however, Hemingway doesn't lose control of the

mask of naturalist duritig the second part of the story, he merely drops
the mask in order to discuss certain questions more directly. Further,
Heming^/ay doesn't "take refuge" in the dramatized exemplum , he uses it as

an object lesson.

2. Robert 0. Stephens, Hemingway's Nonfiction: The Publ ic Voice
(Chapel Hill, Ncr.-rh Carolina, 1968), 7.

3. Portz, 37. Portz's article is especially valuable for i.ts

coniprehensive an.d interesting discussion of the many allusions in "A
Natural iUstory of the Dead," and it can be usefully consulted by any
critic interested in Hemingway's philosophy or aesthetics.

4. Portz, 28.

5. Portz, 31.

6. Portz explains that Hemingway might have known "of the warfare
V7hich raged between the Literary Maturalists , led by H. T,. Mendcen and
the New Humanists, such as Irving Babbitt, Paul Elmer More, and Stuart
P. Sherman" (Portz, 34) as early as 1917-1918 when he worked on the
Kansas City Star . He surely knew about them, however, when he v/as writing
Death in the Afternoon. During the years 1929-1932 "the New Humanists
were fighting a last, futile rear guard action in The Gookman and other
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n^agazines" for a revival of Classical and Neo-Classical doctrines and
literature, for a revival of those qualities of balance and moderation
which Sabbitt summed up in "one of his key words, decorum . . ,"(Portz,
34). In fact, Portz explains, "Hemingvay ' s The Sun Also Rises , Men
Wi thout Women , and A Farewell to Arms could have been seen in no other
way than as examples of the new literary excess and of strained Naturalism,
As a matter of fact, an attack by novelist Robert Herrick on the latter
v/ork, and the faint-hearted praise by Editor Seward Collins, a minor
New Humanist--both of them in The Bookman of 1929--might very well have
pricked Hemingway into his outburst" (Portz , 34-35).

7. A subtle example of the narrator's mockery of the Elliots
occurs during the description of the wedding night. After Hubert
Elliot is "disappointed" with Cornelia, he takes a walk through the
corridor of the Boston hotel in which they are staying--"As he walked
he saw all the pairs of shoes, small shoes and big shoes, outside the
doors of the hotel rooms. This set his heart to pounding and he hurried
back to his own room but Cornelia was asleep. He did not like to waken
her and soon everything Xv^as quite all right and he slept peacefully"
(162-163). The implication seems to be that El J lot masturbates on his
first night of marriage, and v,7hile this detail would be rather pathetic
in itself, the narrator's use of "quite all right" to suggest the act
brings to mind Elliot's pretentions to dignity and virtue and causes
the mat. turbation to seem particularly ludicrous,

8. Del'alco, 157-158.

9. The similarities between Mr. Elliot and T. S. Eliot are almost
undoubtedly more than coincidental. Like T. S. Eliot, Hubert Elliot
studied at Harvard, and like the real poet, the fictional poet marries
a southern woman. It may be that Hemingway is satirizing the concept
of the modern world as waste land by suggesting that the world is sterile
only for those people who are emotionally impotent.

10. DeFalco, 157.

11. Aside froK suggesting that like "My Old Man," "Ud in Michigan"
owes a certain debt to Sherwood Anderson, and that it is one of very-
few Hem.lngv.-ay narratives v/hich focus "pon t'lc scnsi'^vlity of a fe^^ale,
critics have said almost nothing about the story. For the story's debt
to Anderson, see Young, Ernest Hemingway: A Reconsideration , 179; Rovit,
43; Baker, Hemingway: The Writer as Artist, 12. For brief discussions
of the story's focus on the female sensibility, see DeFalco, 55; and
Baker, Hcningway: The Writer as Artist , 135.

12. The choice of detail also reflects and foreshadows Liz's loss
of innocence. The narrator uses a series of obviously phallic details
which not only suggest the sexual experience Liz has, but which imply
the pain of that experience. The narrator explains, for example, that
in the evenings Jim reads "The Toled o Blade " and goes out "spearing fish
in the bay" (82) .
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13. DeFalco, 139.

14. DeFalco interprets the fact that Krebs does not want girls for
"themselves really," that Krebs only "vaguely . . . wanted a girl,"
to mean that Krebs' desire "remains in the realm of the abstract"
(DeF-ilco, 141). It would be more accurate, however, to say that Krebs'

desire never becomes more than a basic urge. Krebs wants sex, but he

doesn't want to become involved in the kind of complex relationship
which v.'ould unquestionably precede his having sexual relations with any

of the local girls.

15. "A Divine Gesture" appeared in the New Orleans Double Dealer
,

III (May, 1922), 267-268. "The Faithful Bull" and "The Good Lion"
appeared together in Holiday , IX (March, 1951), 50-51.



CHiVPTER VII

DSi\>L\TIC NARRATION

With i;he exception of those few stories which are discussed in

Chapter VI, Hemingway's uninvolved narr^ztions are presented by un-

characteriaed narrators, narrators who are nearly invisible as person-

alities .'•'« Eccanse this is che tiase, any attempt to understand the

narrative strategies of the riajority of Uemingway 'r; uninvolved narrative:

requires the examination of somewhat different relationships from those

which have been the focus of this study Su far. lu the last four chap-

ters discussions of the narrative strategies of those involved and un-

involved narrations wn. ich use ch.irae teri^ed iiarratc.'; have baen largely

concerned with tbe v/ays in which the particular personalities of the

iiarrators create or modify thematic content. An inves t i,^'at i on of __thii-t

large group of stories in wh„ich_jiaj:j::aJ;j3rs^ara^jQaarly invi.sib Je,- on the-

other hand, ir.us t be conceruedjriroarily wi^th the ways_ in wjiich the

reader's perspective on events is indirectly controlled^

While the personality of the uninvolved, uncharacterized narrator
of a story (T;ay often differ little from the personality of the author of
the story, this study atter.ipts to avoid the confusion which frequently
arises when critics begin Identifying authors and narrators by adhering
to Booth's threefold distinction bet\^'een author (the actual man v/ho writes
a book), "iruplied author" (the implied version of irs author which every
bock creates, a vei-sioa which may or may not corrospood to the author
himself), and che narrator (the speaker in a work). See Booth's discus-
sions of "narr,;;tor" aiid "implied author" in The R'netoric of Fiction.
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Among the large group of uninvolved narrations whic'i use un-

characterized narrators, there are two i-oughly distinguishable kinds

of stories. The majority of these uninvolved narratives are highly

dramatic in presentation, that is, they are carried on priinarily through

description andcoiwersation. In a few of the uninvolved narratives,

however, the presentation of the specific unvoiced Lhoughth, £celii'-"i,

and memories of individual characters is crucial for the deve (..->prp.ent of.

uhcraatic content. As raight be expected, the particular methods which

are used by uacharac terized, uninvolved narrators in order to affect

meaning largely depend on cue extent to which tlie stories in qvuistion

rely on conversation and description and the extent to which they are

introspective. Tlie thematic content of those stories which are I'lrgeiy

draiTiatic in preoenta-.ion is controlled first, through the creation of

meaningful relatio.isl'ips betv;een the characters and the set.:lngs iii
,

which these characters speak r'.nd act; second, through the car^aful ad-

justment of the general direction from which the reader views ch- -acters

and events; and, flndlly, through careful control of tlie kinds of con-

versations which are carried on by the characters.

Though, strictly speaking, the question of setting i< _fi_.ccioi;.'*-iced^

not involve the q>:estion of narrative perspective, tlu-re \-y iistc-ices

when th.e two are closely related. Setting is often a means l^y which an

uncharacterized iiarrator indirectly conveys information which a charac-

terized narrator might present in his own person. Karly in "A CJear.,

Well-Lighted Place," for example, the narrator menticas twice that Mie

old man who is drinking brandy is sitting "in the shadow th^- leaves of

the tree made against the electric light"(379). The doub].- ..\)etir 'on
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of this particular detail is especially noticeable sines there are very

few descriptive details in the story. Later, the older waiter attempts

to make the younger waiter understand v/hy the old man needs the cafe''.

He explains, "You do not understand. This is a clean and pleasant cafe.

It is well lighted. The light is very good and also, now, there are

shadows of the leaves" (382) . Because the older waiter notices and ap-

parently understands the subtle significance of a detail which the narrator

clearly feels is iniportant, the reader has defii'ite evidence Cor seeing

the older waiter as '"Hemingway's" spokesman in the story. Ivhile settiiig

and narrative are often closely related, hov.'ever, the use cf settix-^g is

generally less a m.atinv of narrative perspec'iLve than it Ls a T.atCer of

metaphor, and as a result, the settings of Hemingway's stories are not

discussed in detail in this study.

The develop;i-.ent of relationships between character and setting is

only the most obvious of the three general uays in v/hich thematic content

is indirectly controlled by the narrators of Hemingway's dram.atic

narratives.. In many of his involved narrations thematic content is

effected through the control of the specific "angle of view" from which

the reader apprehends events. Nearl^/^ alJL^f Jlemingway' s un Involved

narrations are presented from the overall perspective of uncharacteri?.ed,

uninvolved narrators. VJhat the reader sees from this overall perspective,

however, is oEten m-oditied by the L'act that the reader stands "behind" one

or more of the characters in the narration, by the fact that the reader

sees from the particular angle of view of one or m.ore characters. The

failure to pay enough attention to the ways in which narrators use angle

of viev7 in order to effect the;.r.atic content has resulted in crliical mis-

conceptions about sucli stories as "Indian Camo" and "The Doctor and the
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Doctor's I'/iEc," miscoiicGptions which a careful look at the narrative

strategies of the stories can clear up.

Critics have usually approached the Nick Adams stories as the

various chapters of a loosely constructed oildungsroraan. . Philip Young,

for example, explains that "Nick is the central character in a book of

2
short stories that is nearly a novel about him . . .

," Carlos Baker

suggests that the stories might be entitled "The Education of Nicholas

3Adams." One result of the tendency to approach the Nick Adams stories

as parts of a whole is the idea that some of the stories "are incompre-

hensible if one does not see the point, and it is often subtle, of some

4
earlier story." An av;areness that there are certain relationships among

the Nick Adams stories of In Our Time and later collections iSj of course,

necessary for a full understanding of I{emingvvay ' s work, Vio-;ever, to pre-

sume that the only way to understand the degree to which a [)articulai-

story is concerned with Nick is to be acquainted v/il.h other Nick Adams

stories is to ignore the texts of the stories themselves. For oxainple,

when "Indian Camp" is examined carefully, it becomes impossible to say,

as Young dc^es, that in this story "Nick is not recognised as protagonist

unless one perceives that the last page of the Live-pai;;e piece wovild be

irrelevant if the storv were about the [ndii-ns or the doctor, and also

unless one looks back later to see that Ilemingv/ay has Lcgnn with his first

story a pattern of contacts with violence and evil for Nick that he

develops in the rest of the stories . . .
."

One of the tools which is used in "Indian Camp" to control the

reader's angle of viev; is the naming of the characters. I'hat "Indian

Camp" is primarily concerned with Nicic Adams is suggested by the fact

that some form of the name "Nick" is used at least thirty times In the
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four pages of the story, far more frequently than it would need to be

used if the narrator did not v.'ant to place particular emphasis on the

young boy. At times, the narrator purposely seems to repeat the name

rather than avoid the av/kuard sound the repetition creates. This is

the case, for example, when Doctor Adams is preparing to operate:

Nick's father ordered some water to be put on the

stove, and while it ^.'as heating he spoke to Nick.

"This lady is going to have a baby, Nick," he said.

"I know," said Nick. (92)

The way in which other characters are referred to is also important.

Doctor Adams, for exam.ple, is consistently referred to in a way which sug-

gests that at least part of his importance in the story results from his

relationship to Nick. Nineteen times the doctor is called "Nick's

father" or "his father." Only one time in the entire story, in fact,

is he refe:.-red to in a way which does not suggest his relationship to

the young boy. Doctor Adams' brother George is also referred to in a

way which draws attention to Nick's importance in the story. Except

for the few times when Doctor Adams calls him "George," Nick's uncle

is always called "Uncle George." The constant direct and indirect ref-

erence :o tUck :p "Indian Camp" not onlj' helps to create the reader's

awareness of the boy's importance in the story, it also causes the reader

to see the otlier characters more or lesy as Nick sees them.

The fact that the reader of "Indian Camp" is to view events from

Nick's angle is also suggested by tb.e story's careful control of its

relatively few direct assignments of sense perceptions. Nine times in

the story characters are described as looking, watching, or hearing, and

in .seven of these instances Kick alone is doing the perceiving. Once,

Uncle George looks at his arr.i, and Nick's father looks into the upper

bunk to check the Indian husband, but Nick's perception of events is
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the only one which is consistently nade explicit.

Closely related to the direct a.ssignrr.ent of sense perceptions is

the story's frequent use of descriptive details v/hich are presented in

a way which indicates that the reader is seeing; things as Mick sees

them. For example, as the Indians row Nick, his father, and Uncle George

to the Indian camp, the narrator explains, "Nick heard the oar-lock;; of

the other boat quite a v/ay ahead of them in the mist. The Indians

rowed with quick choppy strokes, Nick lay back with his father's arm

around him. It was coid on the water"(9i). immediately after mentioning

that Nick hears the ear-locks, the narrator presents a detail v/hich is

both a simple descriptive observation and an indirect assignment of

perception to Nick. That the Indians row with choppy strokes, in other

v;ords, is a conclusion wh.ich Nick draws on the basis of what he has

just heard. In a similar manner, the narrator's mention th;it it is cold

on. the waiter is both a simple descriptive detail and an indirect sug-^estior

that Nick has leaned back in his father's arm because he feel;-; cold.

Other examples of this technique occur later in the story. \T\\e.A the

Caesarian has been completed, for example. Doctor Adams looks over the

patient, and the narrator cor.Tnents, "She did not know v/nat had become of

the baby or anything" (94) . Though the reader is watching t'ne doctor and

the squaw, the youthful sound of the phrase "or anything" reminds the

reader that he is seeing as Nick ;iees. The frequent use of both direct

and indirect assignments of sense perceptions in "Indian Camp" maintains

the reader's consciousness that he is perceiving events from Nick's angle

of view and that Nick's reactions to these events. are of particular

importance.
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Though the narrator of "Indian Camp" does not assign the percsption

of every detail to Nick, it is notable that by and large the reader is

presented with only those things which it is possible for Nick to observe.

That this is the case is indicated by the fact that when Nick is not able

to see something, the reader does not see it either. Once the baby has

been delivered, for example, Nick looks away "so as not to see what his

father was doing" (93). He hears his father say "There that gets it"

and then feels him put "something" into the basin Nick is holding. When

Nick is not watching, the narrator dees not present any of the details

of the way things look.* Like Nick, the reader is restricted to hear-

ing and feeling. The fact that the narrator limits the reader to Nick's

general angle of view is given a final emphasis at the end of the story

when Nick asks, "Where did Uncle George go"(93"). Presumably, every

character except Nick knows the answer to this question, but because

Nick does not find out exactly where O^e uncle is, the narrator does

not supply the information. The reader can only speculate on George's

whereabouts.

That "Indian Camp" is largely concerned with Nick Adams is, then,

clearly indicated by the details of the story's narrative strategy. It

is not necessary, however, to suppose that Nick's initiation to pain and

to tlie violence of birth and death is the only important subject of the

~"A similar technique is used in Chapter XIV of In Our Tr.ae ("Maera
lay still ...."), As Maera lies on the sand in the bullring, the
narrator explains that "Some one" has the bull by the tail, that "they"
are attempting to divert the bull, and that "Some n;en" carry Maera to
the infirmary. The use of indefinite pronouns and adjectives causes
the reader to see events more or less in the dazed, confused way in which
Maera perceives what is going on.
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story, any more than it is necessary to say, as G. Thomas Tanselle does,

that "the central character is actually the Indian father , , , ." In

its overall structure, "Indian Camp" is, really, quite similar to such

involved narrations as "An Alpine Idyll" and "A Canary for One," In

"Indian Camp" the actions of the character from. v;hose angle of '/i3v; the

reader watches events form a reciprocal thematic relationship with the

story of the Indian couple. Just as in the case of the Indians the

painful birth of a child results in the destruction of the father, flick's

painful "birth" into the harsher realities of life results iii \7hat the

reader presumes is the beginning of the "destruction" of Kick's father,

at least insofar as he is an authority figure for Nick.

The position from v/hich the reader of HcTningway ' s early dramatic

stories usually views events is almost identical to the position from

v/hich the reat'.cr of a central-intelligence story views events. The

only difference between "Indian Camp" and a ceutrai-intell igenco narration,

in fact, lies in the e.itensivcness with which the reactions of the char-

acter "behind" whom the reader stands are portrayed. In a central-

intelligence story the reader is presented with the specific emotional

ai^d intellectual reactions of the "central intelligence" to the

experience in which he is involved. This Is not the C'ls.*, however, in

the early Nick Adams stories. The reader of "Indian Camp," for exaaiplc,

is presented with scraie of Nick's perceptions of events, and he is made

conscious of the fact that the boy is reacting to what he sees and l\ears.

The specific nature of Nick's re;ictions, however, must be inferred.

The tendency to approach the Nick Adav.s stories as the chapters

of a loosely constructed novel has also had the effect of ex'\>^gcrating
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Nick's importance in particular stories. The failure to carefully

investigate the narrative perspective of "The Doctor and the Doctor's

Wife," for example, has frequently resulted in the idea that Nick is the

protagonist of this story as clearly as he is the protagonist of such

stories as "The Battler" and "Big Two-Hearted River." Joseph DeFalco,

for example, suggests that the events of the "The Doctor and the Doctor's

VJife" are important in large measure because they portray part of Nick's

initiation into manhood. According to DeFalco, the encounter between

Dick Boulton and Doctor Adams undermines Nick's trust in his fi'ther.

The "father figure" is "denigrated in Nick's eyes ..." as is the entire

social framework of which the doctor is a part. Carlos Baker, on the

other hand, sees the story as movingly dramatizing the father-son

relationship by portraying "Nick's s^/inpathy with his father's shar.ie and

anger after the encounter v;i th the sawyers, in' whi ch Dr. A.cams has been

Q
insultingly bested." Philip Young suggests that "The Doctor and the

Doctor's Wife" is one of several stories which present "the boy's first

encounter v;ith things that are not violent, but which c>-7mplicate his

9young life considerably because they deeply perplex." There are two

problems with interpretations such as these. First, they presume that

the argument between Dick Boulton and N-'ck's father and the conversation

between the doctor and the doctor's wife arc seen from Nick's an^le of

view. As Robert Nurray Davis and Sheridan Baker point cut, however,

there is no evidence at all which indicates that Nick witnesses any of

the events which transpire before his father finds him in the woods.

The critical assumption that "The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife" largely

concerns Nick also ignores the details of the text of the story. While
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"The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife" uses many of the sarae techniques

"Indian Camp" uses, these techniques indicate that the story's main

concern is with Doctor Adams. As is usually true in Hemingway's stories,

the use of names in "The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife" helps to create

the reader's perspective. That Doctor Adams himself is the center of

the story is suggested by the fact that he is generally referred to as

"the doctor." A few times he is called "Nick's father" or "his father,"

but not frequently enough to suggest that Nick is especially important.

Doctor Adams' importance in the story is also suggested by the fact that

Mrs. A.dams is consistently referred to in terms of her relationship to

the doctor. She is always called "the doctor's wife" or "his wife,"

never "Nick's mother" or "Mrs. Adams."

Unlike "Indian Camp," "The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife" can be

divided into tv/o sections, each of which uses a different angle of view.*

In the first section of the story the reader views events primarily from

the angle of the Indians. Tlie story begins V7hen the Indians walk in

the back gate, and it continues for nearly a page with descriptions of

their actions. Of the six sense perceptions which are mentioned during

the altercation between Dick Boulton and Doctor Adams, only one is

assigned to Doctor Adams. The Indians do the rest of the looking and

v.'atching. Unlike "Indian Camp," this story uses several descriptions

'^Because they use more than a single perspective on events, both

"The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife" and "The End of Something" can be

considered "nmltiple view narratives," at least as this stud^' defines

the term in Chapter IX. However, bocmse the stories are v.r.vo. profit-

ably discussed as dramatic narratives, they are analyzed in the present

chapter.
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of emotional states, and nearly all of those that occur during the first

part of the story are assigned to Dick Boulton, By causing the reader

to observe the first part of the story from the point of view of the

Indians, the narrator emphasizes the doctor's isolation and v/eakness.

Doctor Adam.s ' potty hypocrisy about stealing the logs and the humiliation

vhich results from his inability to carry out his threat arc made to

seem all the more pathetic by the fact that the reader does not see

things from his angle.

After the Indians v;alk avray through the woods, the angle of view

changes, and the reader sees events as the doctor sees them. As is true

of the conversation between Dick Boulton and Doctor Adam.s, the con-

v.;rsation betv/cen Doctor Adams and his wife reveals aspects of the

doctor's weakness. As DeFalco suggests, the fact that the wife beloags

"to a religious sect which denies the necessity of his professional •

'

function . .
."^ makes it evident that even in his o^vn hoiTie Doctor Adar-is

has no power cr dignity. However, because the reader sees the events

of the second conversation from the doctor's angle, the doctor beccuies

a m.ore s^inpathetic character. As he and the reader listen to the wife's

quotation from, scripture and to her doubt that anybody would intentionally

start a figiit in order to get out of paying a bill, the sadness and the

emptiness of the doctor's life overshadow his petty hypocrisy about the

logs, and the reader feels sorry for him.

Though "The Doctor and the Doctor's VJife" is not in any sense

about Nick, it is clear that the iuformation which the reader finds

out about the doctor will be important ro the boy later on. Nick's love

for his father is, no doubt, contin.gent on his !-)eLief in his father's
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strength. For the moment, as Sheridan Baker explains, "The companionship

of the father and son is still intact," but this is only because "Nick

12
has not seen his fatlier's humiliation." As the boy grows, he will

surely come to see his father's weakness, and their relationship v/ill

dissolve.

In four other early stor ies--"The Three-Day Blow," "The Battler,"

"Cross-Country Snow," and "Big Two-IIearted River"--there is little doubt

13
that Nick's reactions to events are of particular importance. In the

opening paragraphs of all four narratives, the reader sees Nick doing

something alone, -and the focus on Nick whichis set up at the. beginning

of these stories is maintained by the fact that the reader consistently

stands "behind" Nick and perceives from his angle of view, "The End of

Som.ething," the only other Nick Adams stocy in .I.ri .OiirJlime, is also

largely concerned wich Nick's reactions. It is not, however, told con-

sistently fc'xm Nick's angle. During the first three quarters of "The Vhid

of Something," the narrator divides the reader's focus equally between

Nick and Marjorie. What Marjorie does is as completely described as

what Nick does, and Marjorie 's perceptions are at least as fully reported

as Nick's. After Nick's revelation that love "isn't fun any more,"

however, the narrator limits the reader to Nick's angle of vlo,w, and

while this limitation does emphasize the importance of Nick's reactions,

it also emphasizes the quiet and lonely courage illustrated by ^klrjorie's

ability to face a painful truth and ad; upe.n its implications without

tears or recrimination.

The unchacacterized narrators of l!eming\jay ' s dramatic stories

control the angle from which the reader views events in-iiiiirily by means
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of the direct and indirect assignment of sense pcrccptioiis , and while

the way__in which perceptions are directly attributed to a character needs

no further discussion, a brief survey of some of the teclmiquec with

which perceptions are indirectly assigned m.ay be worthwhile. One way

in wiiich angle of view is indirectly maintained involves the narrator's

exclusion of those details of scene, character, and action which a

particular charactei" is unable to perceive. A few examples of this

technique have already been discussed in C(?nnection with "Indian Camp,"

and many other examples can be found in Hemingway's other dramatic

narratives. Early in "Cross -Country Snow," for example, the narrator

explains, "He [Nick] climbed up the steep road with the skis on his

shoulder, kicking his heel nails into the icy footing. He heard George

breathing and kicking in his heels just behind him"(185). Nick cannot

see George, and because the narrator restricts- his presentation of the

event to what can be heard, the reader is forced to perceive the event

as Nick perceives it. During the final section of "The End of Something,'

Nick lies with bis face in a blanket, and the narrator restricts the

reader co Nick's angle by describing Marjorie's departure and Bill's

arrival without recourse to the way things look:

He could hea-r Marjorie rovjing on the '^^;ater.

He lay tiiere for a long time. He lay there wFiile he
heard Bill come into the clearing walking around through
the v/oods. He felt Bill ccailng up to the fire. (111.
Under "! ining mine . )

One of the m.ost important examples of a narrator's exclusion of those

details which a character cannot perceive occurs in "Big T\-/o-Hearted
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time Nick's conscious perceptions stop, the narration halts coiTipletely,

Part I of the story ends when Nick goes to sleep for the night. The

second part does not begin until Nick has awakened. Because the character

from whose angle of view the reader perceives generally cannot look at

himself, the reader is often presented with more detailed descriptions

of those characters from whose angle he docs not view events, than of

the character "beh.ind" v/h.om he stands. In "The Battler," for example,

Al ' s face is described in detail, but the reader knows nothing of Nick's

appearance. In "Cross-Country Snow" the reader is told of George's

"big back and blond hcad"(184), but does not find out what Nick looks

like.**

•-"Big Tv/o-Hear ted River" is not a dramatic story in the same sense
chat "Indian Camp" and "The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife" are, but it

furnishes several interesting examples of the indirect creation of angle
of view. See Chapter VIII of this study for a more com.plete discussion
of "Big Two-Hearted River."

-'-^Closely related to the above technique, though not strictly
speaking the same thing, is the technique whereby a narrator describes
only what one characcer is doing when it is obvious that other characters
are doing the same thing at the same time. In "Cross-Country Snow,"
when Nick and George get dressed for their "run home together," the
narrator mentions only that "Nick stood up. lie buckled his wind jacket
tight. He leaned over George and picked up the tv/o ski poles from
against the wall"(188). It is obvious, however, that George must be
standing up ^nd gotcii.g dressed at the Sa.iuu tii,.e Nick is. la "'Liie

Rattler," only Nick is described as eating the hot fried ham and eggs,
even though it is clear that Bugs must be eating, too. In "The Three-
Day Blow," the narrator mentions only that "Nick went inside the cottage"
(115) when it is clear that Bill is right behind him. Though this
technique does not limit the reader to a character's angle of view, it

is often important for m.aintaining the reader's focus on the character
from v/hose angle events are presented.
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Aiiother technique which is used to restrict the reader to a

character's angle_of_vie,v has to do v/ith the way in which certain de-

tails are included in description. In many instances, aspects of scene

are portrayed as though their existence were contingent on the per-

ceptions of a character. In "The Battier," for example, as Nick walks

toward the campfire, the fire is described as being "bright now, just •

at the edge of the trees"(130). The fire has actually been bright '11

along, but the narrator is presenting the fire as Nick se9s it, and trom

the boy's vantage point the brightness depends on his distance from the

fire. During Part I of "Big Two-Hearted River," Nick rests frorn carrying

his heavy pack, and he looks toward "the far blue hills that marked

the Lake Superior height of land, H.e could hardly see tb.etn, L'aint and

far away in the heat- light over the plain. If he looked too steadily

they were genie. But if he only half-looked they were there, the far-off

hills of the height of land"(211). Tl'.e blue hills are, of course,

"there" all the time, but in this passage their existence seeras

contingent on Nick's perception of then;. When Nick does not see the

hills, they are "gone" both for Nick and for the narrator. Near the

beginning of the same story, Nick watches the fish on the pebbly be ;'jq

of the rivcr--"AR he vjatched thern" the narrator ex])lains, "they chadr -d

their positions by quick angles . . ."(209). Though the fish are

changing position whether Nick is watching them or not, the use of "as"

suggests that the movement of the fish is involved with Nick's watching.

This particular construction is used several times in "Big Two-Hearted

River." As Nick walks through the pine grove, "It was bro'.v^l and soft

underfoot £s Nick walked on it"(213). In Part II, when Nick crax,rls
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out of his tent in the morning, the "grass was wet on his hands as he

came out"(2?.l)

.

One other technique which is useful for limiting the reader to a

particular character's angle involves the particular sequence in which

details are presented. At the beginning of "The Three-Day Clow," for

example, Nick is walking to Bill's house, and as he nears the end of his

walk, the narrator explains, "the door of the cottage opened and lUll

cair.e out"( 1 1 5) . Dy clicosing this particular construction, rather t'\ ui

rhe more obvious "Bill opened the door and caii.e out," the narrator

emphasizes the fact that the reader is seeing tilings not simply Ln the

order in which t'ney Iiappenj but in that specific order in which Nick sees

thci:i happen. SoniotiTnes, details are presented in a sequence v.'hich sug-

gests that the scene exists, as it were, outward from the character '.vho

is perceiving it. In "Big Two-Hearted River" Nick comes do'-.Ti a h.ii.lside

into a meadow and, the narrator explains, "At the edge of the TiUiaJow

flov/ed the river" (2 13) , The use of an inverted construction ii-.ote;-d of

the more obvious "The river flowed at the edge of the meadow," snggests

that the reader is standing "behind" Nick, looking from Mick's position

toward the river. Near the beginning of "The Three-Day lilov/," Nick and

Bill look out "across the country, down over the orciiard, bevond tlie

road, across tiie lower fields and the woods of tlie point to the lal.-e" ( 1 L^)

The result is that th.e reader sees things from tlic position of the.

characters and in that particular sequence in v/hich the characters' eyes

sv;eep the scene.

Because t\\e effects of the use of a particular angle of vicv/ in

a specific story are largely dc;pendent on the subject matter and the
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structure of that story, it is difficult to generalize intelligently

about the ways in which angle of view can be used to create and modify

thematic content. It is possible, however, to hazard one limited

generalization about the use of angle of view in some of the ^;ick Adams

stories. By presenting such stories as "Indian Camp" and "The Battler"

from Nick's angle, Hemingway is able to create, or" at least to emphasize,

a tliematic dimension which might not exist othen^ise. Both "Indian Camp"

and "The Battler" have two kinds of thematic content. On one hand, they

present central situations v/hich are interesting in themselves. At the

same time, they arc clearly concerned V7ith the reactions of a particular

character tc these central situations. V.'ere the stories not presented

from a specific angle of view, the portrayal of Doctor' Adams' delivex"y

of the Indian baby and of the relatioaship between Cugs and Al would

still be meaningful, but the suggestion that these experiences are making

significant impressions on Nick and that he will grow and develop in

part because of these impressions might be a good deal less clear.

In general, analysis of the Nick Adams stories of In Our Time

indicates that the reader of a particular story does not, as I'oung

supposes, require information which is contained in the other stories

in order to understand the degree to which the narrative he is reading

is concerned with Nick Adams. All that is_ necessary is an a-wareaess on

the part of the reader of Hemingway's careful control of nari'ative

perspective in general, and of narrative angle in particular.^''

The development of a particular angle of view in a story often has

the effect of creating sympathy for the character "behind" whom the

reader stands. However, just as the reader of an involved narration
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must consider carefully before he accepts what a narrator says, the reader

of an uninvolved narration must be aware that sympathy with a character

from whose angle events are presented may be misplaced. As a result of

the particular angle of view which is created in "Cat in the Rain," •

for example, there is a tendeacy on the part of some readers to overlook

certain important implications of the story's presentation of the characters.

Because the reader of "Cat in the Rain" sees things from the angle of

view of the American wife, the sterility of the m<irriage of the two

Americans seems at first glance to result primarily from the husband's

unresponsiveness, V/lien the story is examined mr-re carefully, however,

it becimes apparent, first, that the wife is at least as unresponsive

as the husband is, and, second, tliat George's recurrent return to his

book is well-motivated. l\1ien the wife returns to the hotel room,

having failed to find the cat, she sits at her dressing table and studies

herself in the raircor. Then she asks her husband,

"Don't you tbink it would be a good idea if I let my
hair grow out , . .

."

"I like it tlie way it is."

"I got so tired of it," she said. "[ get so tired

of looking like a boy."

George shifted his position in the bed. He hadn't

looked away from her since she started to speak.

"You look pretty darn nice," he said.

.She laid the mirror down on the dresser and went

over to the window and looked out. (169)

George's staring and his emphatic ccnpliment indicate that at least in

this instance he is responding to his wife. The wife, however, ignores

this response, v/alks to the windovj, and begins to catalogue all the

things she wants, i\1ien George's wife docs pay attention to hev liusband,

it is a type of attention which makes hLs frequent return to his reading

quite understandable. When Lhe v;ife returns to the room, for example,
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George immediately puts his book down and asks if she found the cat.

He continues to engage in the conversation until his v;ife sits do\-m on

the bed and complains, "I wanted it so much .... I don't know why

I wanted it so much. I wanted that poor kitty. It isn't any fun to

be a poor kitty out in the rain" (169), The wife's desire for a cat

reflects, as both John V. Hagopian and Joseph DeFalco suggest, certain

inner needs. At the same time, however, the m.audlin, childish way in

which the wife generally expresses her dissatisfaction v/ith her life

implies that her foremost desire is not, as Hagopian suggests, 'mother-

hood, a home with a family" and "an end to the strictly ccmipanionate

marriage with George," but that it is, as DeFalco suggests, the complete

security of childhood. George m.ay be a poor mate, but his failure

as a husband seems at least partially motivated by his \/ife's solf-

centered, childish approach to life.'.y

The techniques which are developed in In Our Time for controlling

angle of view are used throughout Hemingway's work, "Ten Indians," for

example, is not only similar thematically to such earlier stories as

"The Three-Day Blow" and "The Battler," it employs many of the specific

techniques v;hich are used in these earlier stories. A particular angle

of view is set up in the very first sentence of "Ten Indians": "After

one Fourth of July, Nick, driving home late from town in the big wagon

with Joe Garner and his family, passed nine drunken Indians along the

road"(331). By explaining only that Nick is riding in the wagon and

passing the Indians, even though other characters are doing and seeing

the same things at the same time, the narrator makes clear that the

reader is perceiving as Nick perceives. This angle of \iew is maintained

through the use of names. Doctor Adam?, for example, is referred to
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only in terms of his relationship to Nick. He is called "his father"

or "Nick's father" fifteen times in the final two pages of the story.

The presentation of the events of "Ten Indians" from Nick's angle of

view both intensifies the shock of Doctor Ademis ' revelation of Prudie's

disloyalty and suggests the importance of the revelation as a part of

the process of Nick's maturation.

"The Killers," another of the later dramatic stories, is usually

discussed as though it were as fully concerned with Nick Adams as "Ten

Indians" is. As is true in the case of "The Doctor and the Doctor's

Wife," however, the stoadard approach to "The Killers" has tended to

exaggerate Nick's importance in order that the story might .nore easily

be interpreted as a "chapter" in a "novel."' Mick is, of course, a

more important character in "The Killers" than he is in "The Doctor and

the Doctor's Wife." Wick is the only character in tiui lunch -roo;?. whose

full name is given; he is the only cliaracter whose specific reaction to

being gagged is presented; and the reader watches more or less froiri

Nick's angle when he goes to warn Ole Androson. At the same time,

hosvever, it would be diflictilt to say that Nick is much niore important

in "The Killers" thp-n George is. George is prft^ent during more of the

story than Nick is, and the reader sees more or less from George's

angle during the longest scene in the story, when George is alone with

Max av;aiting Ole ^Vndreson's arrival. It is George who realizes that

the gangsters are going to kill Ole and who suggests that Nick go to

warn the ex-prizefighter. An exar.iinat ion of the assignment of sense

perceptions ap.d states of feeling also suggests that George's reactions

are as important as Nick's. Perceptions are directly assigned to CeorgCj

in fact, more frequently than to any other character. Though George's
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reactions to the events of the story have been called less sensitive--

and, thus, less interesting--than Nick's, it is easy to exaggerate the

difference in the effect of the experience on the two characters, Nick

thinks Ole's situation is an "awful thing"; George thinks it is "a hell

of a thing." Even the much-discussed final lines of che story do not

necessarily indicate that the incident has had a significantly greater

effect on Nick than on George. As Charles A. Ov/en suggests, Nick has

cauglit "the contagion of flight" from Ole Andrescn, and his immediate

reaction is to want to "get out of this town"(289). The irony with

which George treats Nick's desire to run away from trouble does not

indicate that George is callous, it merely indicates his understanding

of the uselessness of the solutioii Kick proposes for the situation.

The point here is not that George is the protagonist uf "The Killers,"

but that it is an ex.aggeration to say that Nick is the protagonist.

"The Killers" is not exclusively concerned with Nick's "discovery of

evil," as Young, DeFalco, Brooks, VJarren, and others have argued, any

more than it is exclusively concerned with Ole Andreson's attempt to

19
face death, as O'iver Evans has argued. "The Killers" portrays a

situation during which !;everal characters act and react and during which

a variety of meanings are suggested. "The Killers" is, in other words,

a different kind of story than "Indian Camp," "The Battler," and "Ten

"Indians," and this difference is clearly indicated by the story's

shifting angle of view and its diffuse assignmeiit of sensory and

emotional reaction.
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Like "Ten Indians," both "The Sea Chamge" and Chapter 21 of To

Have and Have Not present events from the angle of a single character ."•^

In "The Sea Change" the reader sees events by and large from Phil's

angle, and, as a result, the girl's revelation that she \.'i.shas to have

an affair with another woman has a different effect than it might have

otherwise. Similarly, the argument between Helen and Richard Gordon in

Chapter 21 of To Have and Have Not has the particular effect it does in

part because the reader views the altercation from tiie angle of R.icbard

Gordon. Sinco the reader shares Gordon's angle, Helen Gordon's words

come "toward" the reader, so to speak, ai\u emphasize the effect of the

dressing down her husband receives.

9 There is a ta-ih^ncy in some of Hem.iagway's uninvolved stories

to elim.inate evsn dramatic expositioa and to_ rely „as. fully .as pcssibli

on conversation for the presentation of character,^..event, and theme.

'•'Ihe angle in both stories is set up by means of devices used in

earlier stories. In "The Sea Change" the reader learns Phil's name, but

not the girl's. The reader is presented with Phil's perceptions, parti-

cularly at the end of the story v/hen he sees in the mirror that he is

"a different man." V/hile the girl is described in some detail, the reader

only knows that, according to the barman, Phil looks "very well." In

Chapter 21 of lo_Have_and Have Not Richard Gordon is the only character

named by the narrator, and he is named fairly frcciucntly. His wife,

Helen, on the other hand, is never named by the narrator. When Helen

is referred to more elaborately than as "she" or "her," she is called

"his V7ife." AIJ. but one of the sense perceptions and all of the general

states of feeling which are assigned in the text are assigned to Ric'.iard

Gordon, and the story includes several cf Gordon's thoughts and one long

flashback from his angle of view. Finally, only Helen is described in

any detail; the reader knows tiothing of how Gordon looks.



This tendency to eliminate exposition has a nuin'oer of important effects

on narrative perspective. For one thing, the less exposition a narrative

uses, the less chance there is for a narrator to be characterized, and

as_ has been suggested, the more a narrator is effaced, the more fully

his control of the m.eaning and effect of his narrative must be exerted

indirectly by means of description and the creation of angle of view.

Even the use of description and angle of view, however, requires ex-

position, and as a result, the loss a narrator uses .-exposition, tlie

less he is able to rely on these methods. In those stories in which

exposition is largely eliminated, the reader's perspective on events

is determined primarily by the kinds of conversation wliich arc carried

on b;/ the characters. In these stories the conversation often is the

action, and whatever effects and meanings are achieved result primarily

from t;ie things wl; Lch the characters say and the way in which tl-ey say

them.'"

''The End of Hone thing," for example, is more fully concerned with

things Nick AdattiS says, than it Is with any particular action which

either he or ^k•irjorie carries out. Some phyoical action does occur

during the story, but the only real importance of the rov/ing and the

fishing vbicii takes place is metaphoric . The degree to which "The End

of Something" is concerned with the saying of things is made particularly

emphatic by the fact that for all practical purposes, the love affair

between Marjorie and i\'lck is ever before "The End of Something" begins.
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That this is the case is suggested in the first exchange of the story:

"lliere's our old ruin, Nick," Marjorie said.

Nick, rowing, looked at the v;hite stone in the green
trees .

"Tliere it is," he said.

"Can you remember when it v;as a mill?" Marjorie asked.

"I can just remember," Nick said.

"It seems more like a castle," Marjorie said.

Nick said nothing. (103)

Marjorie 's use of "our old ruin" suggests that on previous fishing trips

she and Nick have thought of the ruined lumber mill as a symbol of their

intimacy. As a result, as DeFalco mentions, Nick's noncommittal and

unanthusias tic replies suggest that his feeling for those things v.'hich

the ruin still symbolizes for Marjorie has died. DeFalco feels that

during the first part of "The End of Someching" Marjorie is unaware of

21
the change which has occurred in Nick. It seems just as likely, how-

ever, that she knows what the problem is througiiout the story. Ih.e fre-

quency of Marjorie 's attempts to draw Nick into conversation and to get

him to enjoy fishing with her suggesc that she is attempting to rekindle

emotions which she knows have cooled. Mien Nick finally gets mad at

Marjorie and claims that he is angry because Marjorie knows everything,

Marjorie 's reply shows that she understands what is actually wrong:

"You don't have to talk silly," Marjorie said.

"I'.niat's really the natter?"
"I. don't know."
"Of course you know."
"N<; I don' t."

"Go on and say it." (LIO)

As Marjorie 's urging suggests, she realises that all that remains is for

Nick to say what the problem is. Once Nick admits what they both know,

that for Nick "It isn't any fun any more. Not any of it" (110), the affair

is finished. Until Nick says what is the matter, Marjorie attempts to

re-establish their relationship, but once the truth lias been stated, it
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must be faced, and on her own iiiitiative Marjorie gets up and leaves.

The highly conversational form of some of Hemingway's uninvoWed

narrations not only determines the kind of action which occurs, it also

determines the manner in which character is delineated. In some stories

the creation of character depends on the use of specific speech pecu-

liarities. The rough speech used by the soldiers in "Today Is Friday,"

for example, emphasizes the irony of their failure to understand the

real significance of the man they have just crucified. By and large,

hov;ever, the accent a character has and the peculiarities of his diction

and sentence construction reveal only regional, occupational, or social

background, and while these aspects of personality are important for

making a character authentic, they are of limited use in detennining the

reader's evaluation of the character. As often as not, the details of

a character's speech are not as im.portant as the general manner in which

the character makes use of the coiranunicative powers of language.

The importance of a character's use of language in determining the

reader's attitude toward him is exemplified by the argument in "The

Doctor and the Doctor's Wife" betx-^een Dick Boulton and Doctor Adam.s.

When this argument is examined carefully, it becomes clear that the

characterization of Doctor Adams is at least as fully dependent on the

way in v.'hich he uses language to deal with several circumstances as it

is on the actual circumstances themselves. The argument begins x/nen

Dick Boulton turns to Doctor Adams and says, "Well, Doc . . . that's a

nice lot of timber you've stolen" ( 100) . As the narrator indicates early

in the story, Doctor Adams knowt' exactly wheie the ti.mbor comes from and

to v:hom it really belongs. In other words, the doctor knows that in a
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literal sense the logs are stolen, but because the connotations of

"stolen" embarrass him, he tells Dick Boulton, "Don't talk that v;ay

. . . . It's driftwood"(100) , The Doctor's reply suggests, really,

that he is less worried about whether he actually is a thief than about

whether he is called a thief. He begins to look foolish to the reader

not because he takes the logs, but because of his humorless inability

to admit what he does, because of his refusal, as Aerol Arnold puts i'-,

22
to say the truth.

Dick Boulton sees the petty hypocrisy of the Doctor's use of

"driftwood," and he is annoyed by the Doctor's condescending correction

of v;hat he has said. As a result, Boulton refuses to let the subject

drop. He has che log washed off to establish its true o^vxi '.rship, and

he reiterates his claim that the logs are "stolen":

"Don't get huffy. Doc," said Dick. "Don't get huffy.

I don't care who you steal from. It's none of my businesj."

"If you think the logs are stolen, leave them alone
and take your tools back to the camp," the doctor said.

His face was red.

"Don't go off at half cock, Doc," Dick said. He spat

tobacco juice on the log. It slid off, thinning in the

water. "You know they're stolen as \.-eil as I dci. It don't

make any difference to me."
"All right. If you think the logs are stolen, take

your stuff and get out." (100)

As is evident from his stubbornness about what the logs arc called nd

from his anger about the way in which Boulton refers to him, Doctor Adams

expects the Indians to treat him with deference and to do as he says

regardless of how he acts. This demand for respect is based not on

honesty, not on moral rectitude, but simply on social position. The

result of the argument about the use of "stolen" and "driftwood," in
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other words, is that the reader comes to see not only Doctor Adams'

pettiness, but his hypocrisy and his basic lack of integrity.

The unflattering portrait of Doctor Adams in "The Doctor and the

Doctor's Wife" is given a further emphasis by the way in which his con-

versation with Boulton ends. The half-breed baits the doctor with

"stolen" and "Doc" until Doctor Adams completely loses control and

warns, "If you call me Doc once again, I'll knock your eye teeth dovm

your throat"( 101) . Boulton responds belligerently to the doctor's

threat, and the humiliated doctor finally turns away and walks to the

cottajjp. It is important to notice that the doctor's humiliation does

not result per se from the fact that he is afraid to fight Dick Boulton.

Boulton, after all, is a "big man" who likes "to get into fights" (IO'l) .

The doctor's fear of him. is quite understandable. The real source of

the doctor's emrbarrassment is the fact that he threatens Boulton, or

to put it another way, the fact that h.e says he will knock Boulton'

s

teeth out and then is unable or unwilling to back up his words with

action. The argutucnt begins because the doctor will not call an action

by its proper name; it ends with his inability to live up to what he

says. In both cases the doctor's use of language is what betrays the

essential weakness of his character,

Hemingway's short stories after In Our Time rely even more exclu-

sively on conversation for the presentation of character and theme than thi
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In Oar Time stories do. That this is the case is indicated by the fact

that such later stories as "The Killers," "Hills Like VJliite Elephants,"

'•'The Sea Change," "A Clean, Well-Lighted Place," and Chanter 21 of To

Have and Have Not use substantially fewer lines of exposition than the
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a "story" v/hich i? presented in the form of a play.

In such later stories as "Hills Like White lilephants" and Chapter

21 of To Have and Have Not the almost exclusive reliance on the spoken

word results in the creation of fiction which is not only conducted

through conversation, but which is in large measure about the use o*^

language.^-" At the beginning of "Hills Like White Elephants," th- reader

sees a man and a girl sitting outside a train station. Thny ordei: beer,

and as they drink, the girl looks at: the lino of white IvLlls across the

valley and c om-.Tien t s
,

"They look like white elephants , . ,
."

"I've never seen one," the man drank his beer.

"No, you wouldn't have."
"I TP.ignt have," the man said, "Just because )'ou s^iy

I wouldn't have doesn't prove anytiiing." (273)

At the ouV.cet, the girl's wittiness is contrasted x;ith the laan ' s peevish

defens iventiss, and the disparity between the tv.-o characters in sensitivity'-

and inteHig-:nce wliich is su3gestod by this exchange- is ii'iaintained Lb.rough-

out the rtory. The girl'-; witty com-ient roi^^resents , as Lid explains,

'the kind of verbal experience they ha"e shared in tlie past, a pri\at-.

Intimate response to their surroundings." The fact that the gii^i'a corrviien.

now ir.erely results in an argumetit indicat3s, as i.id suggests, that the

two characters are "rubbing each other's nerved' raw."

After tlie man and the girl bicker about the degree to which their

lives are riiade up of looking at things and trying now drinks, the man
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brings up the topic which is really on both their minds:

"It's really an av/fully simple operation, Jig," t!ie man
said. "It's not really an operation at all."

The girl looked at the ground the table legs rested

on.

"I know you wouldn't mind it. Jig. It's really not

anything. It's just to let the air in."

The girl did not say anything.
"I'll go with you and I'll stay with you all the time.

They just let the air in and then it's all perfectly
natural." (275)

It is clear from this dialogue that the couple has talked about the

proposed abortion before and t'p.at in their previous discussions the

girl has made it clear that she would rather h.ave the baby. As a result
^

the man's assurance that Jig won't "r.ind it" means tr.c exact opposite of

what it says. On the most basic level, the man means that Jig will not

"mind it" ph/sirally, that the "-bortion will not be painiJui. However,

not on i.y is there a good c!u"f.ce i:hat th.-^. "cporatlon" v/iLl be painful,

but it is clear that Jig will "mind it" even if no physical pain is i:i.volved,

The man's use of "natural" to der;cribe tlie v/ay things are after tb.ey "let

the air in" even more obviousl}- indicates the degree to whic'ii. the man's

words are belied by what he ncans. As the story cor.tinues, the hypocrisy

of what the man saya becomes more and more clear. Six times he says,

"1 don't want you to do it if you don't want to"(277) or something nearly

identical, when it is perfectly obvious that the entire discussion has

resulted from the fact that the girl doesn't want to go through with the

abortion. Late in the story, the man avers, "I'd do anything for you"

(277) , another statement which is clearly contradicted by the nature of

the conversation in which the couple is engaged. Because of the consistent

hypocrisy of the man's words and the lack of concern for the girl that his

hypocrisy frequently indicates, it is not surprising that the girl's
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please please please stop talking" (277)

.

Unlike the man, the girl usually attempts to say the truth. Even

when she attempts to avoid talking about the abortion, as she does by

being witty about the \ii\y the hills look, her concern about the operation

is suggested by what she says. As most critics have noticed, t!'.e girl's

observation that the hills look like white elephants is an oljjective

epitome of her coiiceLn v/ith the riaman "white elephant" that the abortion

will destroy. During the story, the girl tries and fails to bring the

man to say that he v;ant.-3 the child. Her fina] submLssion to the iian ' s

wishes is fittingly suggested by her using language ia the same hypo-

critical way in which the m.an uses it. VAien the man returns from the

ar, he at'ks , "Do you feel better?" (273) , Wiat he really wants to know

s whether the girl v/ill go tbrougl'i v/ith the dangerous abortion, and,

as a result, his apparent statement of concern for the girl's \7e Li -being

indicates a lack of concern for her well-being. The story ei?ds with the

girl's rep'uy, "I feel fine .... There's nothing wrong with me. I

feel fine"(278). Just as the man's question means the opposite of what

it seems to mean, the girl's answer says the opposite of what she feels.

In ''Hills Tike Uhitc E'cphants" the cr.nvors".t ion v/hi.-'i the cliaract.n.-

engage in epitomizes their life together. The essential sterility of the

relationship between the m^n and the girl, which is m.ade clear by the /

decision to have the abortion, is reflected by the futility of tb.cir '

conversation. When the story begins, the girl lias agreed to have the

abortion and is attempting to avoid thinking about her decision by

feigning cheerfulness. The man broaches the subject, however, aivl they
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argiie about the possible effects of the operation. When the'otory ends,

the conversation has concluded er.actly where it began, wit'i the (,j.i:l

having agreed to have the abortion and feigning cheerfulness in an

attempt to avoid thinking about it. Just as the physical intimacy

which the couple has shared will end in the destruction of the product

of that intim''.cy, the verbal corrananication which takes place bctw^jn the

couple results merely in their agreeing not to ccirmmnicatc abouL whrit is

most important Co them.

Like "The End of Something," Chapter 21 of To rlavo and Have Not i;?

more fully cor'.cerned with the verbal statement that the emotional baLiis

of a relationship is dead, than v.nth the actual destruction oi; the re-

lationship. That this is the ccise is made clear by the fact that the

one disloyal action which is portrayed in the story is not i>ort/:ayid

until the Cordons have said so much to each orher that, ac -ording to

Helen Gordon, fixing up their marriage vould be impossible. It i3 ab:c

suggested by the fact that though Helen Gordon's feelings have existed

for quite som.e cime, the marriage does not end uatil these feelings are

voiced.

Like the man and the girl in "Hills Like White Elephaa:.'o,"" Ilel^.n -

and Ivichard Gurdo.i u:'.e Irnguc-.ga in \^ry diffvv-ent ways. .V'iis ;;'_ >'fe'_ence

is indicated in the first exchange of the story:
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"V/cll," Richard Gordon said to his wife.

"You have Lipstick on your shirt," she said. "And over

your ear."
"^•Jhat about this?"
"V/hat about what?"
"What about finding you lying on the couch with that

drunken slob?"
"You did not."
"Where did I find you?"

"You found us sitting on the couch." (182)

Gordon's silent acceptance of his wife's correction of his stateiiient shows

that he not only exaggerates what he saw, but that he does so knowingly.

The care with which his wife states the facts of her disloyalty, on the

other hand, suggests her ability to be honest about what she does. As

the argument continues, Gordon consistently distorts reality--e Ither

willfully or as a result of poor judgement--ynd his wife consistently

denies his distortions. Nearly everything Gordon says, in fact, is slio-.m

to be wrong. The degree to which this is the case is indicated by that

part of the altercation which produces Gordon's realization of tlie

seriousness of this particular argument:

"I dislike you thorcti^hly and I'm through with you."

"All right," he said.

"No. Not all right. All over. Don't you understand?"

"I guess so."
"Don't guess."
"Don't be so melodramatic, Helen."

"So I'm melodramatic, am. I? Well, I'm not. I'm through

with you."
"No, vo'i'r'-" not."

"I won't say it again."
"What are you going to do?"

"I don't knov- yet. I may marry John MacWilsey."

""lou will not."
"I will if I wish."

"He wouldn't marry you."

"Oh, yes he will. He asked me to marry him this

afternoon." (184-185)
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Gordon's tendency to distort reality when he verbalises it is made

particularly ironic by the fact that he is a ^jriter. And, since the

reader sees Gordon distort the facts duriiig conversation x/hencver he feels

it convenient to do so, Helen Gordon's evaluation of her husband's writing

is accepted by the reader. "If you were just a good writer," she explains,

"I could stand for all the rest of it maybe. But I've seen you bitter,

jealous, changing your politics to suit the fashion, sucking up to

people's faces and talking about them behind their backs. I've seen you

until I'm sick of you" (186). As is true of both Doctor Adams (in "The

Doctor and the Doctor's Wife") and the man in "Hills Like Aliite Elephants,"

William Gordon uses language to mask his own weakness, and, as is true

in the cases of these other characters, this mask is only self-deceptive.

The overall effect of Gordon's use of language is his complete ignorance

of who he and his wife really are. As is made clear at the end of the

story, Helen Gordon's revelation that their marriage has been a sordid

and unltappy experience for her comes as a total surprise to her husband.
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the confrontation between the doctor and Dick Boiilton. See Aerol Arnold,

"Hemingvjay ' s 'The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife,'" Explicator, XVtII
(March, 1960), item 36.

11. DeFalco, 36.

12. Sheridan Biiker, 28.
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13. In "Hemingway's 'The Battler,'" Expl icator , XIII (October,

1954), William Bache documents one aspect of Hemingway's creation of

angle of view in "The Battler": "Hemingway suggests the impact of tl;e

incident on Nick by underlining the appeal of the action to the senses:

references are made to feeling, hearing, tasting; ii". its various forins

look is used twenty-five times, and see, fifteen times" (Bache, item 4).

14. Horst H. Kruse deals with one aspect of this question. He

proves unfounded Young's contention that the reader needs information
v.'hich is contained in "The Three-Day Blow" in order to understand v/hy

Nick and Marjorie break up in "The End of Something." As Kruse shows,

all the information which is necessary for understanding "The End of

Something" is contained in "The End of Something." See Horst H. Kri'se,

"Ernest Hemingway's 'The End of Something': Its Independence as a Short

Story and Its Place in the 'Education of Nick Adams,'" Studies in Short

Fiction , IV (Winter, 1957), 152-166; and Young, Ernest Hemingway: A
Reconsideration , 33-35.

15. In "Symmetry in 'Cat in the Rain,'" Colleg e English , XXIV
(December, 1962), Job.n V. Hagopian contends that George's reading indi-
cates that he "prefers the world of fiction to the world of adulthood"
(Hagopian, 222),

16. See DeFalco, 159; Hagopian, 221.

17. In "Time ciul the Contagion of Flight in ''ihc Killers,'"
Forum, III (Fall and Winter, 1960), Charles A. CKi^en, Jc, points out
that "The Killers" st-.uids apart from other Nick Adams stories in the age
and circumstances of the 'aero: "I am indebted to my colleague George
Hemphill for pointing out to me that though the story takes place in the

'20s during the prohibition era, this Nick Adams has clearly played no
part in World War I. He is thus distinct from the hero of the other
'Nick Adams' stories and more clearly differentiated from Hemingway"
(Owen, 46n)

.

18. See Owen, 46.

19. See Young, Ernest Hemingway : A Reconsidera tion, 32, 48-49;
DeFalco, 63-71; Brooks and Warren, Understanding Fio t"ion

," 303-312. Part
of the Brocks and w'arren analysis is reprinted in Weeks, ed., Hemingway:
A Collecti on of Critical Essays as "The Discovery of Evil: An Analysis of

'The !;illers.'" See Oliver Evans, "The Protagonist of Hemingv;ay ' s 'The

Killers,'" Modern Language l<otes , LXXIII (December, 1958), 589-591.

20. The elimination of exposition rerults in the virtual elimi-
nation of the portrayal of physical action, but physical action can be
reported in dialogue. In "A Clean, Well-I.ighted Place," for example,
one of the waiters reports on the old man's atteTiiptad suicide. It is

also possible for characters to carry out certain kinds of actions while
they are talking. The waiters in "A Clean, Well-Lighted Place," for
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eKample, are shutting the cafe for the night and getting di-essed to go

home while they discuss the old man. Nevertheless, the actual portrayal
of physical action is almost entirely dependent on exposition, and when
exposition is eliminated physical action is usually eliminated as well.

The elimination of the portrayal of physical action, of course,

is not the same thing as the elimination of the importance of physical
action. In some highly conversational stories what is said is of importance
because it implies that action has occurred or will occur. Much of the

effect of "The Killers," for example, depends on the reader's awareness
that while characters are only talking, violent physical action is imrainent-.

The conversations of the gangsters and the boys have pov/er because of the

reader's awareness, first, that Al and Max are dangerous and nervous, and,

later, that they have come to the restaurant in order to murder Ole

Andrescn, In the same way, Nick's conversation with Ole Andreson is

effective in part because the Swede's life is in immediate danger. "Hills

Like White Elephants" makes similar use of the awareness of imminent

action. The conversation of the couple at the railroad station is aiade

more powerful by what Richard V7. Lid calls a "sense of diminishing time

and approaching disaster." As the man and the girl discuss the proposed

abortion, the time during v/hich they can change their minds is being used

up, and the abortion itself is coming constantly closer. See "Hemingway
and th>e Need for Speech," Modern Fi cti on Studies , VIII (Winter, 196 2-1963'),

403.

21. DeFalco, 43.

22. Arnold, item 36.

23. The kind of conversation characters have also has thematic

implications in one other story from In Our Tim.e . In "Out of Season" the

inability of characters of different nationalities to communicate in

conversation serves as a subtle emphasis of the story's presentation of

one moment in the disintegration of the marriage of a young gentleman
and his v.'ife. Tiny. In this story, however, the actual use of dialogue

is less important than is Hcmingv;ay ' s atr.ouipt to present a confused

multilingual conversation in English. The kind of subtlety that is

achieved in the conversation of "Out of Season" is illustrated by a

brief exchange which occurs as the young gentleman. Tiny, and Pedu^zi,

their drunk Italian guide, walk toward the river where they plan to fish:

They \-;ete walking down thci nill tov;ard the river. The

town was in back of them. The sun had gone under and it was

sprinkling rain. "There," caid Pcduzzi, pointing to a girl

in the doorway of a house they passed. "My daughter."

"His doctor," the wife s£iid, "has he got to show us

his doctor?"
"He said his daughter," said the young gentleman. (176)
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At first glance, it appeai-s that Peduzzi is attempting Lr> talk about
his "daughter" in English. In reality, however, Pedu/.y.i doos not know
English. As the narrator subsequently mentions, "Part or the tiync he
talked in d'Ampezzo dialect and sometimes in Tyroler Gennan dialect"
(176). What Peduzzi really says is mein Tochter , the German For "my
daughter." The American wife mistakenly thinks the words arc English,
but the husband, who understands a little German, translates for his
wife.

24. The number of lines of exposition per page in the In Our Tim.a

stories is approximately as follows: "Indian Camp": 18; "The Doctor and

the Doctor's Wife": 18; "The End of Something": 22; "The Three-Day Blow":

& (This story, unlike other In Our Time stories uses a considerable
amount of internal view, which, of course, requires exposition. That
kind of exposition, however, is not included in these estimates,);
"The Battler": 11; "Cross-Country Snow": 16; "Out of Season": 15;

"Cat in the Rain": 14. The amount of exposition used in stories from
later collections is iisually about half of the araoui-it used in the stories
from Tn Our Time : "Today Is Friday": 4; "The Killers": 7; "Hills Like
Wiite Elephants": 7; "Ton Indians": 12: "The Sea Change": 8; "A Clean,
Well-Lighted Place": 6; "Today Is Friday": 4; Chapter 21 of To Have and
Have Not : 3.

25. In "The Logic of Confusion in Hemingv/ay ' s 'A Clean, Well-
Lighted Place,'" Colle ge English , XXII (May, 1961), Joseph F, Gabriel
conte:nds that the conversation in "A Clean, Well -Lighted Place," another
of Heir.ingway ' s highly conversational stories, creates meaning in a very
special manner. According to Gabriel, the conversation between the two
waiters "operates on two levels: it operates in the converitional manner,
discursively conveying the essential features of the older waiter's
vision; and it operates symbolically, actually representing through its

construction the kind of world he experiences. Not only does the dialogue
tell of the nada of existence, but it re-crcatos it by raising for the
reader the very problems which confront the older waiter and the old man
as they apprehend their v.'orld. The experience of the reader duplicates
their experience, for the reader, too, is called upon to bear uncertainty,
inconsistency, confusion, and ambiguity, as he attempts to fashion some
pattern of meaning out of the chaos of the dialogue" (Gabriel, 545).
The difficulty with Gabriel's fascinating interpretation is that the con-
fusion in the dialogue on which his interpretaciun is based is mora
easily, and more beliovably accounted for by Otto Reinert's suggestion
that Hemingway violated the convention of indenting during conversation
only wiien a new speaker begins to coiTiment. Re inert rightly contends
that HemingtN'ay ' s indention of the older waiter's coiranent that the old
man "must be eighty years" and of his qualification, "Anyway I should
say he was eighty"(3S0) suggests "a reflective pause" between the two
comments. See Reinert, "Hemingway's VJaiters Once More," College English,
XX (May, 19:i9)

, 418. Reinert does not mention that the use of an indented
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line without a change of speaker occurs fi-equently in Hemingway's fiction.
In "The Three-Day Blow," for example, Bill says both, "Oh, he's a better
guy, all right . . ." and "But Walpole's a better writer" ( 119) . As is
true in "A Clean, Well-Lighted Place," this double indention suggests
a reflective pause. In "The Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio," v/hen the
Mexicans who have been sent to visit Cayetano ask how much Mr. Frazer's
radio cost, Mr. Frazer answers, "I don't know .... It is rented,"
and then in the following line asks, "You gentlemen are friends of
Cayetano"(476) . The indention between Mr. Frazer's two speeches emphasizes
the difficulty Mr. Frazer is having talking to the Mexicans. In The Sun
Also Rises , there are several instances of Hemingway's violation of the
use of a new line for each new speaker. Near the end of Book II, for
example, two instances occur on a single page, Jake is putting Mike to
bed and tells him "Let me cover you over." Mike replies, "No, I'm quite
warm," and after a pause during which Jake presumably covers him, he
tells Jake, "Don't go. I have n't got ten to sleep yet" ( The Sun Also
Rises , 210). Jake goes do^^mstairs and meets Bill, who asks, "See Mike?"
Jake replies, "Yes," and then says "Let's go and eat" ( The Sun Also Rises

,

210). The relative frequency with which Hemingway ignores the traditional
"rules" for indenting during the presentation of conversation makes it
especially difficult to accept Gabriel's explanation of the "inconsistencies
in "A Clean, Well-Lighted Place." (For still other examples of the use
of indention between comments by a single speaker, see "The Undefeated,"
2A4; The Sun Also Rises , 83.)

Other articles which play a part in the interesting critical de-
bate over the supposed errors in the dialogue of "A Clean, Well-Lighted
Place" are William Bache , "Graftsmardiip in 'A Glean, VJell-Lighted Place,'"
Personalist, XXXVII (Winter, 1956), 60-64. Frederick P. Kroeger, "The
Dialogue in 'A Glean, Well-Lighted Place,'" College English , XX (February,
1959), 240-241; William E. Goburn, "Confusion in 'A Clean, Well-Lighted
Place,'" College English, XX (February, 1959), 2^1-242.

26. Lid, 404.



CHAPTER VIII

INTERIOR VIEW

As was suggested in the previous chapter, the majority of those

uninvolved narrations which are presented by uncharacterized narrators

develop character and event primarily by means of description and con-

versation. The few assignments of sense perceptions, states of feeling,

and thoughts which occur in the dramatic stories are important primarily

as means for emphasizing aspects of character and tliema which are- developed

in these other ways. In one group of Hem.ineway's uninvolved narrations,

however, the privileges of interior view are wore important. In such

stories as "Eig Two-Ifearted iliver," ".'\ Way You'll Never I'e," and ''The

Sncws of Kilimanjaro" the presentation of the particular unvoiced

thoughts and feelings of characters is the primary means, and cometim.es

the only means, by ahich tliematic content is revealed.

To say that the presentation of a character's unvoiced thoughts

and feelings is crucial in a story is not necessarily to say that the

story uses a great deal of internal view. In "Big Two-Hearted River,"

for example, there is comparatively Little presentation of :\'ick'c un-

spoken reactions. The only emotion which the narrator consistently makes

explicit is Nick's happiness at being on a fishing trip. The 'only

intellectual activity which is frequently presented is the kind of
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.sirnple figuring Nick does v/I>.in ha exa-.nines the bl?f:k grasshcppers, when

he thinks about the direction ia v^'hich he must walk to hit the river,

and when he thinks about how to catch bait. 'iTio ^Lory's presentation

of a few more penetrating views of Nick's consciousness, however, makes

it possible for the reader to see that "Big Two-Hearted River" is largely

concerned with Nick's attempt to control certain areas of his mind. The

most important of these deeper views occurs near the end of Part I of

the story when Nick remembers at some length how he, his friend Hopkins,

and several others wont fishing on the Black River "a long time ago."

This memory has several functions. For one tiling it re-emphasizes the

story's frequent suggestion that Nick has been away from normal life for

a very long time and that important things have happened to h.im in the

interim. More import.int than the particular content of the r.ieniory,

hov:ever, is the fact that as a result of the act of remembering, Nick

can feel his mind "starting to v;ork," and purposel}' stops thinking.

That Nidc finds it necessary to "choke" his m.ind and is only able to

do so because he is "tired enough" is the clearest indication in "Big

'l>.';o-Hearted River" that during the expedition Nick "is trying desperately

to keep from going out of his mind," As Malcolm Cowley puts it, Nick

Adams regards the strenuous fishing trip "as an escape, either from

nightmare or from realities that have bectmie a nightmare."" Altliough

Nick is able to maintain his psychic balance during the story, the prc-

cariovisness of this balance is suggested by th.e fact that it is endangered

by what begins as a comparatively pleasant reminiscence.

The memory of fishing on the Black River is th.e most extensive

presentation of r.he dec^per levels of Nick's consciousness in "Big TVo-
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Hearted River." There are, however, a few brief passages which esnphasize

the implications of the reminiscence. The most explicit of these is

the narrator's mention early in the story that Nick's enjo^inent of the

fishing trip results in part from his feeling that "he had left everything

behind, the need for thinking, the need to write, other needs. It was

all back of him"(210). In Part II there are several instances when it

becomes clear, as Young puts it, that Nick "must not get too excited or

he will get sick .... It is as though he were on a doctor's pre-

scription, and indeed he is on the strictest sort of emotional diet

3
. . . ." The reader s few glimpses into a level of Nick s mind deeper

than his iiraiediate responses to the hiking and fishing are, then, the

primary means by which the central conflict in "Big Two-Hearted R.iver"

is revealed. Were these few unvoiced thoughts and feelings eliminated

from the presentation of the stocy, the reader could onLy speculate

about the meaning and the purpose of the fishing ti'ip.

Once the basic conflict in "Big T^-.'o-Hearted River" is recognized,

the way in which the narrator's style reflects and dramatizes this

conflict becomes understandable. As Philip Young explains, the frequent

monotony of the style in "Big IVo-Hearted River" is ''extraordinarily

appropriate to the state of Nick's nerves .... A terrible panic is

just barely under control . . . ." When for a fex; m-caients the pressure

is off Nick, as it is when a big trout strikes, "the style changes

abruptly" and "the sentences lengthen greatly and become appropriately

graceful . . . ." The style of "Big Two-Hearted River," in other words,

"is the perfect expression of the coiitent of the story."
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The nar^-ative perspective of "Big Tv;o-Hearted River" reflect:s

exactly the- subject matter it is used to present. In the first olace,

external scene and action are presented exclusively from Nick's angle of

view. All aspects of the trip are presented precisely as Nick perceives

them. What Nick does not perceive is not presented to the reader.*

Secondly, the presentation of Nick's thoughts and feelings reflects

exactly the activity of Nick's mind. Only when Nick reacts to what he

perceives is the reader presented with Hick's reactions. When Nick is

remembering, then and only then is the reader presented with portions of

his past. Because Nick forces himself not to think about those things

which endanger his psychic balance, the reader is not presented wich any

specific information about Nick's problem. By carefully restricting

tb.e narrator's presentation of the events of "l';ig Two-Hearted River" to

what Kick perceives and thitiks, Hemingway creates uninvolved narration

which is very similar to the kind of involved narration wliich is used

in "A Canary for One" and The Sun Also Rises . As Ls true in ther.a in-

volved narrations, in "Rig Two-Hearted River" the presencation of every

external detail and of every internal reaction has full fictional aucliority.

Every "ho'' in the story, in fact, could be ch^ingcd to an "l" and no

modification in the story's presentation of scene or action would be

necessary. In spite of these similarities, hov.-ever, the use of higlily

limited uninvolved narration in "Big Two-He.'.rted River," instead of t!ie

"Particular examples of the devices which are used to maintain
this angle of view are discussed on pp. 168-172 of this study.
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kind of involved narration which it resembles, i?. no*: Tcider.tal ^ The

protagonist of "Big Two-Hearted River" is enga^.-r^d ir a 1 ni-- 's' .attempt

to keep from going mad, and much of the effect o^' has rr-ory depends on

the fact that neither Nick nor the reader knows whether Mick will be

successful. Were Nick to narrate the story, it would be clear that he

did recover, and much of the desperate intensi»'y '.f tii^ i.itu-itici mi^lit

be lost.

"A Way You'll Never Be" is similar to "Bit?. Two -He /-te ' p'vcr"

both in narrative strategy and in thematic content. Like "Big Two-

Hearted River," "A Way You'll Never Be" employs a nrrrator whose overall

perspective is an almost exact reflection of his pr . tagonist ' s angle of

view, and like the earlier story, "A Way You'll Never 3e" uses this

narrative method to dramatize the protagonist ' j atteMpt to achieve and

maintain psy<'.hic balance. While the stories .;re geuet ill'"/ similar,

however, there are notable differences between them. l^ile "Bi^' Tv70-

Hearted River" portrays a character's desperate atcemp^ to keep from

thinking, "A Way You'll Never Be" portrays a chari-cter'.s attemp'. to

understand the meaning of his most troublesome thoughts. T'n'.s thematic

difference is reflected by the fact that t''Oupa ' i Way.Yo\i."'l Tf.ver he"

does not present a great deal of internal in "onrio c 'On, iho!:::^ v-'rw;- of

its protagonist's mind v/hich it does present are more pe'^ecrating than

the internal views included in "Big Two-Hearted River.'' For examjle,

when Nick lies down in Captain Paravicini's dugou:, his r.ind begins to

work. Instead of choking his thoughts, as he ioes in Rie IX.o-Hearted

River," Nick allows his mind to Vi;ander, and the -reader i; presented \.^ith
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a series of memories which reveal many facets of Nick's past and which

make up one of the very few streams of consciousness of all of Hemingway's

fiction.

"

Although the reader never finds out all the details of the various

scenes v/hich Nick recalls during his interior monologue, it is possible

to understand some of the associations which he makes. Nick begins by

recalling the confused scene just before the first attack in which he

had ever taken part without being drunk. Ha remembers the charge up

the slope, and then shifts past the battle itself to the movement of the

wounded back down the slope. The beginning and end of this particular

attack reminds Nick of other attacks during which he and other soldiers

moved, up, back, and down, and this general movement sends his mind into

*This study uses the definition of stream of consciousness fiction

which Robert Humphrey develops in Stream of Consciousn e ss in the Modern

Novel (Berkeley, 1965). According to Humphrey, stream, of consciousness

fiction is that "type of fiction in which the emphasis is placed on

exploration of the prespeech levels of consciousness for the purpose,

primarily 5 of revealing the psychic being of the characters" (Humphrey,

4), 13y "prespeech levels of consciousness" Humphrey means those areas of

the psyche v;hich "are not censored, rationally controlled, or logically

ordered" (Humphrey , 3), According to Humphrey, stream of consciousness

refers to an area of subject matter which can be presented by means of

four general techniques . The two of these techniques which are relevant

here are called "interior monologue," the technique "for representing

the psychic content and processes of character, partly or entirely

unuttered, just as these processes exist at various levels of conscious

control before they are formulated for deliberate speecii" (Humphrey , 24).

Interior monologue can be "direct," in which case thoughts are represented

"with negligible author interference and with no auditor assumed," or

it can be "indirect," in which case "an omniscient author presents un-

spoken material as it were directly from the consciousness of a character

and, with commentary and description, guides the reader through it"

(Humphrey, 25, 29).
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new channels. He recalls singing and dancing star Gaby Deslys and song-

^iTriter-dancer Harry Pilcer, Gaby Deslys' dancing partner in several

popular musical comedies. The lines, "you called me baby doll a year ago

... you said that I was rather nice to know . . ."(408) are probably from

one of Gaby Deslys' songs. The mention of feathers suggests the plumage

which frequently adorned her famous hats and go\>ms , and the phrases

"feathers on," "feathers off" probably refer to the fact that Miss Deslys

o
was famous for her appearances in comparatively skiTnpy outfits. Nick's

memories of the French star remind him of his days in Paris, and he

thinks of riding up and down the hills of Paris in taxis. This memory

reminds Nick of how he dreams every night of "Sacre Cour, blo^\m white,

like a soap bubble" (408) , and his memory of one part of this habitual

dream reminds him of the other components of the dream.

As is true in "Big Two-Hearted River," in "A Way You'll Never Be"

the one extended view of Nick's thoughts v;hich is presented reveals the

story's basic tension. During the final section of Nick's interior

monologue it becomes clear that Nick's prim.ary motivation for returning

to the front is his desire to locate in objective reality a scene he

sees every night in dreamiS , a scene "outside of Fossalta" where "there

was a low house painted yellow with v/illows all around it and a In';

sf-able and there was a canal . . ."(408). One of the effects of Nick's

wound is that his memories of places often becom.e confused, and because

Nick is frequently unsure which places are real and which are not, he

is often in danger of losing his way, Nick has returned to the front in

the hope that if he can find the sceie which troubles h'_m, he will have

begun the process of distinguishing objective and subjective reality and

will have taken an important first step in regaining his ability to
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control his t;hought:s and actions. As is made clear at the end of the

interior monologue, however, Nick's expedition to Fossalta ha.s been a

failure, and it is apparently his frustration at not finding the scene

that triggers a deterioration of his control. As Nick talks to the

adjutant and the other soldiers, he becomes increasingly disturbed until

finally he relives the shattering experience of being wounded. The

v/ay in which the house, the stable and the canal appear "in place" of

Nick's memory of being shot suggests that they form an im.age under which,

so to speak, the painful moment of the wounding is usually subli-.nated.

The particular basis for the scene, however, is not m.ade cleir. Young

believes that it is simply the place where Nick was wounded, but the

problem is not so easily solved. The most frequently m.eiitioned

difference between the imagined scene and the real one is the height of

the Piave, but v/hen Nick sees the river early in the story, he thinks

to himself that "becoming historical had made no change in this, the

lower river'' (404) . If the scene which haunts Nick x>jerc the place where

he was wounded, the river 1.; his dream should lock like the river in tl\e

story. There is undoubtedly a psychological explanation for the scene

Nick habitually sees. It seems quite possible, for example, that it is

a composite of several of Nick's traumatic memories. V/hatevor the

specific explanation is, however, remains unclear at the end of the story

Nick does not solve the riddle of the scene, and the reader, whose view

of events is limited strictly to what Nick perceives and thinks, can

only speculate about the solution.
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Except for Nick's brief interior monologue in "A Way You'll Never

Be," there are no streams of consciousness in Hemingway's short stories. =^"
'

The story which comes closest to presenting the pre-speech levels of

consciousness, in fact, is the involved narration "Now I Lay Me."

As is true in "A Way You'll Never Be," the basic tension in "Now I Lay

Me" is that between the lower levels of Nick Adams' psyche and his rsasoai.ig

faculties. As Nick lies awake during the night, he is attempting to '

'

maintain control of his mind, and though he is successful, the recur-

rent imagery of v7orms and snakes, of decay and destruction suggests

that his control is, at best, precarious. The fact that Hemingway

rarely presents streams of consciousness does not mean that he has little

interest in the workings of the mind, it merely reflects the fact that his

fiction is more frequently concerned with types of thinking which ar-;

conducted on or near the speech level of coiisciousness . Generally

speaking, Hemingway's fiction is less taken up with the presentation of

'•In one of the brief character sketches near the end of To Have and
Have Not, the reader is presented with the rather uncomp Licated stream
of consciousness of Dorothy Hollis. Her thoughts are motivated by the
fact that her lover, having had sexual intercourse with her, has fallen
asleep and left her unfulfilled. As a result of her frustration, D-TptV
Mollis' thoughts circle around such questions as how good Eddie and
John are in bed, how some men need many T;70ir.en, and how women often bec-xrie

"bitches." Finally sue relieves her frustration by masturbating.
The interior monologues of Harry and Marie Morgan in To Have and

Have Not are not really streams of consciousness since they are confined
to the speech level of consciousness, to the process of trying to figure
out what to do next. The interior monologue at the end of "One Reader
Writes" in which a young wife wonders why her husband "had to get a
m.aiady" takes place, like the ruminations of the Morgans, on the speech
level of consciousness.
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patteims uf free association Lb.an with the ways in v;hich characters take

stock of thc-mselves when they are under various kinds of iiraiiediate

physical and psychological stress.

Like "Big Two-Hearted River" and "A Way You'll Never Be," "The

Snows of Kilimanjaro" is largely concerned with its protagonist's thoughts

and feelings, but while these other stories portray characters' attempts

to control certain areas of their minds, "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" is

concerned v;ith what is revealed by the memories a character reviews

when he believes he is about to die. Few short stories have received

the amount of critical attention which has been accorded "The Snows of

Kilimanjaro." Oi Hemingway's stories, in fact, only "The Killers,"

"A Clean, Well-Lighted Place," and "The Short Happy Life of Francis

Macomber" have been the subjects of a comparable number of critical

discussions. The most obvious reason for this attention is that "The

Snovjs of Kilimanjaro" is beautifully written. Even critics who believe

that the story ultimately fails judge it a magnificent failure. "The

Snows of Kilimanjaro" has also received critical attention because it

portrays more events and more scenes than any other Hemingway short story.

Hemingway himself has v/ritten that in "'The Snows of Kilimanjaro' I put in

and deliberately used what could have made m.any novels to see how far it

1

2

V7as possible to concentrate in a medium." Finally, the story has been

the subject of many critical discussions because it offers a number of

difficult critical problems, the most perplexing of which has been the

significance of the headnote and of its prci-umably sjTnbolic mountain

and leopard. This study does not pretend to answer all the questions

surrour.ding tlie particular meaning of the symbolism in "The Snows of

Kilimanjaro." A more complete understanding of certain aspects of the
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stoiry's narrative perspoctive, however, is important for any intelligent

exploration of the story's meaning.

One aspect of the narrative strategy of "llie Snows of Kilimanjaro"

ivfhich has caused consistent critical comment is the plane trip which is

described near the end of the story. Many critics have interpreted this

flight as Hemingivay's way of indicating that Harry is a superior man.

Much of the disagreement about the story's success, in fact, has resulted

from varying opinions as to whether Hemingway's elevation of Harry is

justified by Harry's actions during the story. Marion Montgomery feels

chat Harry's "salvation" is not justified by his nature and that his

journey to the summit of Kilimanjaro is a sentimental attempt to give

13
the story a happy ending. Rovit believes that Harry is a despicable

character, but that Hemingway awards salvation to him in order to insult

the reader. " Other critics see Hemingway's' elevation of Harry as

perfectly justifiable. According to Oliver Evans, some sort of divine

forgiveness results in Harry's return "to the Original Source of all

Dussinger claims that the plane trip is Hemingway's method of giving

Harry a "second chance," during which Harry regains his integrity and

comes to deserve the salvation he subsequently receives. The problem

witli all of these interpretations is that they fail to take into account

the implications of the ways in v;hich Hemingway limits the narrator's

presentation of events in "The Snows of Kilimanjaro." During the first

twelve sections of the story (up until the flight to the mountain), the

uninvolved narrator's overall perspective is nearly identical to the

protagonist's angle of view. As completely as any previously discussed
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story, in fact, "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" limits itr pi ^e-'^atfrn 0*.

its protagonist's thoughts and perceptions. That tni? i? tbi^ jaso ^1'

especially obvious at the end of the twelfth sectioTi. '.^rtlen dea^h is

described as resting its head on the foot of Harry's Tot and at, ., jving

up on Harry until it crouches on his chest, the reader understcinds that

the being which Harry sees exists only in Harry's i .ag-^nat:,~n, *-';c)' It

is tha projection of a mind v/hich is grov/ing delirious. ''De£.th" seems

real enough, but this is because it is described ae H".:ry wees--t. Tbp

"hell of a breath" which Harry thinks death has is actually the odjr

from Harry's putrified leg. The weight on Harry's chest is h's pro-

jection of internal paiii. This same narrative method is vspcx in the

subsequent section of the story for the presentation o'^ the inagined

flight to Kilim.anjaro, The flight seems real enough, but th.-.t is bci ause

t'ne reader sees only what Harry sees. That Harry in reality dc.-sn'"

take a plane flight, th.at he really doesn't see K.il iv.umjaro is made

perfectly clear in the final section of the story when Helen wal- ) up

and sees Harry on the cot. Wien Harry dreams he has troubl,^ ge'-'.i.g

his leg onto the plane, ho is actually moving his leg cut o'' the •.•ot.

It is likely that when Harry dreams he is being c-^rr^a'-t''Vo-.'ri\c ol '.sie,

18 • '

he is actually being carried Into the tent. •. '

As every critic has suggested, Harry's journey to the riunintain

has symbolic value. Hemingway himself implies that this is the case by

explaining in the headuote to "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" 'hat rho v.jstern

summit of the mountain is called "the House of God." Hc'cver, wluUher

the destination of Harry's symbolic flight is thought of as "'e r'c'^ir 'e-

mcnt of the "ideal," as li. W, Tcdlock suggests, as a .iiovomc :. Into
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" life-in-dear.h," as Evans calls it, as the attainment of Flaubert's

"Mountain of Art," as Alfred E. Engstrom and Philip Young agree, or in

any other way, the fact remains that whatever symbolic journey is taken

19
occurs only in Harry's imagination. The journey to the mountain may

suggest the achievement of moral or artistic integrity, but this in-

tegrity is something Harry wishes he were attaining, not something he

actually attains. In other words, the flight to Kilim.anjaro docs

suggest an ennobling of the protagonist, but Hemingway is not ennobling

Harry, he is merely presenting Harry's imaginary ennoblement of him-

self.

Those critics who see the flight to Kilimanjaro as a means by

which Hemingway rewards Harry seldom mention the final section of the

story. That this is the case is understandable, for whatever ennoblement

appears to occur during the iflight i:: harshly undercut when Helen is

awakened by the hyena. Evans, Dussinger, Tedloclc, and others see "The

Snows of Kilimanjaro" as ending on a "note of triuir.ph." The real ending,

however, is a good deal less than triumphant. A? William Van O'Connor

mentions, among the fitial images in the story, one is nearly as memorable

as the white brilliance of the mountain: when Helen wakes no, she can

see Harry's "bulk under the mosquito bar but somehow he had gotten his

leg out and it hmig dovm alongside the cot. The dressings had all come

down and yhe could not look at it"(77)." The last picture the story

pres.Mits is not of a victorious ascent to the sur.imit of Kilimanjaro,

it is ol Harry's putcified body lying dead in the tent. The story's

filial emphasis is not on the achievement of perfection, but on the

inevitability and finality of death, that very limitation which makes
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the difficult struggle for immortality in art so important an under-

taking.^^

Though the fact that the flight is a dream is not made explicit

until the final section of "The Snows of Kilimanjaro," the difference

between vzhat Harry dreams and what actually happens is implicit in the

manner in which the thirteenth section of the story is presented." At

the beginning of the dream Harry hears the plane and looks up:

It showed very tiny and then made a wide circle and the

boys ran out and lit the fires, using kerosene, and piled
on grass so there were two big smudges at each end of the

level place and the morning breeze blew them toward the

camp and the plane circled twice more, low this time, and

then glided down and levelled off and landed smoothly and,

coming walking toward him, was old Compton in slacks, a

two.ed jacket and a brown felt hat. (75)

The run-on construction of this sentence gives the action it describes

the effect of being both accelerated and telescop'^d . Events seem to

follow one another without i-egard to the normal limitations of tim.e.

The plane, for example, circles and lands too quickly, and Compton is

out and v;alking toward Harry, seemingly before the plane has stopped.

This kind of run-on construction is used frequently during the description

of the flight. The resulting difference between the presentation of

the dream and the presentation of real events, while not obvious, is

perceptablc ard cre^i.tes overtones whicli prepare tiie rtiader for the

revelations of the final section of the story.

A more obvious, but less frequently discussed aspect of the

narrative perspective of "The Snows of KilimaTijaro" is the use of

italics. Not only is "The Snows of Kilimanjaro" tlie fir.'t Hemingway

story to use italics as a means of distinguishing various aspects of

its presentation, it also makes more extensive use of the device tlian
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an3^ other Bemingway narrative.- At first glance, the italics in "The

Snows of Kilimanjaro" seem simply to be a means of isolating Harry's

memories of his past life from other kinds of thinking and from the

action which is occurring in the acting present of the story. Although

all of the episodes in italics are memories which Harry reviews during

his last hours, the purpose of the italics is noc simply to separate

memory from ether parts of the story. That this is the case is made

clear by the fact that Harry's memories cf his life with Helen and of

"poor Julian" are presented without italics. Montgomery suggests that

the italics embody "Harry's reflections concerning the past he approves

of; t!ie material in Roman type embodies the past and present lie dis-

approves of."~ While this distinction is valid in a ger.eral sense,

the particular memories which are presented in italics are not cliosen

simply on the basis of Harry's approval. Harry doesn't "approve" of

any aspect of the episode in which Williamson is "caught in the ^.'Ire
,

with a

_

flare lighting him up a nd his bovje Is spilled out in to the

wire , . ."(73), nor does he approve of the incident when the Greek

artillery fires into its owii troops. It is even doubtful that Harry

approves of his own conduct in all insLances. Surely, the episode in

"In only a fev; other instances in Hemingway's fiction are italics
used for the purpose of distinguishing between various parts of a

narrative or between various narratives. The most significant of these
instances is In Our Time . The italicizi-ng of the eighteen interchapters
serves as a means of setting them off more clearly as prose poems from
the full length stories in the volume. In Cliapter 21 of T o Have and Have
Not Hemingway italicizes the flashback to William Gordon's em.barrassing
afternoon with Helena Bradley in order to give special empliasis to the
shift in time and place and to the effect of the experience on William
Gordon. In Chapter 24 of T o Have and Have Not italics are used briefly
to separate vari ous

'

pares of a conversation; and near the end of For
Whom the Bell Tolls italics are used to separate different portions of
one of Robert Jordan's interior monologues

.
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which Harry writes a passionate letter to his first wife, only to for-

get about it later, is not included because Harry sees hiniself playing

a particularly heroic role during the incident. There is one thing

which all of the episodes in italics do have in comnion. As is made

explicit again and again during "The Snows of Kilimanjaro," the

italicized incidents are tliose experiences which Harry "h ad saved to

write . , ."(55), those experiences which he "had a lv;ays thought that

he would v.rite . . ."(6G) but now never would. The last italicized

section in the story, in fact, is the only section during v;hich Harry

does not explicitly regret his failure as an artist. Even this section,

however, does present memories Harry wishes he had written. That this

is the case is suggested by the fact that during the conversation wliich

follows the section, Harry tells Helen that he has been "writing."

Harry has not really been writing, of course. He is beginning to grow

delirious, and he confuses his dreams of creation with the act of

creation. However, since Harry in no way distinguishes the memories

of the final italicized section from all the other memories he has been

"vrriting," it seems fair to assume that this final section, like all

previous italicized sections, presents experiences Harry had meant to

v;rite. Though th-H memories in italics have in coiiimon the fact that they

represent experiences Harry had saved to write, Harry's procrastination

is not per se the criterion for the use of italics. In at least one

instance an experience Harry had meant to write about is presented in

Roman type. Harry remembers that after his marriage to Helen, he con-

sidered hiniself a "spy" in the "country" of the rich and that he prcsitmed

that once he know the country well enough, he would "leave it and write
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cf it and for once ic would be vjritten by some one who Vcnew v;hat he

was writing of"(59). However, v.'hile this memory shows that the criterion

for including an incident in italics is not simply that the incident

forms the basis for stories Harry had planned to v;rite, it does sui^gest

what the actual criterion is. Unlike every other incident Harry had

saved to write, Harry's plan to tell the truth about the rich proves

ultimately not wortli carrying o\.it, VJhen Harry came to knov^7 the rich,

he found that his experiences in their "country" were not worth writing.

As he thinks to himself, "The rich were dull and they drank too much,

or they played too much backgamjnon. They were dull and they were rep-

etitious" (72). One thing, then, does distinguish the italicized .sections

of "The Sno.vS of Kil:;aanjaro" from the sections in EOT-:an type. It is

the fact fhat the episodes in italics are experiences Harry had saved

to write and which, indeed, were worth v.'rit.'.ng about. The italicized

s~sctions, in other words, are memories which should have been recreated

in fiction.

Critics have generally agreed that the division of "The SnoX'JS of

Kilimanjaro" into italics and Roman type results in a meaningful contrast

between Harry's "present vgjipble situation and the m.emory of a more

heroic past."' The specific basis for the use of italics, however,

causes the division of the story to have more specific implications.

For one thing, the alternation of italics and Reman type keeps the reader

constantly aware of the degree to which Harry lias failed to fulfill his

obligations as a \;riter. The episodes which make up the italicized

sections illustrate the beauty and the power of the things Harry has

seen, and, as a result^ em.phasize the loss of the fiction which m.ight
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have been the product of these episodes. The fact that .so;ne of the

episodes represent numerous incidents, all of which sculd have become

fictional material, emphasizes the extent of Harry's failure.

Another implication of the use of italics in "The Snows of

Kilimanjaro" is suggested by the fact that in the final analysis the

italicizing of memories represents the overall narrator's judgement.

Were the italicized episodes presented in Roman type, it would still be

clear that they are memories which Harry had saved to write, and the

change would in no way alter the presentation of Harry's thinking.

What would be lost if the italics were ranitted is "Hemingway's" judge-

mtcnt that the episodes should have been recreated in art. This very

crr.phasis on the value of Harry's experiences as material for fiction,

however, makes it particularly obvious that at least in one sense some

of the mem.ories have become fictional material. liariry's failure as

a v;ritor is made clear, after all, only by "Heniugway '
s" success. Harry's

inability to fulfill the duty of a writer, in other words, is made clear

both by the story's catalogue of many of thoi;e specific incidents to

v/nich Harry neglected to apply his talent and by "Hemingway's" use of

some of those incidents as fictional material. To put it another way,

the achievement represented by "The Snov/s of Kilimanjaro" is the ulti-

mate standard against which the reader can measure Harry's failure.

One final aspect of the narrative strategy of "The Snows of

Kilim.anjaro" which needs to bo discussed is the epigraph which precedes

the body of the story. At some point in nearly every critical discussion

of "The Snows of Kilim.anjaro" an attempt is made to explain the moaning

of this epigraph and to discover the nature of its relat j.onship to the
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story as a whole. Many articles, in fact, take as their primary purpose

the solution of this problem. Most recent critics interpret the leopard

of the headnote as a metaphor for some aspect of moral or artistic per-

fection. The leopard's climb up the mountain is often understood as a

metaphor for what is seen as Harry's achievement of moral or artistic

25
integrity during the final hours of his life. The problem with most

analyses of the headnote 's significance is that they are based on the

idea that the leopard's attainment of the mountaintop is a worthwhile

achievement. In reality, however, the leopard is only successful in a

very limited sense. The animal's attainment of the mountaintop is clearly

a prodigious feat. At the same time, however, by making the journey the

leopard leaves its natural habitat and places itself in the unfortunate

postion of not being able either to endure the cold of the high altitude

or to find its v/ay to a less hostile environment. The direct result

of the leopard's climb, in other words, is death. For the leopard

"success" is ultimately a means to failure.

Once the leopard's achievsmiCnt is put in proper perspective, the

relationship between the epigraph and Harry's life becomes more under-

standable. Harry is like the leopard in that he has failed to withstand

the "high altitude" he achieved as a result of his success as a yamg

writer." As is made clear in the italicized sections of the story,

Harry's early life as a writer was a struggle, a struggle which was

productive of good literature. Because of the fame and money which cam.e

with the success of his writing, however, Harry slowly lost his ability

to work. His marriage to Helen and his subsequent entrance into high

society "were all part of a regular progression in which ... he had
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traded away what remained of his old life" (62). Harry's ill-fated

expedition to Africa, in fact, represents a last desperate attempt to

"work the fat off his soul," an attempt which fails not only because of

Harry's carelessness, but because of his inability to make a real break

with his recent life by leaving Helen behind.

Wliile both Harry's struggle and the leopard's end in failure,

however, both the animal and the man do receive what Evans calls a

"life-in-death. " The leopard's struggle and failure are given a kind

of iimnortality by the preservative powers of the mountain snow, by the

very elem.ent v.-liich the animal was unable to conquer. In a similar

manner, Harry's failure to fulfill the duties cf a true writer by creat-

ing fiction is immortalized through the creation of fiction. Just as

the leopard is preserved by the snows of Kilimanjaro, in other words,

Harry is preserved by "The Snows of Kilimanjaro."
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CHAPTER IX

MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVE

The technique of using more than one narrator in a single work

in order Co effect thematic content--that group of fictional methods

usually called "multiple perspective" or "multiple view"--remains to be

discussed in connection with Hemingway's short stories. In contrast to

a contempor-''.ry like Faulkner, Hemingway carried on relatively few ex-

periments with multiple perspective. The only work in which he atterapts

to effect meaning by using several overall rarrators, in fact, is To

Have and Have Not , and, as has been suggested, even this oae experim.ent

is unfinislird, Ho-/ever, the fact that Hciiiingway was r.evar wholly suc-

cessful in the use cf multiple narrators does not mean that he was un-

interested in the effects which can be achieved by using a variety of

perspectives in a single work. Like 'many of his contoi.iporaries , Hemingway

did successfully use; one group of fictional m.ethods wiii(.h can be included

in the general category of multiple perspective. Withia work wliich

is presented by a single uninvolvod narrator, an author can create

effects similar to those created in narratives which employ several

narrators by causing the reader to perceive events from some combination

of the narrator's overall perspective and the angles of view of particular

characters. By using several diffevent angles of view in Portrai t of a
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Lady and Light in August , for example, James and Faulkner create fiction

which is as fully diverse in perspective as are many works which make

use of several narrators. Hemingway successfully uses this type of

multiple perspective to create and modify the thematic content of For

Wliom the Bell Tolls and of several of his short stories.

fhTiiere are a great many ways in which the angles of view of partic-

ular characters and the overall perspective of an uninvolved narrator

can be meaningfully combined in a story. The simplest and most frequently

used of these many possible variations occurs v.'hon the narrative per-

spective of a work shifts from the angle of view of one character to the

angle of view of another character. In some instances the only effect

of this shifting of angle is the broadening of the reader's perspective.

In "The Killers," for example, the narrator's shift from a neutral

position into George's angle, from George's angle into Nick's angle, and

finally, from Nick's angle back to a neutral perspective seems to have

little importance in addition to broadening the story's scope. Were

"The Killers" presented from a single, static angle of viev;, some of the

story's effectiveness as a survey of various reactions to danger might

be lost. Often, however, shifts in angle of view have more specific

n
effects than th.e mere bioadening of the reader's oer ipective.l The single

shift in angle of view which occurs in "The Doctor and the Doctor's Wife,'

for example, serves as a means for controlling the reader's evaluation of

Doctor Adams. Because the first section of the story is presented more

or less from the angle of view of the Indians, the doctor's self-

righteousness and resulting embarrassment see-m all the more pathetic.
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The subsequent shift to the doctor's angle during his conversation \\Tit[i

Mrs. Adams causes the reader to see Doctor Adams' life more as t!'.e doctor

sees it. The result is an increase in sympathy for the lonely man.

[The use of shifting angle of view is also an imiportant means for

controlling the reader's evaluation of the protagonist! of "The Tradesman'

Return," a story which was revised and reprinted as Part II of To Have

reader watches from Harry Morgan's angle as the fisherman-smuggler

attem.pts to liide a load of contraband liquor he and his mate have Just

brought from Cuba, During the first part of the second scene C^'ie rest

of tliis scene is cOTiipletely dramatic) Che reader watches from the angle

of Captain V/illie Adams as he pilots his charter fishing boat do>.va the

Woman Key Chamiel past Harry and Wesley, and during the final scene tht

story shifts back to Harry's angle for the fisherman's return to Key

V/i>si-. It is clear from the first scene of the story that Harry Morgan

has courage and etidurance. He forces himself to do heavy physical wojIc

in spite of considerable fatigue and the pain of a serious gunshot wound.

Wiiiie som.e of the basic aspects of Harry's character are clear from the

beginning, however, the extent of his persistence and bravery is not

clear until the story's first c^iange of po"sp-.ic tiV'- . Tn the fint j^assago

after the sliift in angle of view, the reader is presented with Captain

Willie's reactions to seeing Harry: " Harry crossed last night, I'hat

boy's got cojimes. He must Iiave got that vniole blov/. She's a so i boat

all right. How do you suppose he smashed his windshield. Dainncd if

I'd cross a night like last night. Damned if I'd ever run liquor from

Cuba" (78), Ry ]'ref:eiiting the surprise of an oxperiei:cod fisherman that
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Harry crossed from Cuba during the recent storm, Hemingway indicates

that Harry's accomplishment is a good deal more significant than it

might seem otherv/ise. That Captain Willie forms his judgement without

knowing, as the reader does, th.at Harry made the dangerous voyage without

the help of his mate and with the use of only one arm makes it parti-

cularly clear that Harry's ability, courage, and endurance are of heroic

stature.

In the two African stories shifts in narrative perspective are

used as means for controlling the reader's reaction to various themes

and actions. As is suggested in Chapter VIII of the present study,

the shift in perspective in the final section of "The Snows of Kilimanjaro"

9
emphasizes one of the story's main themes." By shifting to Helen's angle

of view at I he conclusion of the narrative, Hemingway forcefully under-

cuts the spiritual elevation which Harry seems to undergo during the

illusory flight to the mountaintop. For one thing, when Helen wakes up

and sees Harry lying ia the cot, the reiidor knows for sure that the

flight is a dream. Further, by ending the story with Helen's horrified

realization that Harry is dead, a final emphasis is given to one of the

story's m.ain themes, that because time is so short, the hardest thing

Tor a writer is "to survive and get his work done."

Because of the particular subject matter of "The Short Happy Life

of Francis Macox.iber," control of the reader's reactions is especially

important, and Giiifting angle is ovie technique with which this control

is maintained. Since Francis Macomiber's success dur'ing the narrative

depends on the degree to vjliieh he lives up to the exacting standards of

big game hunting in Africa and since the average reader of "The Short
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Happy Life" has no experience with this dangerous game, it -; ri parti-

cularly important for the story to make the standards of the liunt under-

standable and acceptable to the reader. In general tl\e story accomplishes

this by presenting events from the angle of view of Robert Wilson, the

4
character who most fully represents these standards. During the disastrous

lion hunt, however, most of the action is presented fran M.icomber's angle,

and the standards against which the reader measures the Ar.ierican are

supplied by a coinbination of Wilson's judgements and several unusual

shifts in angle of view.

If the reader is to appreciate Francis Macomber's growth in stature

during the second half of "The Short Happy Life," it must be clear that

during the lion hunt the American is more of a coward than he should be.

Were Macomher's conduce during the himt Judv,ed accept al-, le , his later

victory over fear v;ould not soeiii particularly significant. In order for

Macomber's freiizicid run fro:n the lion to seem blameworthy, however, the

story must convince the reader that it is absolutely necessary for V/ilson

and i-Iacomber to risk their lives in order to kill a seriously wounded

anJ.Tr.al which would probably die soon anyway. Wilson suggests a two-fold

necessity for risk. "For one thing," he tells Macoraber, the lion is

"certain to be suffi-ring. For a.nother, some one else might run oiito

hhr."(lo)' "'•'he .second part of Wilson's e.:planation is uncerstandab le

enough, but the first part might seem somewhat inadequate were. It not

supported by several shifts in angle, the first of v.'liich occurs before

the wounded lion es:capes into the high grass. As Maconbcr gets ready

to shoot the lion, the narration shifts out of Hacoinbcr's angle of view
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and into the lion's angle of view. The reader first realizes that the

lion has been shot, in fact, when the lion hears

a cracking crash and felt the sli^m of a .30-06 220-grain
solid bullet that bit his flank and ripped in sudden hot
scalding nausea through his stomach. He trotted, heavy,
big-footed, swinging wounded full-bellied, through the

trees toward tlrfe tall grass and cover, and the crash came
again to go past him ripping the air apart. Then it

crashed again and he felt the blow as it hit his lower
ribs and ripped on through, blood sudden hot and frothy in

his mouth, and he galloped toward the high grass where he
could crouch and not be seen and make them bring the

crashing thing close enough so he could make a rush and
get the man that held it. (15)

-^ By sliifting into the lion's angle, the story makes it clear that the

animal is more than simply a mindless beast. By knowing first hand of

t!ie animal's suffering, the reader is more fully able to agree with Wilson

that the lion must not be allowed to die a slow and painful death. Once

Maconbar and IJilson have discussed the necessity for following the lion

into the brush, the laen get ready to begin pursuit, and the necessity

for tlie dangerous chance they arc taking is re -emphasized by a second

shift into the liOiV's angle of view:

Thirty-five yards into the grass the big lion lay
flattened out along the ground, Kis ears were back and his
only movement was a sligiit twitching up and dovjn of his
long, black-tufted tail. He had turned at bay as soon
as he had reached this cover and he was sick with the wound
through his full belly, and weakening with the v/ound through
his lungs that brought a thin foamy red to his mouth each
time he breathed. His flanks were wet and hot and flies
were on the little openings the solid bullets had m.ade in

his tawny hide, and his big yellow eyes, narrowed with
hate, looked straight ahead, only blinking when the pain
came as he breathed, and his claws dug in the soft baked
earth. All of him, pain, sickness, hatred and all of his
remaining strength, was tiglitening into an absolute con-
centration for a rush. (19)

Again, the lion's suffering is seen first hand, and again, the animal's
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inisery justifies Wilson's demand for pursuit. The result is that Macomber's

inability to conquer his fear long enough to help put the suffering animal

out of its agony seems particularly weak and cowardly.'^

The thematic emphasis of "The Short Happy Life" is also affected

by the order of the story's several shifts in perspective. As has been

suggested, it is particularly important in this story that the reader

not be overly sympathetic to Macomber's cov/ardice. One vjay in which the

narrative avoids the creation of excess s^TP.pathy for the American is by

allov/ing the reader to sea only a few portions of the action from

Macomber's angle of view. During the vary first section of "L'he Short

Iiap-;)y Life" the reader sees events from the angle of Margot; I''acon;ber, and

the result is that: the reader's first impressions of Hacomher and Wilson

are colored by the Ajnericaa wife's disgust for her husband and by her

new admiration for Wilson. Once Mrs. Macomber runs crying into the tent,

tlie narrative perspective shifts and the reader sees from Robert Wilson's

angle. During the subsequent section of tb.e narrative, Mrs. Macomber's

unfavorable judgement of Macombev is reinforced by the evaluation of an

essentially neutral observer whose experience renders hira particularly

well-suited to judge Macomber's conduct during the hunt." Because the

events of the first quarter of the story are presented from the angles

of tv/o cliaracters v:ho have little respect for Macomber, a minimum of

sympathy is created for t!ie American. The reader remains at a great

distance froip the American, in fact, until the long flafhbacl<, during

which Macoirbor's u ifuccoss ful attempt to kill the lion is re-ziewed.

By presenting thc2 lion hunt primarily from Macomber's angle the narrator
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accomplishes two things. First, the judgeirients of Margot and Wilson con-

cerning Macomber's fear and cov/ardice are substantiated. Macomber's

frenzied run from the animal is fully as compromising an action as

the disgust of the hunter and the uife suggests. At the same time,
r

however, because the reader sees events from Macomber's angle, his ' .-^

knowledge of and sympathy for the American begin to grow. The result

is that when the reader begins the final section of the narrative, he

is able to s>Tiipathize with Macomber enough to hope that the iWiarican

improves his situation, but not enough to obscure the fact that Macomber

,does grow in stature during the hunt for water buffalo. During the

final section of "The Short Happy Life" the narrative perspecti'/e shifts

frequently from Wilson's angle to Macomber's angle, and the reader is

presented both with Macomber's triumph over fear and with Wilson's \

groining admiration for him. The result is that the reader's respect

for MaccTnher increases at the same time that, according to the standards

of the hunt, Macomber comes v..ore and more to deserve t'ais respect,

N-^ar the end of "The Short Happy Life," Hemingway uses a technique--

vrhich th.is stud}, calls "expanding angle"--by means of which he moves not

simply from the angle of view of one character to the angle of view of

another character, but from a character's view of a situation to a

broader view of the same situation offered by the overall narrator's
"A,

perspective, A careful investigation of the use of this technique in

"The Short Happy Life" helps to resolve the critical dispute about the

nature of Mrs. Macomber's motivation for shooting her husband. The events

just before the shooting-- the charge of the v;ounded buffalo and the attempts
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by Macomber and Wilson to bring the aniraal down--are presented froi'a

Francis Macomber 's angle. Once he is shot, the perspective of the story

expands and the reader is presented with the overall narrator's obser-

vations of what Wilson and Mrs. Macomber v/ere doing at the moment of

Macomber's death. As Robert B. Holland suggests, most of those many

critics who have interpreted Margot Macomber's action as iiiurder have

overlooked the fact that it is the omniscient nar ra tor f)f the story who

describes what she does and who pointedly mentions that "Mrs. Macomber,

in the car, had shot at the buffalo v/ith the 6.5 Mannllcher as it seemed

abou.t to gore Macomber and had hit her husband . . ."(36. Uiulorl inlng

mine). Were the shooting of Francis Macomber presented from Wilson's

angle, as many earlier scen.es are, the reader would have little or no

evidence for doubting Wilson's belief that Marj;o_t Macj3m_ber is a murdsre;'s.

Th.e fact is, however, th;it 'yhen Mrs. Macomber's action is described, the

narrative has shifted into the broader perspective of the overall nar-

rstor, and in spite of whatever Wilson thinks is tr;;e, th.e reader mast

either believe what the overall narrator says or call the entire narrative

into question.

In "The Sea Change" expanding angle is used as a means for

em.p'aa;; lining the moral ambiguity of 'l"" fctional v.CM.-ld in v:!iiih the

story's protagonist finds hiiaself. The reader of "The Sea Cliange" watches

by atiJ large from Phil's angle as che young m.an a'ltompts to ad.jvist to t'ne

girl's revelation of her desire to leave, have an affair with another

woman, and then return to him.. Because of the abnormality of his situation,

Phil's attCTnpts to react in a "normal" way to the girl's revelation .ioem

inadequate both to Phil and to the reader. For example, v.'hen tlie yo uig

>
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man first realizes that the girl really wants to leave him for a woman,

he angrily tells the girl, "I'll kill her"(397). Were the girl going

off with a man, Phil's threat would not seem unusual, but because Lhe

interloper is a woman, his ireaction seems foolish. The complexity of

the situation in which Phil is involved is given a subtle, but powerful

emphasis by a shift in perspective which occurs just after Phil labels

the girl's lesbianism a vice:

"Let's not say vice," she said. "That's not very
polite."

"Perversion," he said.

"James," one of the clients addressed the barman,
"you're looking very well."

"You're looking very well yourself," the barman said,

"Old James," the other client said. "You're fatter,

James.

"

"It's terrible," the barr.an said, "the way I put it

on.

"

"Don't neglect to inseit the brandy, James," the first
client said.

"No, sir," said the barman, "Trust me."
The two at the bar looked over at the two at th.s table,

then looked back at the barman again. Towards the barman
was the comfortable direction,

"I'd like it better if you didn't use words like tliat,"

the girl said. (399-400)

The sudden shift in the story's perspective after "perversion" causes

the conversation of the bartender and the clients to have overtones

of abnormality. The concern of these men about their physical appearance-

particular ly within the context of the girl's revclation--co'"ie3 to seem

somehow strange, as does the pseudo-sophistication of the client's use

of "insert." The suggestive overtones which the conversation takes on

are given a further emphiasis by the batman's use of "Trust me," a phrase

which tccalls the girl's telling Phil earlier in the story, "It wouldn't

lie a man. You know that. Don't you trust me?"(393'i. There is no sure
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evi.dencc for riaying more Lhan that the conversation of the clients and

the bartender seems somehow strange. . The ambiguity of the implications

of the conversation is meaningful in itself, however, for it empliasizes

the moral complexity of the world in v;hich Phil finds himself, a world

in which it is difficult not only to know how to react to immorality,

but also to knew what iirrmorality is and when one sees it.

Expanding angle is especially important in "The Undefeated," one

of Hemingway's most popular early rstories. "The Undefcatea" is primarily

concerned with the presentation of Manuel Garcia, a veteran matador who,

having recently recovered from a cornada , has returned to Madrid in hopes

of fighti-ig bulls. Manuel talks to Retana, an influential bullfight

manager, and contracts for a bullEight which is to be held the folicv;ing

evening. As Manuel attempts to kill his first bull dur-iag this bull-

fight, he receives a serious injury, in spite of which he returns to t'le

bull and kills it before allowing himself to be taken to the infirm;iry.

Because of the obvious courage Manuel shows in refusing to have his

wound treated until he has killed the bull, th.e protaf;onist of "The

llndefeated" has generally been regarded as a "code hero," or "tutor,"

as a "model of exce.llence" whose dignity and integrity distinguish him

from average men. Critics have agreed that by staying in the bullring

until the bull is dead, Manuel achieves a moral triumph w'nich is made

all the more poignant by the reaction of "the unsympathetic and in-

sulting crowd" that attends the nocturnal. In spite of the almost

complete agreexr.ent among critics about Manuel Garcia, however, the usual

critical interpretation of "Hie Undefeated" has only partial validity.
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There is no question but that Manuel has courage, persistence, and some

talent. At the same time, however, as is suggested by an examination of

the story's use of expanding and shifting angle, he is a "model of

excellence" in only the most limited sense.

The first example of expansion of perspective in the story occurs

while Manuel is discussing his most recent bullfight with Retana. As

Manuel sits in Retana 's office, he looks up at the stuffed bull's head

which hangs on the wall:

He had seen it often before. He felt a certain family

interest in it. It had killed his brother, the promising
one, about nine years ago. Manuel remembered the day.

There was a brass plate on the oak shield the bull's head

was mounted on. Manuel cnrld not read it, but he imagined
it was in memory of his brother. Well, he had been a

good kid.

The plate said: "The Bull 'Mariposa' of the Duke of

Veragua, which accepted 9 varas for 7 cabal los, and caused

the death of Antonio Garcia, Novillero, April 27, 1909"(236).

The narrator's reveliition of the fact that the place is in memory of

the bull, rather than of Antonio Garcia does more than suggest the

roughness of professional bullfighting. The expansion of the story's

perspective frr:)m Manuel's angle of view to the narrator's more complete

view of things has the effect of undercutting Manuel's e^/aluation of

what he sees. Not only is Manuel wrong about what the plate says in a

literal sac.-jc, but tl.a particular nature of his error suggests that he

has a tendency to rom.anticize the importance of his family's role ii\

bullfighting. As the plate indicates, Antonio Garcia had not even

achieved the rank of matador. The effect of this expansion of perspective

is made particularly emphatic by the fact that as Manuel thinks about

his brother, Retana sees him looking at the stuffed bull's head and
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conments, "The lot the Duke sent me for Sunday will make a scandal ....

They're all bad in the legs"(236). It is obvious from his comment that

Retana either does not remember Antonio Garcia' s connection with

"Mariposa" or does not feel it necessary to indulge in sympathetic words

with Mnnuel. That the bull's head causes the manager to talk about other

bulls, rather than about Antonio Garcia, thus suggests, as dees the

caption on the metal plate, that the Garcia family is not and has never

been an important one in bullfighting.

The most significant examples of expanding angle in "T'ne Qnc-efeated"

occur during the bullfight, an.d as is true of the incident of the stuffed

bull's head, the manipulation of perspective during the corrida tends

to undercut Manuel's view of things and cause modifications in the

reader's understanding of the matador's actions. During the presentation

of the first third of the corrida, a series of shifts and expansions of

angle build to the most memorable shift in perspective in the story. The

description of the first third of the bullfi,^ht is concerned about equally

V7ith Manuel and Zurito, the picador who has come out of self -iMpo:;ed re-

tirement in order to help his old friend. As the two veterans perform,

their work with the bull is evaluated by two "judges," the first of

which is introduced as "the substitute bull-fi;^ht critic of El Heraldo" (248)

The bullfight critic is not a particularly admirable character. The simple

fact uh.at he is "slightly bored" with the corrida places him in that class

cf spectator for wb.ich Hemingway seems to have reserved a special dis-

like. At the same time, though the critic is probably the least like-

able character in the narrative, the frec[uent expansions of perspective
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which enable the reader to see the critic's notes serve several positive

functions. For one thing, the critic's descriptions of the action in

the bullring are informative. They enable those many readers who are

not well-infortned about the corrida to become familiar with some of

the common bullfight concepts and terms. Further, wliile the judgements

which the substitute critic makes are unenthusiastic, their basic ac-

curacy helps the reader to evaluate what he sees intelligently. After

the bull is let out of the dark pen, for example, the narrator explains,

Manuel, leaning against the barrera, watching the bull,
waved his hand and the gypsy ran out, trailing his cape.
The bull, in full gallop, pivoted and charged the cape, his
head down, his tail rising. The gypsy moved in a zigzag,
and as he passed, the bull caught sight of him and abandoned
the cape to charge the man . , , .

The critic of El Heraldo lit a cigarette and tossed
the match at tlia bull, than wrote in his note-book, "large
and with enough horns to satisfy the cash custom.ers,
Campagnero showed a tendency to cut into the terrain of
the bull-fighters." (248-249)

The critic's comment about the bull having "enough horns" confirms the

judgement Kanuel and Hernandez make about the bulls being "big ones with

horas" before the bullfight begins. More important, the critic's

explanation that the bull tends to cut into the "terrain" of the mata-

dor both accurately describes the bull's actions, and informs the reader

tb.at the bull's abandoning the cape to charge the man is a defect which

has a technical name.

Having presented the critic's evaluation of the bull, the narrator

describes Manuel's first set of passes, at the end of which he holds

"the cape against his hip and pivoted, so the cape swung out like a

ballet dancer's skirt and wound the bull around himself like a belt.
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to step clear, leaving the bull facing Zurito . , ."(249"). The narrative

perspective then shifts, and the reader is presented with the critic'^

evaluation of Manuel's performance: "the veteran Manolo designed a series

of acceptable veronicas, ending in a very Belmontistic recorte that

earned applause from the regulars, and we entered the tercio of the

cavalry"(249^ . Again, the critic's explanation accurately reflects

what happens in the bullring, and again, the critic's coiraiients help to

broaden the reader's understanding, this time about the kind of veronica

he is seeing. As the critic's favorable judgement of Manuel's perf orr.iance

makes clear, the critic is in no way hostile toward the veteran during

the first part of the corrida. T'nough he is not enthusiastic about the

bullfight, the critic is at least a neutral observer of it. Following

Manuel's series of passes Zurito first pics the bull, and the skill

x^?hich seems clear from the narrator's descriptii^n of what Zurito does i-i

substantiated by an expansion of perspective dui ing v/hich the narrator

presents the critic's evaluation of the picador's performance: "The

veteran Zurito," the critic explains, "resurrected some of his old stuff

X'jlrh the pike-pole . . ."(251).

The events of the te rcio de vara s are also evaluated by another

"iudge"--the crowd in the bullring--and in every instance the judgement

of the crowd reaffirms the judgement of the critic* As the critic

"This study uses a number of bullfight terms which are not common

knowledge. "Terci o," for example, means "third." As Hemingway explains

"the bullfight is divided into three parts, the t erci o de varas ,
that

of the pic, tercio de banderillas and te rcio del muerte or third of

death"(glossary of Death in the After noon under "Tercio").
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explains, for example, Manuel's "acceptable" veronicas earn applause

from the regulars. Zurito's work with the pic is also appreciated Ly

the crowd. As the critic attempts to record his impressions of Zurito's

first meeting with the bull, he is interrupted:

"'Ole! Ole !

' the man sitting beside him shouted. The
shout was lost in the roar of the crowd, and he slapped thp

critic on the back. The critic looked up to see Zurito,
directly below him, leaning far out over his horse, the
length of the pic rising in a sharp angle under his armpit,
holding the pic almost by the point . . ."(251),

The crowd's immediate enthusiasm for Zurito's pic-ing not only reinforces

the critic's evaluation of Zurito's skill, it also indicates that the

Madrilenos both understand ability and, unlike the critic, are willing

to respond emotionally to it." At least until Manuel's seoD nd set of

veronicas, then, it is clear that the activity in the bullring is being

evaluated accurately by both judges. Though the critic's bored, pro-

fessional air offsets the enthusiasm of the Madrid crowd, both authorities

(^ .• are in essential agreement as to the skill of what is done in the bull-

ring.

During Manuel's second set of veronicas, the reader sees events

from Manuel's angle of view, and because the veteran beccmes oblivious

to his audience while he passes the bull, the reader is not inform..':'

'

about the reactions of the critic or of the ci'owd as a whole. The-'

"That Hemingway did feel that the Madrid audience was a good judge
of bullfights is made clear in Death in the Afternoon . "A good public,"
Hemingway explains, "is Madrid, not the days of the benefit fights with
elaborate decorations, inuch spectacle and high prices, but the serious
public of the abonos who know bullfighting, bulls, and bullfighters, who
knov/ the good from the bad, the faked from the sincere and for whom the
bull-fighter must give his absolute maximum"

(

Death in the Afternoon , 42).
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limitation of the presentation to Manuel's angle in this instance forces

the reader to base his judgements on the details of the narrator's

description and on I'lanuel's perceptions of and reactions to what occurs.

The result is a tendency on the part of those readers who are unacquainted

with the bullfight to presume that Manuel's last set of veronicas is at

least as successful as his first set. Siace the series of passes con-

cludes with what seems a perfectly acceptable veronica, the subsequent

expansion of perspective is almost shocking:

"Huh!" Manuel said, "Toro!" and leaning back, sv/ung

the cape forv/ard. Here he comes. He side-stepped, swung tiie

cape in back of him, and pivoted, so the bull followed a

swirl of cape and then was left with nothing, fixed by the

pass, dominated by the cape. Manuel sv/ung the cape under
his muzzle vjith one hand, to snow the bull was fixed, and
walked away.

There was no applause,
Manuel walked across the sand toward the barrera,

while ZulIi.o rude out of the ring. Ilic trumpet had blov/n

to change the act to the planting of th i banderillos v.'hile

Manuel had been working with the bull. He had not consciously
noticed it. (253)

It is tem.pting to conclude from the audience's failure to pay attention to

Manuel that the audience is remiss, that the Madriicnos havc foolishly

failed to notice and reward a good performance. In ligh.t of the audience's

intelligent appreciation of previous parts of the ^J^j^cio, however, this

would be a rather difficult conclusion to support; ojoecially since the

audience's apparently capricious judgement is substantiated by r. further

expansion of perspective during v^7hich the critic's evaluation of Manuel's

last veronicas is presented. According to the critic, "the aged Manolo

rated no applause for a vulgar scries of lances with the cape . . ."(253),

The problem of the apparent inconsistency in the ability of the crov;d

and the critic to evaluate the events of the corrida accurately is solved
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by a close examination of the narrator's description of Manuel's cape

worVc. Manuel's first, "acceptable" set of passey and tbe final, "vulgar"

veronicas differ in one important way. During the "vulgar" veronicas

Manuel is described as sidestepping all four times the bull charges. The

importance of this detail is suggested by part of Hemingway's definition

of "Veronica" in Dea th in the Afternoon . "The veronica," Hemingway

explains, "is tricked by the man making a sidestep as the bull charges to

take him further away from the horns .... The merit in the veronica

is not determined by whether the feet are together or apart, but by

whether they remain immobile from the mon'.ant of the charge until the

bull has been passed and the closeness with which the man passes the

horn by his body." Manuel is clearly "tricking" during the final sec

of passes, and it is his faking which alienates the audience and t'le

critic." To the uninforrped reader, the lack of appreciatbn for Manuel's

work on the part of the two "judges" seems shocking and unfair. wTien

the corrida is more fully understood, however, it becomes apparent that

Manuel receives from the crowd and the critic exactly the response he

earns.

During the tercio de banderillas Hemingway reaffi^nns the crowd's

ability to evaluate the events of the corrida accurately. The bullfight

critic does not appear during this section of the story, but two evalu-

ators in addition to the Madrid crowd are developed. The tercio de

banderillas is largely concerned with the presentation of Fuentes'

"Manuel is described as sidestepping once during the earlier set
of veronicas, and it m.ay be that the previous passes were only "accept-
able," rather than good, because of this one sidestep.
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skillful work with the banderiUaa , and after the gypsy has planted his

first set, the three judges evaluate his performance:

Fuentes ran across the quarter of a circle as the bull
charged and, as he passed running backward, stopped, swung
forward, rose on his toes, arm straight out, and sunk th.e

banderillos [sic] straight dov.Ti into the tight of the big
shoulder muscles as the bull missed him.

The crowd were wild about it.
"That kid won't stay in this night stuff long," Rctana's

man said to Zurito.
"He's good," Zurito said. (255)

The skill which seems indicated by the narrator's description of Fuerfes'

work in the ring is reaffirmed and given authority by the appreciation

of the crowd, by the enthusiasm of Retana's man," and by the approval of

Zurito, whose superior knowledge of the corrida is evident throughout

12the narrative. As is true during the tercio de varas, the fact that

the judgements of all authorities are the same gives their evaluations

added credibility.

"Retana's man's enthusiasm for Fuentes and his assurance that the
L^ypsy won't stay in "night stuff" long re-emphasizes the fact that Manuel
is no longer able to contract for anything except no villadas. As
Hemingway explains in Peach in the Afternoon, the no.'lllada is like a
regular bullfight in every way "except the quality of the bulls and
the inexperience or admitted failure of the bullfighters . . . the
present-day novillada has come about through the desire to present a
regular bullfight at less than formal prices due to the hulls bein^
bargains and the men, due to a desire to present th-imselves and make ..

name, or to the fact that they have failed as formal matadors, arc leas
exigent in their demands for money than the full matadors" (glossary of
Death in tiie Afternoon under " Novillada ") . That Manuel is willing to
work as a novill ero for 250 pesetas gives these implications even more
force--"The most a novillero makes in Madrid is 5,000 pesetas a fight
and he may, if a debutant, figlit for as low as a thousand pesetas"
(glossary of Death in the Afternoon under "Novillada")

.
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At the end of the tercio de banderillas Fuentes ' perfcmiance is

evaluated by the crowd and by Zurito, and their evaluatLons are followed

by a suggestive detail:

The gypsy came running along the barrera toward Manuel,

taking the applause of the crowd. His vest was ripped
where he had not quite cleared the point of the horn. Ho

was happy about it, showing it to the spectators. He made
a tour of the ring. Zurito sav; him go by, smiling, point-
ing at his vest. He smiled.

Somebody else was planting the last pair of bande r 11 los

[sic].

Nobody was paying any attention. (2'd6)

The apparently off-hand expansion of perspective with which the narrator's

presentation of the tercio de banderil las concludes serves as a subtle

re-emphasis of the implications of the concluding events of the tercio '

de varas . The two "thirds" of the corrida are made m.emorable by the

brilliant performances of Zurito and Fuenter.
^
performances which are

enthusiastically received by the spectators. And, Just as the tercio

de varas ends v/ith the audience's ignoring a mediocre performance, the

t ercio de banderill as ends with the neixtion of vUat is, judging from

the total lack of response by both the characters and th.e narrator, an

undistinguished performance. Manuel's second set of veronicas, of

course, seems m.ore significant to the reader than the work of the second

banderillero, but this is because "The Undefeated" is about '-iPMr-l and

because the reader sees the end of the tercio de varas from Manuel's

angle of view. The implication of the similar endings of the -first two

parts of the corrida is that had the reader seen Manuel's performance

from the audience's perspective, Manuel would have seemed as insignificant

as the other banderillero.
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During the first section of the final tercio, the reliability of

Zurito, Retana's man, and the crov;d as evaluators is rcaffinr^ed still

once more. Though Manuel's work with the mu leta is presented by and

large from the matador's angle of view, shifts and expansions of angle

are used to inform the reader of the evaluations of the various spectators.'

Unlike the "vulgar" and "acceptable" veronicas of the tercio de varas,

Manuel's passes with the mu leta are very skillful. As the narrator makes

clear, Manuel is able to dominate his sense of forboding, keep his feet

firm, and pass the bull very close. That the danger in Manuel's faena

is not "tricked" is emphasized by shifts in perspective v;hich indicate

Retana's man's enthusiasm and Zurito' s apprehension. Further, as is true

in earlier instances, the crov;d both recognizes and is willing to show

its appreciation for Manuel's skill. ^•Jl'ien the faena is finislied, the

narrator explains, "Manuel stood up and, the muleta in his left hand,

the svjord in his right, acknowledged the applause from the dark plaza"

(259). Thus, as is usually the case during "The Undefeated," all observers

of the action in the bullring agree about its value. As the final moment

of the corrida arrives, it is clear that the audience and the three other

judges are fair and accurate in their evaluations, that they are able and

willing to appreciate any t orero who perform.s with skill.

"The muleta is a "heart-:-:haped scarlet cloth of serge or flannel
folded and doubled over a tapered wooden stick equipped with a sharp
steel point at the narrow end and a grooved handle at the widened extremity
.... The muleta is used to defend the man; to tire the bull and reg-

ulate the position of his head and feet; to perform a series of passes
of more or less aesthetic value with the bull; and to aid the man in the

killing" (glossary of Death in the Af ternoon under "Mu leta"). Tlie "sum
of the work done by the matador with the muleta in the final third of

the bullfight . .
." is called the " faena " (glossa-;y of Death in the

Afternoon ur.der "Fa^na").
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The conclusion of the tercio del muerte is presented entirely

from Minuel's angle of view. No shifts or expansions of perspective are

used. However, as Manuel fails again and again to kill the bull, the

reactions of those judges which are developed during the story by means

of shifting and expanding perspective become particularly important.

Manuel has tried and failed to kill the bull twice before any reactions

become clear. l-Jhen he runs to the barrera for a new sword, hov/ever, the

lack of sympathy with which Retana's man tells him to wipe his face

begins a series of reactions which become more and more explicitly

unfavorable as Manuel continues. As the matador returns to th.e bull-

ring wiping the blood from his face, he realises that he "had not seen

Zurito, Where was Zuri to" (262) . Because the reader sees only what Manuel

seas during this section of the narrative, the -whereabouts of the picador

are not made explicit, but it seems fair to suppose that Zurito has left

the corrida to keep from witnessing what he considers a disaster. Tliat

this is the case is suggested by the fact that when Zurito arrives in

the informary at the end of the story, his first action is to try to

cut Manuel's c oleta .

Manuel tries to kill the bull twice more before the other two

judges evaluate his performance. After Manuel's sword flies into the

crowd, however, judgem.ent comes quickly:

"The first cushions throvm dovm out of the dark missed
him. Then one hit him in the face, his bloody face looking
toward the crowd. They were coming down fast. Spotting
the sand. Somebody threw an empty champagne bottle from
close range. It hit Manuel on the foot" (263).

Like Zurito, both the crowd and the substitute bullfight critic--re-

prasented by the champagne bottle-- judge the conclusion of Manuel's

performance a disaster. Just as the crowd is quick to show its
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appreciation of Manuel's ability, it does not hesitate to show its

disappointment once Manuel's inability to kill the bull gracefully is

evident. Because the reader sees the tercio del r.iuorte from Manuel's

angla, it is possible to over-sjinpathize with the matadcr and to inter-

pret the reactions of the various spectators as overly harsh. "Che

numerous previous indications of the neutrality and accuracy of the

audience, the critic, Zurito, and Retana's man, however, make this

interpretation untenable, VTliile it seems unfair to American readers

for the crowd to throv; things at Manuel, the narrator's careful control

of perspective in "The Undefeated" leads to the almost inescapable con-

clusion that the matador's continued difficulty in killing the bull re-

ceives the reaction it deserves, the reaction any competent bullfight

crowd would give a mediocre performance which ended artlessly.

Because of the courage tianuel shovjs in reiuoing to leave the

ring v/ithcut killing the btill, all critics of "The Undefeaced" see t'r.a

matador as m.orally successful, as essentially undefeated in spite of

whatever technical defeat occurs during the bullfight. Carlos Baker,

for example, suggests that Manuel earns the right "to keep his c olcta
,

the badge of the professional matador, by a courage that is much greater

13
than his aging skill, or, for that matter, his luck." DeFalco feels

much the sarne way: "Manuel emerges as the personification of the 'com-

plete' bullfighter, for his refusal to submit to defeat on any grouids

1

4

. . .
." Such views of the veteran, however, sentimentally underrate

the im.portauce of Manuel's technical mediocrity. Surely co'.rage alone

is not enough to earn a man the status of matador. Bravery is a quality

which might be expected from a paid professional who face-ii hulls only
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by his ovm free choice. In reality, it is more justifiable to say that

in "The Undefeated" Manuel forfeits the right to keep his coleta by

being unable to complete an undistinguished performance with a bull

without being taken to the infirmary, even when the bull has been prepared

by an excelleni; banderillero and by "the best picador living" (244) . Baker

implies that Manuel's failure to kill the bull successfully is a result

in large part of bad Luck. Manuel, however, does not simply have a bad

day. As is made clear during the first scene of "The Undefeated," Manuel

has fought only once during the entire year previous to the events of the

story, and that bullfight ended exactly as does Manuel's work with his

first bull during the nocturnal, Iii other v.'ords, in spite of his proud

assurance that "I am a bull-fighter," Manuel has not been able to complete

the job he contracts for in at least one year, and h2 ends the corrida in

"The Undefeated" dis.ibled for soine time to come. M^uiuel's inabili.izy to

finish the job he starts is given a final empaasis during the last scene

of the story by the fact that as Manuel lies on the operating table "he

heard a noise far off. That was the crowd. Well, somebody would have

to kill his other bull" (265).

The sentimental tendency to see Manuel Garcia as a kind of tragic

hero has resulted at times in distortions of what occurs during the

final scene of "The Undefeated." According to Sheridan Baker, Zucito's

actions in the infirmary attest to tte fact that Manuel is ultimately

victorious: "Zurito lets him keep his pigtail, the sign of the bull-

fighter, and assures him he was 'going great.'" DeFalco comes to the

same conclusion: "Zurito 's decision not to cut Manuel's coleta . . .
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16
reflects his acknowledgement of the victory he has witnessed . . . ."

These interpretations, hov;ever, distort what actually happens. As soon

as Zurito enters the infirmary, he borrows a pair of scissors wit'i which

to cut Manuel's coleta , an action v;hich makes it rather obvious that the

picador is unimpressed with Manuel's performance. The real reason for

Zurito's subsequent "decision" not to cut off the pigtail is c^ear fro^i

the text:

Zurito was saying something to him. Holding up the

scissors

.

That was it. They were going to cut off his ccleta.

They were going to cut off his pigtail.

Manuel sat up on the operating-table. The doctor
stepped back, angry. Some one grabbed him and held him.

"You couldn't do a thing like that Manos ,
" he said.

He heard suddenly, clearly, Zurito's voice.

"ITiat's all right," Zurito said. "I won't do it,

I was joking."
"I was going good," Manuel said. "I didn't have a ly

luck. T'liat was all."

"I was going good," Manuel said weakly. "I was

going great."

"Wasn't I going good, Manos ?" he asked, for confivina-

tion,

"Sure," said Aurito. "You were going great."
(265-266)

It is obvious that Manuel is allowed to keep hLs coleta nor because of

any virtue in his performance, but because of Zurito's desire to compi/

with the physician and prevent Manuel from sitting up on the operatir^

table. Tne picador's subsequent comment that Manuel was "going great"

also results from his desire to make Manuel's time in the infirmary as

easy as possible. That no real evaluation is implied by Zurito'j

statements is emphasized by the frequency witli which Manuel must say

how well he was doing before Zurito will agree.
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If Manuel Garcia can be thought of as achieving a victory through

defeat, it is a victory of only the most Ihnited sort. The veteran may

earn a degree of dignity by showing courage in his attempts to kill the

bull, but in order to achieve this limited victory, he is willing to

compromise his dignity and integrity in most other ways. Not only is

Manuel willing to accept Retana's condescension, and endure the manager's

jokes about his inability to kill bulls, he is v/illing to beg for a

chance to risk his life for almost nothing. He proudly refuses to "get

a job and go to v;ork"(236), but he is willing to accept insults from

waiters v;ho can tell that ho is too old to be a matador merely by looking

at him. Even when Manuel is in the ring, only one portion of the per-

formance he gives is really good. The remainder is at best "acceptable"

and at worst "vulgar." The veteran's embarrassment inside and outside

the bullring night deserve more sympathy were l-Ianuel alor.e involved in

his decision to continue fighting bulls. The fact is, however, that

Manuel's compulsion to fight bulls involves other people. Because he is

unable to give the crowd a complete perfcnuance, Manuel endangers

Hernandez by giving him an extra bull to kill. Because of !;is proud

refusal to fight without good pic-ing, Manuel is forced to a.-jk Zurito

to come out of retire-ie-pt and risk his life without pay. The, ^-cne->-oi!a

picador agrees to help Manuel only when the mat.v.dor makes a prornise

that if he does not "go big," he will quit bullfighting, a promise Manuel

subsequently refuses to keep. In "The Undefeated" Manuel is not a good

matador who fails through bad luck, nor is he a mediocre matador attempting,

as DeFalco suggests, to achieve soir.e sort of ideal. Rather, Manuel
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Garcia is a middle-aged man who is engaged in a stubborn flight from

the simple fact that he is too old to be a matador. As Zurito explains

during his first conversation with Manuel, it just "isn't right" for

Manuel to be in the bullring. It isn't right for Manuel, and it surely

isn't right for Zurito, Hernandez, and the crowd. The final irony of

the story is that Manuel will not learn. Even another painful cornada

has failed to dispel his inaccurate and dangerous illusion that he is

or could be a good matador. When the story ends, the reader has little

doubt that if Manuel does recover from this goring, he will i^eturn,

illusions undefeated, to beg for a chance to work at a job he is physi-

cally unable to perform.

In at least one instance thematic content is created and modified

not merely by the juxtaposition of two or more perspactives on the same

scene, as is the case in "The Sea Change" and "The Undefeated," but 1)y

the juxtaposition of two different perspectives on two entirely different

scenes. In "Banal Story" a simultaneous shift in scene and in nar-

rative method is the primary means by which certain themdtic elements

are revealed.

The first two- thirds of "Banal Story" portray a writer who takes

a break from his work and reads an advertisement for The Forum, a

journal of opinion vi/hich was published in the United States from 1886

until 1950. The advertisement's description of the kinds of articles

generally found in the magazine suggests that like the naturalists in

"A Natural History of the Dead," the editors of The Forum admire a kind

of writing which ignores or disguises anything unpleasant.^ Even the
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healthy undercurrent of humor"(360). klien the writer finishes reading

the advertisement, the scene of "Banal Story" suddenly shifts:

Live the full life of the mind, exhilarated by
new ideas, intoxicated by the Romance of the unusual.
He laid down the booklet.

And meanwhile, stretched flat on a bed in a darkened
room in his house in Triana, Manuel Garcia Maera lay with
a tube in each lung, drowiing with the penamonia. (361)

The most obvious effect of this change in scene is to emphasize the

complacency of the attitude toward life reflected by the advertisement,

by the subject matter of the articles included in The Forum , and by the

writer's apparent acceptance cf the magazine ' s view of things. By

shifting CO the scene cf the highly unpleasant death of a matador v.-ho

"did always in the bull-ring the things . . . [ other matadors ] could

only do sometimes" ( 361) , the storv emphasizes the fact that what is lefL

out of The Forum 's presentation of the "Romance of the unusual" is both

what is authentically unusual and what is truly valuable. The impli-

cations of the shift in scene from the \-rcitcv's room to Triana arc made

particularly emphatic by the fact that the scope of the narrative

changes when the scene changes. In the first part cf the story the

reader is limited to the angle of view of the writer. The shift to a

brcadly-ranging editorial omniscience for the presentation of Maera 's

death and the Spanish reaction to it helps to suggest the sterile in-

sularity of the kind of mental life glorified by the arty m.agazine.

Both "The Capital of the World" and "Homage to Switzerland"

employ narrative strategies which are closely related to the -narrative

strategy of "Banal Story." The only difference is that while "Banal
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Story" changes perspective when it changes scene, "Capital of the

World" and "Homage to Switzerland" retain the same overall perspective

during several shifts from one scene to another. The series of changes

in scene which occur in "The Capital of the World" results in the inter-

weaving of the pathetic story of Paco, the young Spanish apprentice

waiter who dies in a mock bullfight, with the presentation of what Leo

Gurko calls, "the atmosphere of a whole city,"" As DeFalco explains,

"The narrative pattern employed is a sequence of miniature portraits

of the people who live at the hotel where Paco works as an apprentice

waiter. These portraits are so intersnersed that as the events which

lead to Paco's death occur, the revelation of the character of these

individuals, their personal plight, and their individual responses to

99
their plight emerge simultaneously.""'' By combining several scenes,

"Capital of the World" is able to give the reader an indication of both

the intensity and the diversity of life in the Spanish capital.

In "Homage to Switzerland" the juxtaposition of three different

scenes results in the creation of a kind of narrative tript>ch which

portrays the ways in which three /^mericans a\-7ait the Simplon-Orient

Express in three different Swiss tomis. Th.e most important effect of

the juxtaposition of almost identical scenes in "Homage to Swit.cerland"

is not, as DeFalco suggests, an emphasis of the specific differences

among the three American travellers, but rather, the development of a

series of similarities which together form patterns of beiuivior that

23
characterize and distinguish the .'uaericans and the Swiss. As the

reader sees different Americans do the same kinds of things and make
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the same kinds of statements, he comes to see that certain actions and

reactions are particularly American. In like manner, the similarities

among Swiss characters cause the reader to see that certain reactions to

experience are particularly Swiss. Overall, this juxtaposition of Swiss

and American patterns of behavior results in the development of a general

contrast between the Americans, who are characterized by a concern with

finding something other than what they have, and the Swiss, who are

generally content to accept what is.



NOTES TO CHi\PTER IX

1. As is mentioned in Chapter V of this study, "The Tradesman's
Return" is not readily available in its original form, and as a result
this study uses as text the slightly revised version of the story which
appears as Part TVo of To Have and Have Not -

2. See pp. 207-208 of this study.

3. Hemingway, Green Hills o f Africa , 27.

4. It would serve no purpose here to beccnie involved in the contro-
versy about the extent to which the reader can viev^r Wilson as a re-
liable standard for action. I have seen no convincing argument either
for questioning Wilson's integrity as a hunter or for questioning the
validity of his hunting standards as a means for judging Macomber's
actions in "The Short Happy Life." For the main critical arguments
against Wilson's integrity as a hunter and as a man, see Warren Beck,
"The Shorter Happy Life of Mrs. Macomber," Modern Fiction Stud ies, I

(November, 1955), 23-37; Virgil Hutton, "The Short Happy Life of
Macomber," University Review , XXX (June, 1964), 253-263; and William
Bysshe Stein, "Hemingway's 'The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber,'"

^^.li£3Sl^* ^^^ (April, 1961^, item 47.

5. In "Ernest Hemingway: 'The Sliort Happy Life of Francis
Macomber,'" which is part of the second volume of The Idea of the
Humanities and Other Essays Cri tlcal _an d _Hi_sJ: orical , 2 vols. (Chicago,
1967), R. S. Crane faults Hemingway for including the flashback to the
previous day on the grounds that when we learn for ourselves what
actually happened during the lion hunt, v/e tend to feel that 'Wilson
and "his professional code are below humanity in a sense in which
Macomber's regrettable but wholly natural cowardice is not"(Crane, 324).

6. In his excellent article, Holland reviews tlie criticism of
"The Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber" and offers his clarification
of the Mii-:aning of the final scene. See Robert B. Holland, "Macomber and
the Critics," Studies in Short Fiction, V (Winter, 1968), 171-178,

7. See Young, Erne st Hemingway: A Reconsideration , 65; and Rovit,
64, 83-34. In Ernest Hemingv.^ay: A Critic a l Essay (Grand Rapids, Michigan,
19&6) , Nathan A. Scott, Jr., includes Manuel among that group of characters
ivlio are distinguished by their "rigorous honesty," their ability to do
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"whatever it is that they do . . . v.'ith ccnsurninate skill and wii:h pride
of craft," and who "can be counted on in a tight squeeze" (Scott, 25).

Jackson J. Benson mentions that Manuel has an exceptionally strong sense
of honor. See Benson, 75.

8. Young explains that Manuel and Santiago of The Ol d Man and the

Sea are characters "who lose in one way but win in another," who endure
and gain victory in spite of loss. See Young, Ernest Hemingway: A
Rec onsideration , 125. Leo Gurko feels that "in some ultimate sense"
Manuel is "undefeated. The pure integral soul is in his case trans-
cendent ever the limited, fallible flesh" (Gurko, 195). DeFalco sees the
matador as victorious over "the forces of compromise," as undefeated in

much the same sense as Christ. See DeFalco, 201. Though the}' do not
discuss this aspect of "The Undefeated" in any detail, Sh.eridan Baker,
Jackson J. Benson, and Carlos Baker also see Manuel as essentially
victorious.

Of the critics who have discussed "The Undefeated" only
Kenneth Kinnamon emphasizes the limitations of Manuel's performance
as a matador. Manuel, Kinnamon explains in "Hemingway, the Corrida , and
Spain," Texas S tudies in Literature and Language, I (Spring, 1959), is

compelled to figlit by "his sense- of honor, his pride in his profession,
and his illusory rationalization that he is still capable of making a

comeback." During the bullfight, "Manuel's work in the ring is valiant
and supremely honest [Kinnamon is exaggerating here] although he does
not maintain full control of the bull and has lost most of his art"
(Kinnamon, 43) . Like other critics, however, Kinnamon concludes that
Manuel achieves "a kind of victory" by "refusing to accept defeat in a

situation jus;:ifying surrender" (Kinnamon, 49).
Kinnamon mentions the "unsympathetic, insulting crowd" in

"Hemingway, the Corrida, and Spain," 48. Sheridan B^ker calls the spectator;
a "hard crowd" in Ernest Hemingway, 61.

9. Hemingway show's his disgust for those spectators who are bored
with the corrida both in Death in the Afternoon ( See, for example, page
63)and in The Sun Al so Rises (See the treatment of R.obert Cohn in Chapter
XV )

.

10. HemingwTay, glossary of Dea th in the Afternoon , under "Veron ica ."

11. After the tercio de varas Zurito tells Manuel "You're going
good"(254), but this is less a true evaluation of Manuel's performance
than it is an attempt to give the matador support. As becomes clear
during the faena, Zurito considers his friend going good only as long
as the matador stays out of real danger and attempts merely to say alive.

12. Zurito' £ good judgement is made clear in ir.any ways, one of the
most m.emorable of which is his choice of "the only steady horse of the
lot" before the corrida begins.
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13. Baker, Hemingway: The Writer as Artist , 122.

14. DeFalco, 201.

15. Sheridan Baker, 61.

16. DeFalco, 201.

17. It is tempting to see significance in the fact that the end
of the corrida in "The Undefeated" resembles the end of a corrida de- -

33:ibed in Death in the Afternoon during which Manuel Garcia Maera--
one of Hemingway's favorite ii-iatador3--has difficulty killing a bull.
Sheridan Baker, for example, gives in to this temptation(See Ernest
Hemingway, 60-61.). While there are obvious similarities between the

stories of the two matadors, however, it is misleading to place much
emphasis on them. Both the real and the fictional matador do shov; great
courage in refusing to leave the bullring vrithout killing the bull. At

the same time, however, Hemingway's descriptions indicate that there are

significant differences betv7een the two men. For one thing, it is clear
-'-" Death in th e Afternoon that Maera's difficulty with the bull is un-
usual for him. It is equally clear from "The Undefeated" that for Manuel
such difficulties have become the usual thing. Ivhen Maera repeatedly
fails to kill the bull, he becomes furious at himself and at the audience,
and the result is that while Manuel's actions resemble those of Maera,
his attitude is reminiscent of the bullfighter who, having lost "his
honor he goes along living through his contracts, hating the public he
fights before, telling himself that they have no right to hoot and jeer
at him who faces death when they sit comfortable and safe in the seats,
telling himself he can always do great work if he wants to and they can
wait until he wants"( Death in the Afternoon , 91).

I-Hiile the similarities between the end of "The Undefeated" and

Maera's unfortunate afternoon have been stressed in criticism of "The
Undefeated," the substantial similarities between Manuel and other mata-
dors have generally been ignored. Like Manuel, for example, Louis Freg
fought much longer than most matadors, and be was one of few matadors
who wore the pigtail plaited on his head. Like Manuel, who has been
"on plenty of operating-tables" (265) , Freg was severely punished by the
bulls. These similarities make Hemingway's description of Freg's un-
disputed courage seem, at least as relevant to the portrait of Manuel in

"The Undefeated" as are the limited similarities between Maera and Manuel.

Freg's terrible gorings, Hemingway explains, "had no effect on his valor
at all. But it v;as a strange valor. It never fired you; it was not
contagious. You saw it, appreciated it and knew the man v;as brave, but

somehow it was as though courage was a syrup rather than a wine or the

taste of salt and ashes in your mouth"

(

Death in the Afternoon, 263).

The problem with placing much emphasis on such similarities,
between bullfighters of course, is that the reader who knows little of

bullfighting tends to see significance in details which would seem un-

important were he more familiar with the sport. A good example of this
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tendency has to do with names. At first it seems ver}' significant that

the matador in "The Undefeated" is named Manuel Garcia and that one of

the best of all matadors was named Manuel Garcia Maera, The problem is

that in Death in the Afternoon alone, at least two other matadors are
called "Manolo" and have things in conmon with the M^nolo of "The Un-
defeated." See the sections in Death in the Afternoon on Manolo Martinez
(2&0-262)and on Manolo Bienvenida(251-252) .

18. See DeFalco, 197-202.

19. Several critics 'seem to assume that Manuel dies at the end

of "The Undefeated," even though there is no evidence vjhatsoever to

support such a contention, Sheridan Baker describes Manuel as going
"into oblivion on the operating table" (Sheridan Baker, 60-61). Carlos
Baker mentions that during "The Undefeated" l-Ianuel is "meeting his last
bull under th.e arclights of the bullring in Madz-id"(3aker, Hemingyjay:

The Writer as Artist^ 122). Benson explains that Manuel loses his life

in pursuit of his commitment to honor. See Benson, 75. H. E, Bates
feels that the death of Manuel helps to exemplify the idea that Hciaingway

is preoccupied with the theme of death. See Bates, "Hemingway's Short
Stories" in Baker, ed., Hemingway and his Critics, 76. Ray B. West feels
that one of the them.es of "The Undefeated" has to do with the idea that

one can achieve glory through death. See "Three Methods of Modern Fiction:
Ernest Remingv-ay, Eudora Welty and Thomas Mann," Co llege Engl ish , XII

(Jan .
> 1951), 194. Kenneth Kinnamon mentions that Manuel "will not

arise" from the operating table. See Kinnamon, 49.

eighteen" (261) . During 1924 and 1925 The Forum published a novel by
Arthur Hamilton Gibbs called Soundings, which deals with an eighteen
year old girl named Nancy Hawthorne. The epigraph to the novel suggests,
"'Life is an uncharued ocean. The cautious mariner must needs take
many soundings 'ere he conduct his barque to port in safety.'"

21. Gurko, 193.

22. DeFalco, 92-93.

23. See DeFalco, 179-183.



CONCLUSION

A few general conclusions can be drawn about the experimentation

with narrative perspective which Hemingway carries on in his short

stories. In his early \;ork Hemingway seems primarily concerned with

draniatic narration. The early Nick Adams stories, for example, and many

of the In Our Time sketches give evidence of Hemingvjay ' s strong interest

in developing fiction in which all narrative privileges other than

those necessary for the presentation of conversation and the descrip-

tion of the outv;ard appearances of things are eliminated. Ttiis early

interest in the possibilities of dramatic narrative is evident through-

out Hemingway's career. Tliough none of the later collections of stories

reflect as great a concern witli dramatic narration as does In Ou r Time,

such later stories as "Tne Killers," "Hills Like V/liite Elephants,"

"Fifty Grand," "Tlie Sea Change," "A Clean, Well-Lighted Place," and

"The Light of the World" illustrate Hemingway's continued attempt to re-

fine the dramatic method and to broaden its usefulness.

HeiMingway 's early stories also give evidence of his concern with

other aspects of narrative strategy. llie full length story "My Old Man"

and such brief stories and sketches as "llie Revolutionist," "On the Quai

at Smyrna," and Chapters 1, III, IV, VII, IX, XI, and XIII of In Our Time

illujtrate Hemingway's strong interest in and his considerable skill with

the use of different kinds of characters as narrators. Like his early
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interest in dramatic narration, Hemingway's interest in the possibil-

ities of involved narration is evident throughout his career. Such

full-length stories as "A Canary for One," "The Mother of a Queen,"

"After the Storm," "One Trip Across," "In Another Country," and "Now

I Lay Me" make it clear that Hemingway grev.' increasingly interested in

thematic possibilities which result From the development of the narrator'

situation in the acting present and from the manipulation of relation-

ships between acting present and narrating present. The complex nar-

rative strategies of "Tlie Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio" and "Fathers

and Sons" in fact reflect Hemingway's attempt to expand the traditional

limits of involved narrative, to give tlie method new and interesting

possibilities

.

Tv\;o other areas of technical development become particularly

noticeable in the short story collections after In Our Tiaie. For one

thing, the longer he v/rote the mora interested Kemivig'v'ay seems to have

becoii;e in the exploration of the minds of his characters. Wiile com-

paratively few presentations of the unvoiced thouglits, feelings, and

memories of characters are used in the early stories, investigations

of consciousness either by overall narrators or by the characters

them.3elves are of considerable significance in such later works as

"Now I Lay Me," "A Way You'll Never Be," "Fathers and Sons," "Tlie

Gambler, the Nun, and the Radio," "The Capital of the World," "The

Short Happy Life of Francis Macomber," and '"The Srows of Kilimanjaro."

Hemingway's interest in one other area of technical concern--- the use of

multiple perspective--also becoii.es more noticeable in later works.

While multiple perspective is significant in such early stories as
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"Tlie Doctor and the Doctor's Wife" and "llie Undefeated," It Is not used

consistently until the Tliirties.

All in all, a detailed investigation of Hemingway's short stories

leads to the conclusion that as is true in the cases of such contempor-

aries as Joyce and Faulkner, Hemingway not only experimented vjith the

possibilities of narrative perspective, but experimented widely and

successfully with them. To overlook Hemingu'ay ' s development and refine-

ment of the dramatic method and his concern with the possibilities of

involved narration, to ignore his interest in interior view and multiple

perspt'^c tive , is to miss not only many important thematic dimensions of

his short stories, but also a significant aspect of his overall achieve-

ment as an artist.
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